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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Whanganui Town Centre Regeneration Strategy project was initiated as a
result of the commencement of the Whanganui District Council sectional review
of the District Plan in 2010. As part of the review of the commercial zones, an
overarching regeneration strategy is required to provide clarity about what the
issues and objectives are in an integrated form. The strategy will guide future
plan changes, resource consents, and infrastructure planning.
This strategy provides an overall plan that comprehensively balances
competing interests and objectives to achieve sustainable outcomes for the
community with realistic actions, priorities and timelines to achieve sustainable
change across the centre, rather than ad hoc development.
The overall vision for the town centre is: Making Whanganui Visible.
Due to its relatively isolated location within New Zealand, Whanganui is less
strongly embedded in the psyche of New Zealanders as a place to pass through
and stop. Visitors have to make a conscious decision to ‘go out of their way’ to
visit Whanganui. The strategy also identifies many aspects of the town and the
town centre that are attractive assets and elements that are currently hidden or
understated. Additionally, several good initiatives or processes are currently
already underway or worked on, which could benefit from being promoted and
publicised.
This strategy endeavours to make both Whanganui and its assets and qualities
more prominent, as well as proposing to strengthen existing and create new
ones.
The main strategy elements and key proposals of the strategy include the
following:









Targeting missing retailers;
Bookending the retail core;
Making changes to the role of Mainstreet Whanganui;
Targeting more artists;
Introducing an artist shared studio;
Introducing an Iwi dimension in the town centre;
Pursuing ‘activation-focussed’ public art;
Targeting businesses to locate or to start up in Whanganui;







Supporting the proposed Innovation Quarter;
Providing for some of the basic visitor needs;
Introducing new, and making changes to existing, events;
Suggesting several new visitor attractions;
Suggesting initiatives aimed at improving built form, attracting residential in
the town centre, and assisting with earthquake strengthening;
 Making changes to some of the public spaces, and upgrading footpaths, in
the town centre;
 Making some small-scale changes to the movement system and supporting
actions already underway; and
 Preparing a prospectus.
These proposals, alongside analysis and rationale, are outlined in this strategy.
A prioritisation of practical implementation steps with indicative cost estimates
for the ‘immediate’, ‘high’ and ‘medium’ priority initiatives is contained in the final
section of this report. The approach to this is to prioritise the actions that are
easiest to implement, whereby cost is a consideration, and that are the most
transformative for the town centre. Additionally, several of the actions proposed
as ‘immediate’ could be considered as ‘quick hits’ or ‘low hanging fruit’.
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1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.2 PROJECT SCOPE

The Whanganui Town Centre Regeneration Strategy project was initiated as a
result of the commencement of the Whanganui District Council (‘the Council’ or
‘WDC’) sectional review of the District Plan in 2010. As part of the review of the
commercial zones, an overarching regeneration strategy is required to provide
clarity about what the issues and objectives are in an integrated form. The
strategy will guide future plan changes, resource consents, and infrastructure
planning.

1.2.1 Project purpose

This strategy provides an overall plan that comprehensively balances
competing interests and objectives to achieve sustainable outcomes for the
community with realistic actions, priorities and timelines to achieve sustainable
change across the centre, rather than ad hoc development.
A strategy is required for the following reasons:
 An integrated approach is needed to reconcile the multiple interests within
the commercial area.
 To guide Council infrastructure and resource management decision making.
 To guide re-development and strengthening of heritage buildings to harness
the full potential of the commercial centre and encourage private investment.
 To determine how existing reserves, features and public places can be
enhanced and better integrated with the commercial centre.
 To guide design and funding for services, infrastructure and facilities in
subsequent 10 year plans to achieve the community objectives to be
articulated in the strategy for short, medium and long term priority
implementation.
 The regeneration process is intended to facilitate a stronger and more
resilient future for the commercial town centre of Whanganui (referred to as
the study area), which in turn will deliver prosperity, environmental, social
and cultural benefits for the wider community.

The purpose of the project was to develop a 30-year Whanganui Town Centre
Regeneration Strategy to achieve a thriving centre that offers a unique local
history and identity.
This project took the community along on a journey to evaluate the issues,
options, potential threats and opportunities for the study area. Using that
information, and with wide community input, the next step in the project was to
devise a pathway of prioritised actions that are transparent and rational with
lots of local flavour to assist the community, led by the Council, to implement
key actions.
The aim of the project process was to develop a coherent strategy, containing a
series of actions to revitalise the town centre. As such, the process aimed to
develop:

 A clear vision for the future of the town centre and an appreciation of the
impediments to achieving that vision.
 A vision and regeneration strategy which has been tested and is supported
by the wider community through active engagement.
 Clear, concise and highly visual articulation of the pathway of integrated
actions, priorities and responsibilities of Council and other stakeholders to
achieve the outcomes sought by the community.
 Identification of other opportunities that could be promoted through the
strategy.
1.2.2 Key themes and issues
The regeneration strategy process included consideration of the following key
themes and issues:
 Significance of the river and riverfront linkages including cultural and
physical character and relationships to areas such as Pakaitore Historic
Reserve (Moutoa Gardens).
 Physical shift of town centre retail towards the river in the last decade.
 Reflection of multi-cultural community in the physical urban environment.
 Enhancement of the built heritage resource, recognition of earthquake prone
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building and design guideline issues and opportunities.
 Technology, government policy and earthquake prone building implications
for the existing town centre.
 The potential for new technology to significantly impact on the built
environment through reducing demand for retail premises and demand for
flexible, mixed use developments.
 Implications of the trend for commercial activities to establish in locations
beyond the existing commercial area on the residential fringes or adjacent to
key transport routes.
 Integration and enhancement of transportation facilities consistent with
objectives of the Whanganui Urban Transportation Strategy 2011.
 Commercial and residential location and development trends. Impediments
to potential demand for future residential development within the town centre
area.
 Creating an attractive shopping experience.

Wider context
- Whanganui
and wider
area AREA
WIDER
CONTEXT
- WHANGANUI
& WIDER

WHANGANUI
RIVER

Local context - urban Whanganui
WHANGANUI
RIVER

1.2.3 Spatial scope of the project

QUEENS
PARK

The study area can be defined as the area which extends from Dublin Street in
the north west to where the Whanganui City Bridge crosses the river in the
south east, and from Cooks Gardens in the south west to Queens Park, the
location of the Sarjeant Gallery, in the north east. The study area is the town
centre of Whanganui, which is located on the West Coast of New Zealand’s
North Island and near the mouth of the Whanganui River.

COOKS
GARDENS
RACECOURSE

The project has looked beyond the confines of the study area boundaries as
appropriate to ensure that wider ecological, land use, and transportation
influences have been acknowledged and responded to. Being a mono-centric
town, Whanganui’s central area performs a crucial role for all communities
within and just outside the town. Accessibility from surrounding areas is
therefore an important consideration.

Study
area - AREA
Whanganui
Town Centre
STUDY
- WHANGANUI
TOWN CENTRE

VICTORIA AVENUE

ABOVE FIG. 1-1: Spatial scope of the
Project.
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1.3 PROJECT PROCESS
The project has consisted of the following steps (also refer to Figure 1-2):
 Foundational work in September 2015.
 Scoping and background work in October 2015:
- Information review and analysis;
- Council staff session;
- Stakeholder consultation; and
- Councillor session.
 Development of objectives and options in November and December 2015:
- Community consultation;
- Interviews with retailers, property specialists, employers, and
representatives of the arts and culture sector;
- Three-day inquiry-by-design workshop; and
- Presentations to Council staff, Councillors, and public and stakeholders.
 Production of the draft strategy in 2016:
- Options and draft regeneration strategy report; and
- Final draft strategy report.
Next steps
It is envisaged that a special consultative procedure will be followed by WDC in
the first half of 2017 to consult with the community and relevant stakeholders
on the basis of the draft strategy. This will result in a final regeneration strategy
agreed to by the community by mid 2017.
The actions developed for the strategy will be adopted into policy, 10-year
plans, and the District Plan review.
The strategy will guide future development and district planning decisions
looking out to 2046 (30 years from completion). The strategy will contribute to
Phase 7 of the District Plan review by establishing the parameters and indicate
boundaries for future commercial zones to meet community outcomes for at
least the next 10 years, but preferably for the next 30 years.
ABOVE FIG. 1-2: Project process.
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1.4 CONSULTATION PROCESS
Consultation was undertaken to gather information and individual visions and
ideas. The groups consulted with include:
General public
Social media
The Council posted information about the process to develop the regeneration
strategy on their website in order to inform the public and to gather online
responses.
Public visioning workshop
A 2.5-hour open to the public evening session was held in November 2015.
This was an interactive session where the members of the public designed and
presented their ideas for the town centre, after working on those in groups.
Public presentation
In December 2015 the draft strategy was presented for feedback to the general
public and invited stakeholders.
Stakeholders
ABOVE FIG. 1-3: Newspaper article on the consultation process.

Focus groups
In October 2015 four 1.5-hour focus group sessions (up to 25 people) were
held prior to the inquiry-by-design workshop. The aim of these meetings was to:
 Provide information on the project process;
 Get an understanding of the issues relevant to this group; and
 Solicit ideas for the regeneration strategy.
Specialist interviews
Before and during the workshop, the town centre / retail and employment
specialists met with industry specialists such as real estate agents, business
leaders, representatives from the Chamber of Commerce, retail associations,
and town centre management bodies. Tim Walker also met with
representatives of the arts and culture sector.
Groups and individuals consulted with
Through the focus group sessions and specialist interviews, the following
stakeholders were consulted with:

RIGHT FIG. 1-4:
Some of the focus
group sessions
and the public
meeting.
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 Retailers and business sector, including: Whanganui Mainstreet Inc; Real
estate agents; Earthquake Taskforce; Whanganui and Partners; Maori
Economy and Business Development Group; Visit Whanganui.
 Social and community organisations, including: Citizens Advice Bureau;
Community Patrol; Road Safety (Horizons Regional Council); Life to the Max
Trust; Fire Service; Sustainable Whanganui Trust.
 Iwi representatives, including: Jill Sheehy (Te Runanga o Tupoho), John
Maihi, Tiwha Puketapu, Daryn Te Uamairangi, Beryl Miller, Hone
Tamehana. This was followed by input by architectural design firm
‘designTRIBE’ on behalf of the local iwi.
 Arts and culture sector, including: the Sarjeant Art Gallery; Whanganui
Regional Museum; Rayner Brothers Gallery; Glass artist & NZ Society of
Artists in Glass; Royal Whanganui Opera House; Artists open studios;
Whanganui Musicians Club; Quartz Studio Ceramics museum;
Spacemonster; Space Gallery; NZ Opera Week; Chronicle Glass.
 Universal College of Learning (UCOL).
Whanganui District Council Councillors & Staff

In October 2015 sessions with WDC staff and with Councillors were also held.
The aims of these meetings were to:

1.5 INQUIRY-BY-DESIGN WORKSHOP PROCESS
The inquiry-by-design workshop in November 2015 consisted of the following
steps:
Workshop Day 1
 Short technical briefings by relevant Council staff members.
 Inquiry-by-design per discipline or focus area, mapping and analysing
existing aspects of the town centre, which included the following:
- Place-making, open space, ecology and biodiversity networks;
- Community and social networks;
- Movement networks by individual modes (vehicle, freight, bus, tram,
cycle, walking);
- Employment-based land use networks;
- Retail distribution, performance and catchments;
- Markets, events, management;
- Earthquake strengthening;
- Arts and culture; and
- Heritage areas.
Workshop Day 2

 Provide information on the project process;
 Prepare them for the IBD-workshop; and
 Solicit provisional ideas for the regeneration strategy.
Public presentation
In December 2015 the draft strategy was presented for feedback to Councillors
and Council staff.
Implementation workshop
In December 2016 the implementation strategy was worked through with
Councillors and Council staff, and a clear way forward was agreed.
Post-Project Public and Stakeholder Consultation
It is envisaged that the Council will conduct a special consultative procedure
which could involve:

 The design inquiry continued with each group formulating a preferred
response to the issues in their discipline to be solved.
 Internal working reviews combined the spatial preferences and outlined the
different spatial demands on different parts of the city.
 Group work focussed on integrating the single-discipline outcomes into one
holistic strategy.

Workshop Day 3
 The design inquiry concluded.
 A first cut implementation strategy was prepared.
 The workshop concluded with a presentation of the concepts and strategies
prepared during the workshop to Councillors and Council Senior
Management.

 A display of the report on the Council website.
 Involving specific stakeholders to input into the implementation of initiatives.
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1.6 REPORT STRUCTURE

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

The structure of this report is shown in Figure 1-5.

SECTION 2: THE CASE FOR A BETTER TOWN CENTRE

In Section 2 the reasons for the focus on the regeneration of the Whanganui
Town Centre are introduced along with, opportunities and challenges, identified
by the Council, consultants, the community and other stakeholders. This
describes the context for the project and sets up the specific issues to be
addressed in the analysis and outcomes.

SECTION 3: PRINCIPLES TO UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL
SECTION 4: A VISION FOR THE TOWN CENTRE

Section 3 explains the approach used for and the urban design principles
applied to the project.
In Section 4 the strategy is distilled into its essential elements and graphically
summarised.
Sections 5 through to 14 explain the strategy in depth. These sections are
organised along technical strategy themes that the strategy addresses. This
part of the report consists of both proposals and related analysis.
Section 15 outlines the practical implementation steps and proposed
initiatives along with prioritisation and expected timelines. This section is
organised per Council department, and other organisations and institutions
involved in the implementation of the strategy.

SECTIONS 5 - 14: STRATEGY THEMES
5. RETAIL

6. ARTS AND CULTURE

7. TOURISM

8. EMPLOYMENT

9. COMMUNITY

10. BUILT FORM

11. RIVERFRONT

12. URBAN PUBLIC
PLACES

13. TRANSPORT

14. NATURE

Detailed background material is provided in the appendices.
SECTION 15: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES + INDICATIVE COST ESTIMATES

MEDIUM PRIORITY INITIATIVES + INDICATIVE COST ESTIMATES
LOW PRIORITY INITIATIVES

APPENDICES
ABOVE FIG. 1-5: Structure of this report.
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2. THE CASE FOR A BETTER
TOWN CENTRE
Why it is worth investing in the town centre
Opportunities and challenges facing the town
centre
The messages received from the community
and stakeholders
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2.1 WHY IT IS WORTH INVESTING IN THE
WHANGANUI TOWN CENTRE

effort on enhancing the efficiency and success of
the centre, the whole community can benefit –
more choice, more activity, and higher quality.

that contribute to the appeal and success of the
town as a whole and the wellbeing of its entire
community.

The primacy of the town centre

The largest investment

Role of the public realm

The town centre is the principal business and retail
area within the Whanganui District, and between
Palmerston North and New Plymouth. It
concentrates a wide range of activities, including
shops, professional and administrative offices, civic
and community facilities, emergency service
activities, restaurants and bars, arts and culture,
entertainment, and personal and household
services. The town serves both a significant
resident population as well as an extensive rural
area. It also provides for the needs of visitors and
tourists. It is important for the well-being of
Whanganui in its entirety as well as the surrounding
district that the centre succeeds as a focal point for
retail, commercial, cultural and social activity.
Because of this, it is crucial that opportunities for
social and business activity are maximised and that
high quality development and redevelopment is
attracted.

The centre represents the community’s largest
investment in terms of premium open space, social
and other infrastructure, buildings and
development. On behalf of the community the
Council is interested in seeing the significant public
investments made in the town maximised. Public
investments can also trigger more private
investment as the private sector will likely gain
confidence and direction from this leadership.

There is a strong interaction between the quality of
the public realm and private properties. The
interface between these is essential. This is
particularly the case in Whanganui’s town centre
areas that are dominated by buildings that are built
to the street edges.

Agglomeration effect
In the centre many small activities cluster together
in a way that creates an overall attraction to many
more customers than they could by themselves.
This is maximised when pedestrians are able to
visit many different activities as easily as possible.
When working well, this stimulates much higher
rates of social and economic activity because
people undertake spontaneous exchange in
addition to planned exchange. When a business
can enjoy enough spontaneous or ‘chance’ activity,
it can employ additional staff, expand the range and
quality of products on offer, or grow to bigger
premises than it otherwise could have. By focusing

Valuable assets
The town centre also accommodates many assets
that are essential to Whanganui’s reputation and
economic well-being. Whanganui is well known for
the Sarjeant Gallery and other arts and cultural
facilities. These valuable assets deserve a setting
that accommodates, enhances and supports them.
Whanganui’s stock of preserved historic buildings
defines the town’s character for a large part.
However, many of these buildings are underutilised
or vacant or even under threat of demolition. For
the well-being of the centre, these buildings
generally deserve revitalisation, supported by
public space enhancements.
The Council’s role
The design and planning of an outstanding town
centre is a collaborative effort between the private
and public sectors. It is the role of the Council to
create conditions in which every property owner
and developer is enabled to enjoy the opportunities
of their own property, while encouraging outcomes

ABOVE FIG. 2-1: Some of the town centre’s assets.
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2.2 OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
FACING THE TOWN CENTRE

 Over 65 year olds are rapidly increasing
(projected to rise to 32% of the district
population by 2043).

2.3 THE MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM THE
COMMUNITY AND THE STAKEHOLDERS

Like many regional urban centres across New
Zealand, Whanganui has experienced static or
negative population growth in recent years.
Statistics NZ projects a slow decline on a median
scenario over the next 30 years (from 43,500 in
2014 (StatsNZ, Sub-national population estimates,
June 2014) to approximately 42,000 in 2043). Other
key statistics include:

The implications of this, and particularly, the static
or negative population growth are now acutely
apparent in the study area with the core retail area
gradually shifting down towards the river block.
There is a significant level of oversupply of town
centre retail and office floor-space with low levels of
occupancy above ground floor level. Some early
interest in the conversion of retail property to
residential use is evident although low capital and
rental values together with Building Act
requirements make such proposals marginal at
best.

2.3.1 Stakeholder consultation

 The population has generally been declining for
a longer period (down by 2,890 = 6.4% from
1996 to 2013);
 The population is projected to decline further
and age (with fewer of ‘family formation’ age). It
should however be noted that recent figures
showed a small increase;
 The district accommodates a population with a
considerably lower average income than New
Zealand as a whole;
 There are considerably more one person and
one parent households per household than in
New Zealand as a whole (33% more one
person households, 21% more one parent
households);
 A relatively large percentage of the population
has a low socio-economic status (75% of school
pupils in lowest half of New Zealand socioeconomic status);
 Some of the most deprived households in New
Zealand are located closest to and around the
town centre;
 Those of ‘family formation’ age are declining in
the district (projected to be fewer than over 65
year olds by 2028); and

Whanganui has an attractive town centre
environment with a lot of potential but some tough
decisions around land use and floor space in the
town centre are necessary if Whanganui is to be
strongly and positively positioned to serve its
community, attract additional residents and
investors and those who may wish to do business,
live or play here in the future. An important part of a
forward looking vision will be to diversify town
centre activity away from traditional retail activity to
embrace arts, entertainment, education and
residential uses.

On 22 and 23 October 2015, a series of
stakeholder consultation meetings were held.
The messages received during this stage
(sometimes conflicting) could be summarised as
follows:
2.3.2 Retailers and Business leaders
Overall approach
 More new policy is not going to solve the town
centre issues. Creative thinking and getting rid
of unnecessary legislation is needed.
 The wider city seems to lack confidence and a
reluctance to invest. Many businesses are not
continued or taken over after retirement of the
founder.
 The town centre strategy should be wellresourced, identify deliverable outputs, and
have a focus on implementation.
 The town centre strategy should be coordinated
with the Manawatu-Whanganui Growth Study
and focus on how to attract businesses to
Whanganui.
 There should be a focus on determining
strategic business opportunities for the town as
a whole. Lessons could be learned from
Rotorua and its way of leveraging off mountain
biking.
 Projects and ideas that were started should be
completed. For example the velodrome, which
seems under-utilised. Assets should be used in
a smarter way.
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Population growth
 An overall issue for Whanganui is the declining
or very slow growing population. This also has
consequences for attracting and retaining staff
in the professions. The lack of tertiary education
contributes to this issue. A key reason for
‘people who could work anywhere’ is the
attractive lifestyle in Whanganui.
 Some indicated that the town needs a strong
industrial employment base more than investing
in the town centre. The declining population is
the greatest problem for Whanganui. Others
indicated that a vibrant and attractive town
centre with amenity would attract visitors and
possibly new residents, including students for
the tertiary education institutions in Whanganui.
 Whanganui is a positive surprise to many
people. There is more amenity on offer than
perceived by outsiders.
 The town centre should focus on attracting
visitors, since ‘visitors beget residents’,
‘residents beget businesses’.
 An idea is to use social media to ‘sell’
Whanganui and the town centre to outsiders.
 The ‘buzz’ should be brought back to the town
centre.
Heritage buildings and features
 A strong focus should be on heritage
conservation and celebration. This should
include both Pākehā and Māori.
 The earthquake-prone buildings community
taskforce is working on a coordinated approach
to earthquake strengthening of heritage
buildings as well as other ideas. Further central
government legislation has been enacted.
 An issue related to residential opportunities
within the town centre is that many buildings,
especially the upper storeys, have not been
maintained well. In many instances it is very

ABOVE FIG. 2-2: Summary of some of the feedback received from the community and stakeholders.

expensive to bring these buildings up to
standard.
 Tidying up the facades of heritage buildings
would make a positive difference for the town
centre.
Specific issues and ideas
 Events, both large and small, are important for
the town centre.

 Safety in the town centre is, in the perception of
many, not an issue.
 Access to the boat shed on the river should be
improved.
 Essential functions such as sufficient and
accessible parking, as well as toilets and
changing facilities could be improved.
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 We need an emphasis on affordable ways to fill
empty shops. We should therefore be careful
with allowing new malls to be developed. There
is a role for town centre management in this as
well.

much success which made them hard to
manage. Several church groups still provide
activities for children and youths.
 The Youth Council should be involved in
identifying ideas for the town centre.

2.3.3 Representatives from Community and
Social organisations

Public transport
 An issue for those relying on public transport is
the limited bus service in the evening and on
Saturdays, and the lack of a bus service on
Sunday.
 There is an existing idea for a transport hub in
one of the lower blocks.

Population growth
 Whanganui needs more ‘new economy’ jobs to
attract young people.
 Lifestyle opportunities in Whanganui should be
promoted in order to attract residents and
businesses.
Elderly and the disabled
 There are some issues related to accessibility,
particularly for mobility scooters. These are
caused by tree roots and steps at the entrances
of buildings, e.g. banks, but also the building in
which Mainstreet is located. There is a booklet
produced by Age Concern that contains
information on access and mobility issues, as
well as public toilets and other important
facilities in the town centre.
Children and youth
 There is a need for more spaces where youths
can safely spend time without being a nuisance.
Majestic Square does currently not cater well
for youth.
 These spaces could include facilities for
scooters and skateboards. There is currently no
skate park in or near the town centre.
 The town centre could play a greater role in
providing arts and crafts activities for children or
activities related to hobbies.
 In the past youth activities have come and
gone. Some have ceased to exist, due to too

Security and safety
 Safety in the town centre is generally
acceptable, although there are some people
who are afraid of crime in the town centre.
 Lighting in the town centre should be improved.
 There are several locations where CCTV
cameras are obstructed by trees.
 Small scale crime occasionally takes place on
Friday and Saturday nights mainly near the
pubs at the south-eastern end of Victoria
Avenue. This could include vandalism,
sometime arson attacks, and damage to and
displacement of moveable objects in the public
realm. Most of this is due to intoxicated people.
The pubs are required to close at 2am and most
problems occur between 11pm and 2.15am.
 The Community Patrol is open to increased
cooperation with the Māori wardens, although
these operate under a different statute of law.
This is being organised.
 There are several historic buildings in
Whanganui that are non-compliant to the fire
regulations. Any upgrade, including earthquake
strengthening, will trigger an upgrade in line
with current fire regulations.

 There are two locations in the town centre
where fire trucks struggle to negotiate turns.
These include the roundabout in the
intersection between Maria Place and Victoria
Avenue and the intersection between Victoria
Avenue and Taupo Quay.
Specific town centre issues
 There should be a greater focus on
maintenance and re-use of heritage buildings.
 The town centre should be tidied up, although
the situation is better than a little while ago.
 The Citizen Advice Bureau is in a good location.
 An idea similar to ‘Eat Street’ in Rotorua should
be considered for the blocks near the river.
 There is very little in the town centre that
indicates a Māori presence. Most of the visible
heritage is colonial, with only a little bit of Māori
art at the riverfront.
2.3.4 Representatives from the Arts and Culture
sector
Arts approach
 Efforts should be focussed on outreach, e.g.
funding a brochure of all galleries.
 Investments in people and events rather than
hardware should be made.
 Activation of what Whanganui has is preferred
over developing new. Sarjeant Gallery should
only be strengthened, but not extended. Instead
Sarjeant on the Quay should be seen as the
extension. However, others support the
extension.
 A key reason for artists being in Whanganui is
that there is an arts school. It is important to
retain this education institute.
 Many good initiatives disappear after some
time. Consistency is required.
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 Ideas for growth and development of the sector
should come from the artists themselves. New
policies could prove restrictive.
 There is a growing interest in participating in
arts and crafts; hands-on learning about it
rather than only observing and buying art.
 In the past there were summer school courses
run by the Polytech. Consideration is being
given to restart this.
 Local artists and other ‘makers’ should be used
to create the ‘arts infrastructure’.
 There is no need to bring in activities from
outside the town. Instead, what is here should
be used and developed.
 It should be realised that arts is wider than just
visual, e.g. music and literacy should also be
included.
 Whanganui should have tours and exhibitions
originating from the town, rather than attracting
from outside.
 The arts and culture sector relies heavily on
volunteers.
 An idea would be to run workshops by local
artists for the general public and visitors.
Information, promotion, publicity
 Information provided at the i-site should be
better coordinated. The representative from the
i-site suggested a conversation regarding the
role of, and expectations for, the i-site, given the
obligations the i-site has.
 Promotion of the town and its arts sector should
be improved.
 There is a need for a better digital database for
the local arts sector. This could also be used for
commercial tenders.

Wider Whanganui
 There is a need for better and earlier
signposting of Whanganui along State
Highways.
 Business in Whanganui suffers from a lack of
connectivity by air travel, i.e. too few flights to
and from Whanganui. It might be an idea to
lobby Air NZ and / or subsidise like other places
do.
 The town is underestimating itself and
struggling with a bad reputation.
 The Artists Open Studio Whanganui is a
growing event with many galleries participating.
It is dependent on support from the Council.
Town Centre
 The Opera House is an important asset for the
local arts community. It is however seen by
some locals as an expensive venue. Another
criticism is that it is inviting too many outside
performances compared to local.
 Lighting in the town centre should be improved.
 Restaurant service and creativity of food on
offer could be improved.
 There is a need for accessible multimedia
facilities.
 Art should be made more visible in the town
centre.
 Art exhibition in the windows of vacant shops is
taking place, but in many cases it is difficult to
reach agreement with shop owners in the town
centre, whereas the opportunities seem easier
on the edge of the town centre. There are, in
general, more arts related spaces located on
the periphery of the town centre, rather than
inside it.
 Sometimes temporary art exhibitions take place
in shops that are already being used. Some
owners of vacant shops are reluctant to make







spaces temporarily available for art in order to
be available for tenants.
The last large event in the town centre was
organised by Mainstreet. It would be good to
have a Mainstreet contact person to approach
for an events and arts promotion.
An idea would be to provide space on billboards
in the town centre as temporary exhibition
spaces.
Majestic Square does not function well as a
public space. Also trees block the view of the
Sarjeant Gallery.
The connection between Pakaitore and Queens
Park should be improved.

2.3.5 The general public
On 3 November a public meeting was held. The
messages received during this stage (sometimes
conflicting) could be summarised as follows:
Approach, principles
 Accessibility for everybody to facilities, buildings
and places in the town centre is important.
 Whanganui should be made more attractive to
the elderly. Practical ideas include a scheme
organising renting out personal medical alarm
systems for elderly on holiday in Whanganui
which helps them stay longer, and warm and
more private changing rooms in clothing shops.
 In order to reverse the trend of a loss in
population, the town centre should be made
more attractive.
 The axis connecting Sarjeant Gallery, Majestic
Square, and Cooks Gardens should be
emphasised.
 Employment growth, and local job opportunities
for young people, is needed.
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Community facilities
 The library should be moved to a location on
the main street, in order to improve its
accessibility by foot.
 The library should be moved into the former
Farmers building adjacent to Majestic Square
with additional space for some of the collection
of the Sarjeant Art Gallery, in line with examples
of this combination of uses elsewhere.
 The library should be moved to the Wakefield
Chambers building.
 More publicly accessible computers are needed
in the library.
 The District Council currently rents out
accommodation to community organisations at
a low rate. There should be a greater focus on
holding these organisations accountable,
especially in terms of reaching out to a wider
audience.
 An alcohol-free youth drop-in centre should be
established in the town centre.
 The Sarjeant Gallery and the current library
could be developed into a boutique hotel,
casino, or entertainment venue possibly by the
local iwi.
 Earthquake strengthening of the museum,
which currently accommodates precious Maori
treasures, should be done to a higher
percentage than the 33% planned by the
Council. Also, instead of strengthening it from
the inside (which requires temporary removal
and storage of the collection), it could be done
from the outside, while combining it with an
expansion of the ground floor. The extension
could contain a lot of glass to expose some of
the collection more to the public realm and
showcase it at night with good lighting. (This
submitter showed a model of this idea and
provided a PowerPoint presentation).

 In order to improve accessibility a lift could be
installed to connect from the square up to the
top floor of the museum. A bridge could link
across to the Sarjeant Gallery and the library.
Majestic Square
 The library could be relocated to the former
Famers building adjacent to Majestic Square,
which means that the sound shell should be
removed.
 The food and coffee carts should be removed
from Majestic Square.
 The square should be enlarged by taking in the
land of the former Farmers building.
Vacant buildings
 A form of tax on buildings being vacant could
work as an incentive to landlords to contract
tenants.
 The retail core of the town centre should be
reduced. The block to the northwest of Guyton
Street should be redeveloped with apartments
or another form of residential.
 More apartment development, including on the
upper floors of vacant buildings, should be
encouraged.
 Artists should be attracted to temporarily use
empty shops.
Streetscape and public spaces
 Parking meters should be removed and turned
into art pieces in the streetscape.
 The streetscape of Victoria Avenue between
Taupo Quay and Ridgway Street should be
transformed into a shared space.
 The town centre needs a playground or another
open space that is better catering for children.
 Native trees should be planted in Queens Park
and more native trees along the Whanganui

River. Queens Park could be used for
educational purposes.
 The historical importance of Pakaitore should
be more clearly expressed and the connection
of this area with the town centre improved.
Transport
 The tram should be extended through Victoria
Avenue.
 The tram should bring passengers from the
bottom of the hill of Queens Park to the top
where the Sarjeant Gallery is.
 If needed the tram should be put on rubber
wheels, so no tracks are needed.
 The empty Briscoes building on St Hill Street
should be demolished and the site should be
used for public parking.
Events
 One could imagine a festival around the
observatory and Matariki.
 The Saturday morning markets are popular.
These should be replicated on Sunday in the
middle of the town centre.
Other topics
 The riverfront should be capitalised on. The
riverfront to the south-west of the city bridge
should be used for food and beverage uses and
should attract apartment development.
 The Bastia Hill Water Tower should be opened
to public access
 The three towers should be given a new use.
2.3.6 Feedback received via the WDC website
During the project process the Council website
allowed for public input into the project. The key
messages received via this medium (sometimes
conflicting) could be summarised as follows:
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Library
 The library should be relocated to a central
Victoria Avenue location, e.g. the former
Farmers building. Having a library will bring
more people/vibrancy to the centre of town. The
Davis Library can provide expansion space for
the Sarjeant Gallery.
 The former Farmers building should
accommodate the Library. The top floor could
be used for a cafe and reading area.

ABOVE FIG. 2-3: One of the images related to suggestions for
Majestic Square received via a submission on the WDC website.

Majestic Square
 There should be places for social exchange for
all ages, residents and visitors in the town
centre, such as the River Traders market on
Saturday mornings. Refer to photographs of a
location in central Salzburg, Austria, with a
chess board painted in a plaza and large
wooden chess pieces (Figure 2-3). Majestic
Square would be a good location for this and
the pieces could be available during the week
and the Saturday morning market. The local
chess club may have suggestions for the chess
pieces management.
 Changes to Majestic Square should include:
- Removing pedestrian crossings and speed
humps.
- Changing the seating to accommodate more
people.
- Beautifying and illuminating the water
feature. Deter usage of this as a urinal.
- Changing the policy / bylaw around food
carts. Instead there should be a food court
with chairs and tables to resolve this issue.

Transport (including Tram)
 Later bus services (to 10pm) are required so
people are not reliant on taxis or sober drivers
when going out for drinks or dinner.
 Invest in tram as a form of public transport with
extended route to complete a city circuit,
avoiding Victoria Avenue but accessible for
destinations in the middle and top of Victoria
Avenue. Convert Tram shed on Taupo Quay
into a transportation centre for the town centre
with central busses also being diverted there.
This would take some of the pressure off
parking capacity in Victoria Avenue and result in
more vibrancy in the river-side area.
 The tram should travel up the main street during
business hours, which should be closed for
traffic during these times. The trams should be
free, which should be funded by car parking at
each end of the Avenue.

Parking
 A car park building is needed. The lack of
parking makes shopping in the main street is
difficult (so people go to Trafalgar Square).
 The empty building at the back of the Victoria
Avenue blocks should be demolished and the
sites used for parking.

Buildings
 Better utilise existing buildings and spaces.
 Consider the old green building opposite
Countdown Trafalgar Square for an indoor
market.
 A general clean-up of some of the buildings in
Victoria Avenue, Guyton and Ingestre Street is
needed. The Taupo Quay / Drews Avenue /
Queens Park is the most attractive area now.
 The top floors of empty buildings in Victoria
Avenue between Guyton and Ingestre Streets
should be made more attractive to office uses,
while the ground floor should be filled with retail.
Incentives and out of town advertising could
help to attract tenants. Consider national call
centres and government departments.
Retail
 Bars and cafes should have later opening hours
during week nights. Extend to alcohol-free
places for younger people and non-drinkers.
 Subsidised rents for smaller businesses and
artists to attract uses for vacant shops.
 Improve customer service in Whanganui to
compete with internet shopping and nearby
centres and reduce people shopping elsewhere.
If Whanganui’s reputation in this area improves,
this may attract people from elsewhere or keep
visitors longer.
 More Whanganui businesses should have an
online presence as well as a shop front to
respond to both markets at the same time.
 Extend weekend opening hours for shops.
 Retailers should collectively decide on
coordinated business hours.
 Attracting an IKEA store to Whanganui would
bring people from Palmerston North and
surrounding areas to the town.
 Stem the retail leakage to Palmerston North.
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Events and visitors
 The Council needs to help existing venues such
as Spacemonster. More events and evening
activities should be encouraged. A coordinated
events calendar would be helpful.
 Monthly evening events in Victoria Avenue e.g.
night market, an outdoor concert, or an outdoor
movie screening. Street blocks could be closed
off for traffic after shopping hours. 'Youthful'
version of the weekly river traders markets, and
work with some of the same vendors.
 Events in Majestic Square should be based on
three components, food, seating and music.
 Events should be aimed at generating extra
sales for retailers.
 Promote a walking route from the city centre to
Kowhai Park. Drift wood sculptures from the
artist Jack Marsden Mayer should be
incorporated. Benefits for the artist and visitor
industry.
 Our major attractions should be linked
seamlessly so you move from one space to the
next without noticing.
 The culture and heritage of our beautiful awa
and city should be celebrated.
Streetscape
 A precinct with improved opportunities for
alfresco dining, traffic should be reduced in this
area. A suitable location would be the river
block if parking and road space can be reduced
and outdoor seating areas increased.
Alternatively a building between Victoria
Avenue and Trafalgar Square could be
removed, with a possible link to the river.
 The town centre should be made more
pedestrian friendly, and car free for certain
planned periods, e.g. last Saturday of month.
These areas could add vibrancy to the centre

















through market stalls, umbrellas, buskers,
traders, and outdoor food and beverage outlets.
Some parking space in Ridgway Street could be
turned into space for outdoor dining and
drinking for the Rutland Arms Inn. This could be
combined with extending the tram route towards
Victoria Avenue and back via the cinema.
The Strategy should place a greater focus on
the riverfront area as a key food and beverage
destination, while Lower Victoria Avenue
focuses on retail in close proximity to riverfront.
The proposed changes to Victoria Avenue,
especially with regards to parking, should be
further investigated and discussed with
businesses operating in the bridge block.
The town’s bridges should be lit up at night
through energy-efficient lighting which would
provide an attractive visual effect appreciated
by residents as well as visitors.
'Play' spaces for families to spend time in the
main street rather than ‘parking, rushing into
one shop and leaving again’, should be created.
Further recreation equipment (i.e outdoor
exercise equipment to the river side walkway
pathways leading into the town centre) should
be added.
Space for pop up stalls, pop up gardens etc.
should be created.
The main centre should include the riverside
from the Dublin to the Cobham Bridges.
Napier’s Marine Parade is a good example for
how this area can be better utilised.
Exploring opportunities for solar roadways /
parking area that can be reconfigured for multi
use, i.e the market area to a basketball court to
an outdoor concert venue.

 The top part of Victoria Avenue could be
revitalised through street tree planting to create
an attractive entrance from the north.
 More native trees should be planted within the
town centre.
 Adhere to the tree maintenance plan which
stipulates removal of trees every 15 years.
 Preserving trees is very important as these
create an atmosphere of cool and beauty, and
also provide an environmental benefit.
Arts
 The strategy should include a vision for the long
term future of the Whanganui Glass School and
in the process there should be a more
transparent discussion as to this school and
involvement of its major stakeholders.
General
 The proposed strategy should be made
available for public feedback.

Trees
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3. PRINCIPLES TO
UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL
Place-making
Sustainable urban design principles
An integrated approach
Connecting with other WDC strategies
From principles to Whanganui-based solutions
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3.1 PLACE-MAKING
This project is aimed at assisting the town centre
develop with a distinct and improved sense of
place. This “place-making” approach integrates the
widest range of issues possible in a manner that
will distinguish Whanganui from other towns,
enhance its appeal as a location to live, work and
visit, deliver an attractive built form and provide a
framework for future development opportunities.
This approach is aimed at achieving outcomes that:
 have community support;
 achieve ecologically sustainable design
objectives;
 respond appropriately to the regional context;
 promote economic and employment benefits;
 stimulate social activity;
 are viable and responsive to market conditions;
and
 are practical.
3.1.1 Place-making influences well-being
Well-being and quality of life are linked to the ability
of people to easily engage in social, economic,
cultural, and environmental exchange around them.
As all exchange occurs at some point in space, the
built environment can play a large role in either
facilitating or lessening potential exchange from
occurring.
People will generally engage in more exchange
when in a space they feel comfortable in. Wellbeing will accordingly be maximised if the town is
thriving and provides a distinct environment within
which people can strongly associate and readily
feel ownership of.

The public realm (parks, streets, squares, and
public buildings) is the main setting for exchange of
all sorts. To maximise exchange, the public realm
needs to be as convenient, comfortable, and safe
as possible. The way in which private activities
relate to it is just as critical as the design quality of
the public realm itself.

trees;
 Focusing on the introduction of diverse, native
trees and plants when considering new
vegetation such as street trees and amenity
plantings; and
 Ensuring the provision of high quality,
ecologically friendly storm water design.

3.1.2 Guiding design principles for ‘place’
creation

Cleaner air and reduced car dependency
 Creating safe, interesting walkable
environments within and around the town centre
and the riverfront area;
 Encouraging use of the bus by facilitating
efficient and relevant routes, and user friendly
facilities; and
 Retaining or creating connections which
encourage people to walk or bike to the centre,
rather than travel by car.

The following components are factors that can
contribute to the creation of high quality ‘places’.
The focus should be on delivering outcomes that
provide opportunities for:
Socially active and safe environments
 Well-used public spaces which promote social
contact, e.g. Majestic Square or the Riverfront;
 Connected streets where motorists provide
surveillance of pedestrians and property;
 Parks which are prominent and visible from
streets and buildings, e.g. Queens Park and
Cooks Gardens; and
 Properties and parking areas which are visible
to residents, other users of buildings, and
passers-by, which help deterring property
vandalism, burglary and car theft.
Integration with the wider community
 Good street links to specific sites and locations,
such as the Sarjeant Gallery and UCOL; and
 A street network providing safe access through
locations with a pedestrian emphasis, such as
Victoria Avenue.

Coping with change over time
 A network of streets for flexible traffic
management;
 Streetscape designs coping with uses that can
change over time;
 Economically sustainable environments and
buildings flexible enough to accommodate
different uses; and
 Saleable properties in high amenity
environments.
Place-making extends beyond simple design
techniques aimed at making an area aesthetically
pleasing. It is underpinned by several broader
objectives, aimed at delivering a holistic design.

Ecological responsiveness
 The retention and enhancement of natural
features, such as view shafts and valuable
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This project addresses a broad range of issues
simultaneously, and in a way that cannot
unintentionally be biased by single interests
however praiseworthy in themselves, (for example
traffic efficiency, heritage protection or local
biodiversity).

Consolidation and dispersal
Integration and connectivity
Diversity and adaptability
Legibility and identity
Environmental responsiveness

Economic
A connected street network that offers economic
benefits through the efficiency of traffic movement
as well as social benefits by providing greater
personal safety as a result of the wide-spread
presence of motorists offering surveillance.
Ecological
Features that are celebrated and integrated into
urban environments rather than closed-off or
destroyed can enhance the recognition and identity
of the town, as well as adding value to the

RETAIL & TOURISM

EMPLOYMENT & ECONOMY

ECOLOGY

INFRASTRUCTURE

COMMUNITY & SOCIAL

This has allowed a robust, defendable ’bottom line’
to be established, against which the potential of the
Wanganui Regeneration Strategy has been
explored.

This approach involves the core qualities of the
environment (the “quadruple bottom line‟). Typical
examples of integration include:

DISCIPLINES

TRAFFIC

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

An integrated approach has been applied to this
Whanganui Town Centre Regeneration project to
ensure that design is undertaken in a holistic
manner and to avoid the risks associated with
‘tunnel vision’ or the artificial separation of
intrinsically interrelated elements.

STORMWATER & FLOODING

An approach based on New Zealand best practice
urban design principles that can best embed and
deliver sustainability into a built outcome has been
used to drive the process. The 10 technical
‘strategy themes’ that have been identified for this
project (Retail, Arts and Culture, Tourism,
Employment, Community, Built Form, Riverfront,
Urban Public Places, Transport, and Nature) have
been investigated using the five urban design
principles of People + Places + Spaces (NZ
Ministry of the Environment, 2002):

3.3 AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

OPEN SPACE & RECREATION

3.2 SUSTAINABLE URBAN DESIGN
PRINCIPLES

INTEGRATION

DELIVERY

ABOVE FIG. 3-1: Traditional ‘silo-based’ approach.

ABOVE FIG. 3-2: Integrated approach.
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streetscape and the built form through better visual
and aesthetic amenity.
Social
Coordinated land uses and efficient movement
connections provide the greatest potential for social
services to be accessible and relevant to their
users. Employment opportunities are also a critical
component of building social pride and well-being.
Cultural
Celebrating heritage is often accompanied by
increased economic opportunities, e.g. in the form
of character office space. The framework must also
be relevant to all cultural and ethnic groups,
providing them with ownership and identity in the
streetscape and built form.

3.4 CONNECTING WITH OTHER
WHANGANUI DISTRICT COUNCIL
STRATEGIES

Creativity - Powered by creative smarts

In undertaking this project, other Council Plans,
policies, projects as well as other statutory
documents, previous studies, and local expertise
were canvassed. These helped provide a full and
detailed background to the issues affecting the
Whanganui Town Centre.






In particular, the strategy looked to integrate with
the Whanganui Leading Edge Strategy which sets
out the vision for the district. The key initiatives of
the regeneration strategy are set out against the
five principles of the Leading Edge Strategy below.

A district that safeguards its natural resources and
provides an environment with a sense of place,
identity and vitality.

Integration of disciplines

Community - Deeply United

The project has involved the technical specialities
that each partially manage spatial planning and the
built environment.

Working in partnership- shaping a district that
celebrates and champions its cultural and social
diversity as well as its community spirit.

Figure 3-1 illustrates the traditional ‘silo-based’
approach, in which each discipline tries to resolve
its own issues and achieve its objectives in isolation
from other disciplines. This is in contrast with the
integrated approach (refer to Figure 3-2), in which
each relevant discipline seeks to achieve their
objectives in dialogue with other disciplines, leading
to richer outcomes and synergies.

 Majestic Square and public space upgrades;
 Introducing an iwi dimension; and
 Possible library in Victoria Avenue.

Important for the practical long-term delivery of the
strategy, in this document the individual initiatives
that are to inform the implementation programmes
of each of the disciplines / Council departments,
have been ‘filtered out’ (in Section 15), while leaving
their connections with the main Regeneration
Strategy and the implementation initiatives of other
disciplines intact.







Connectivity - Globally connected
A dynamic broadly connected district that is
accessible, linked in and known for it.

A knowledge economy driven by innovation and
humming with cultural personality.
Artist shared space;
Art events;
Activation of public spaces; and
Innovation Quarter.

Environment - Flowing with richness

 Biodiversity planting; and
 Street trees.

Economy - Works for everyone
An easy-living place of choice for all.
 Employment initiatives;
 Tourist attractions and events; and
 Earthquake strengthening.
The outcomes of the Strategy will feed into the
District Plan review process, as well as 10-year
plans, and policies.

Streetscape upgrades;
Cycling improvements;
Double figure 8 walking tracks;
Bus stop improvement; and
Tram line extension.

RIGHT FIG. 3-3: Whanganui Leading Edge Strategy.
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NATURE

TRANSPORT

URBAN PUBLIC PLACES

To ensure that a fully balanced view and
understanding of the issues associated with the
town centre was taken, 10 Strategic Themes have
been formulated, associated with technical
disciplines.

Section 15 presents the steps required to turn
these strategic directions into actions.

RIVERFRONT

3.5.2 Action

10 STRATEGIC THEMES FOR ACTION
FOR WHANGANUI

BUILT FORM

This has led to compilation of a full picture of the
current state of the town centre in the form of a
range of issues, opportunities and constraints.

SPECIFIC OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE THE
TOWN CENTRE

COMMUNITY

 A framework of broad and generic urban design
principles and values, based on best practice
and experience gained over time and in a wide
range of places worldwide.
 Analysis to gain a full understanding of specific
Whanganui-based technical data, growth
projections, traffic flows, retail performance
figures, ecological indicators etc.
 Analysis of Council policies and strategies and
knowledge of local (sometimes conflicting)
aspirations and visions of the Whanganui
community and other stakeholders.

LOCAL POLICIES & STRATEGIES & CONSULTATION
OUTCOMES

EMPLOYMENT

Fundamental to this urban design-led vision for the
town centre are:

ANALYSIS OF TECHNICAL DATA & STATISTICS

TOURISM

3.5.1 Analysis

Each initiative is designed to be mutually
reinforcing to the other initiatives to ensure that
multiple advantages for the town centre are gained
from every proposed investment decision. For
example, if focus is placed on changes to Majestic
Square under the Strategic Theme of ‘Urban Public
Places’, benefits are also tried to be gained in other
priority areas. For instance an upgrade to Majestic
Square would also improve the visibility of the art
gallery and museum, and could improve the vitality
of the town centre, making it more attractive for
locals and visitors, which could have benefits for
retail.

URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK

ARTS AND CULTURE

Simply collating strategic ambitions, albeit based on
good principles and values, is unlikely to make the
town centre a better place. What Whanganui needs
is a set of actions and steps that are practical,
realistic, affordable, understandable and wellaccepted.

Each of these directions forms the umbrella for a
number of concrete actions and initiatives that
together form the Vision and guide the
identification, prioritisation and measurement of
detailed physical works and administrative
interventions. These are described in greater detail
in Sections 4 through to 14.

RETAIL

3.5 FROM PRINCIPLES TO WHANGANUIBASED SOLUTIONS
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4. A VISION FOR
THE TOWN CENTRE
Overall vision
The main strategy elements
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4.1 OVERALL VISION
4.1.1 Making Whanganui Visible
The overall vision for the town centre is: Making Whanganui Visible.
Due to its relatively isolated location within New Zealand, and particularly its
location off the main Auckland to Wellington route (both State Highway 1 and
North Island Main Trunk railway line), Whanganui is less strongly embedded in
the psyche of New Zealanders as a place to pass through and stop. Visitors
have to make a conscious decision to ‘go out of their way’ to visit Whanganui.
The strategy also identifies many aspects of the town and the town centre that
are attractive assets and elements that are currently hidden or understated.
Additionally, several good initiatives or processes are currently already
underway or worked on, which could benefit from being promoted and
publicised.
This strategy endeavours to make both Whanganui and its assets and qualities
more prominent both nationally and locally, as well as proposing to strengthen
existing and create new ones.
4.1.2 Main strategy elements and key proposals

RIGHT FIG. 4-1: Main strategy
elements and key proposals.

Primarily arts and culture related
Primarily retail related
Primarily employment related
Possible library options
Possible river activity hub options

The main strategy elements and key proposals of the strategy are indicated in
Figure 4-1. As graphically shown, several of these fall under either Retail,
Arts & Culture, or Business (Employment and Tourism). There is however a
large group of proposals that benefit two or all three themes.
The spatial distribution of the strategy elements and proposals is shown in
Figure 4-2 on this page and Figure 4-3 overleaf.
Sections 5 through to 14 provide the details on these, while in Section 15
the implementation details are outlined.

ABOVE FIG. 4-2: Spatial distribution of the main strategy elements and key proposals.
OVERLEAF FIG. 4-3: Main strategy elements and key proposals with reference to report sections for more
detail.
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4.2 THE MAIN STRATEGY ELEMENTS
Possible library
options if relocated
SECTION 9

Majestic Square
upgrades
SECTION 12

Memorial forecourt
upgrades
SECTION 6

Native
planting
SECTION 14

Street tree
planting
SECTION 14

Artist shared studio
building option
SECTION 6

Tram line
extension options
SECTION 13
Possible river
activity hub option
SECTION 9

Guyton
streetscape
upgrade
SECTION 12

Continuation of
implementation of
riverfront plan
SECTION 11

Several initiatives
to fill empty
buildings in
Victoria Avenue
SECTIONS 5 & 8

Innovation Quarter
building options
SECTION 8

Several initiatives
around earthquake
strengthening
SECTION 10

Lower Vic Slow
Food Zone to
bookend main
street
SECTION 5

Possible retail
anchor
SECTION 5

Possible river
activity hub option
SECTION 9

Upper Vic Fast
Food Zone to
bookend main
street
SECTION 5

Possible library
option if relocated
SECTION 9

Several initiatives
around built form
SECTION 10

Possible location
for transport hub
SECTION 13
Innovation Quarter
building option
SECTION 8

Off-street cycle route
and tree planting
SECTION 13

Small streetscape
improvements
SECTION 12

Native planting
SECTION 14

Activation around
Opera Week
SECTION 6

Innovation Quarter
building option
SECTION 8
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5. RETAIL
The retail situation
The role of Mainstreet Whanganui
The extent of the core retail area
Lower Vic Food Zone
Lighting on building facades
Parking
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5.1 THE RETAIL SITUATION
5.1.1 Overview
Retail activity in the town centre is concentrated in
the areas indicated in Figure 5-1.
The retail heart around Victoria Avenue extends for
a contiguous four blocks from Taupo Quay to
Ingestre Street. The blocks run in a functional
transition from a predominantly food service role
between Taupo Quay and Ridgway Street (mainly
cafes, restaurants and bars) to a predominantly
food service role at the fourth block between
Guyton and Ingestre (mainly take-away food).
Notable are the various vacant shops in this area.
This, as well as possible responses, is discussed in
more detail below.

Large Format Retail (LFR) is generally found just
outside the town centre. Similarly the town centre
has a small shopping mall (Trafalgar Square) on its
edge. Both these locations have capacity issues at
present but, if not managed well in the District Plan,
could pose major challenges to the integrity and
qualities of the town centre.
5.1.2 Regulatory response to LFR
There is a risk that LFR becomes a cheap
alternative for specialty stores that make up much
of the functional amenity of the town centre.
Therefore a requirement for each tenant to be of a
minimum size (except for food services catering to
on-site populations) would be appropriate, in order
to ensure that only ‘real LFR’ locates in these
areas. A minimum size of 500m² might be the
appropriate threshold, reinforced by objectives and
policies around the extended values and support
that specialty retail brings to the heritage and
economic performance (outside of retail) to the

ABOVE FIG. 5-1: Retail clusters in and around the town centre.

town centre. Only 18% of the total workforce in the
town centre is retail employment1, but a loss or
flight of specialty retailers would convert to a loss of
wider economic activity in the town centre.

were to take retailers from the town centre and
expand and strengthen its role relative to the town
centre, the wider economic capacity of the town
centre would be under threat.

A similar issue exists with Trafalgar Square. At one
level it is a relatively poor alternative to the town
centre and a relatively low quality mall. However if it

1

Source: Statistics NZ Workplace address and industry
(ANZSIC06 division) by work status, for the employed census
usually resident population count aged 15 years and over, 2006
and 2013 Censuses (RC, TA, AU).
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The best location for an anchor store
There are ongoing conversations around whether
an anchor store can be accommodated in the town
centre and, if so, what the best location would be.
First of all, a retail anchor would be beneficial for
the town centre, but not crucial for its regeneration.
In order to generate the strongest positive effect for
the town centre, it should be located within the
retail core. The best location options would be the
Methodist Church site in the block between Guyton
and Ingestre Streets. Alternatives would be the two
vacant building formerly occupied by Farmers
buildings (refer to Figure 5-3 overleaf).
5.1.3 Streetscape and street edges
The core retail area represents possibly one of the
best maintained streetscapes in any town or city in
Australasia.
The quality of the public realm elements, whether
paving, planting areas or seating, is of good quality
and is well maintained. Mainstreet Whanganui and
its staff can take much of the credit for the public
realm presentation of the city centre.
In future, when the town comes to replacing paving
it should not be bricks but dark slabs, whether
stone or granite. Bricks are hand scale and
therefore too detailed to be in the footpath /
pavement. The basis of the pavement in any retail
street is that it should not compete for attention
with the shops and should merely act as a blank
canvass to enable the shops to be the visual
priority. Bricks are too visually rich and out of scale
for their role. That said, changes to the pavement
should occur only when the current fabric needs to
be replaced, as replacement on its own will not

ABOVE FIG. 5-2: Edge vitality analysis.

materially affect the performance of the town
centre.

Figure 5-2). It is in this area that window
browsing on foot takes place.

Building repair and presentation are reasonably
high. A detailed analysis of the degree of
interaction between buildings and the public realm
indicates that the most active frontages are,
unsurprisingly, located in Victoria Avenue (refer to

It should also be noted that the continuity of the
main street is interrupted by buildings that present
a less engaging frontage or result in a poor
relationship with the street. Several vacancies
exacerbate this situation.
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5.1.4 Vacancies and mix in the main street
There are around 50 ground floor vacancies in the Whanganui Town Centre.
Some of these are in single and relatively large frontages, as in the front of the
(new) Farmers facing Victoria Avenue, and the Trinity Methodist Church
building in the block between Guyton and Ingestre Streets (refer to Figure 5-3).
Others are in magnificent heritage buildings and yet again others in modest
buildings. The movement of the Farmers into a consolidated store has left two
major vacancies where adaptive re-use for specialty retail is almost impossible.
Both of these buildings need alternative solutions to retail development. The
building at Majestic Square will struggle to be tenanted unless it is an
institutional use that takes most of the ground floor. During the project process it
was mooted as a possible location for a library. This is the kind of use that
would be appropriate in the building – along with a break out of the southeastern wall to open out to the Majestic Square with a café (refer to detailed
suggestions in Section 11.2).
The other former Farmers building (St Hill Street) is also difficult if not
impossible to lease to a single operator and multiple tenancies would not work
here due to the depth of the building through to St Hill Street. However the site
is an ideal development site for a hotel or apartments with a retail frontage still
possible to Victoria Avenue. That said, this would be a difficult market
proposition despite the need for a wider variety of housing types in the wider
district. If the Council had a property company, this is something it might well
consider in a venture with an appropriate partner.
Generally, the mix in vibrant town centres is 50% of ground floor spaces is
occupied by food and beverage services and business services (banks, building
societies, miscellaneous other financial and professional service organisations).
In Whanganui this ratio is 35%. The key difference between Whanganui and
other towns is that the town centre lacks a strong evening economy with a
noticeable lack of bars, restaurants and clubs. These facilities are important
economic stabilisers for young, high income earning professionals and improve
the ability to keep younger people in Whanganui. In this respect the most
obvious block for these activities at the high end of the market is the block
between Taupo Quay and Ridgway Street. The creation of an outdoor seating
area and contained space (similar to Trafalgar Street in Nelson, refer to Figure
5-11) would assist to facilitate this role. Refer to detailed suggestions in Section
5.4.
Other vacancies – outside of the signature bank buildings are likely to come and

Trinity Methodist
Church

Old Farmers

Old
Farmers

New Farmers

ABOVE FIG. 5-3: Key vacancies in Victoria Avenue.

go as the dynamics vary in town. Most of the other shops that are vacant might
benefit from a coordinated approach to vacant shops (such as Art in Shops) –
which could be a function of Mainstreet Whanganui in partnership with the
building owners.
Retail responses to vacancies in Victoria Avenue
In the following two sections two retail-based responses to vacancies in Victoria
Avenue are outlined:
 Strengthening the efforts to target missing retailers to locate in Whanganui;
and
 Consolidating and ‘bookending’ the retail core.
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5.2 THE ROLE OF MAINSTREET
WHANGANUI
In relation to the core retail area of Whanganui
there is an organisational issue around managing
the retail assets of the city.

5.2.1 Efficiently managing ground floor
performance
Currently the role of the Mainstreet organisation in
Whanganui does not include a pro-active role in
assisting with the functional make-up of the town
centre ground floor, despite having a strong and
ongoing relationship with the retailers and business
owners. Whanganui & Partners has a wider view of
the economic performance of the city generally but
it too does not tend to get involved in ground floor
town centre activity. The ability of an organisation
to interact with leasing agents, owners and existing
retailers to identify gaps, facilitate and target new
tenants is a fundamental role of all shopping centre
managers. In Wanganui, there is no “shopping
centre manager”. Rather three organisations (the
Council, Mainstreet Whanganui and Whanganui &
Partners) do a bit each.
A place-based, rather than a municipality-wide
organisation with a specific focus on the town
centre is the more effective instrument to assist
town centre retail and ground floor performance.
Presently Whanganui & Partners along with real
estate leasing agents have charge over generating
the appropriate merchandise and tenant mix of the
town centre. In discussions with these entities and
Mainstreet Whanganui there was no coordinated
approach apparent for:

 Dissemination of trading and catchment
information to potential new retailers;
 Gathering of performance data; and
 Marketing of Whanganui to Auckland- and
Wellington-based retail leasing agents.

5.2.2 Missing retailers

The primary interface with retailers and owners as
a consolidated group is Mainstreet Whanganui. In
general place-based organisations are able to be
more responsive and will be more in tune with the
trading environment than organisationally-based
entities. In addition, Mainstreet Whanganui has a
primary role to support retail activity in the town
centre through a variety of means, but currently has
no role to assist to define, coordinate and attract
the kinds of retailers who should be in the town
centre; and has no basis for marketing the town
centre to retail leasing agents and potential new
retailers.

Typically located within the town centre core:

The Council should consider expanding the role of
Mainstreet Whanganui to be more proactive rather
than simply working with what is already a given.
To continue this discussion, Mainstreet Whanganui
has been put in contact with Sandra Hazelhurst
who was formerly head of Marketing Hastings and
is a Hastings District Councillor. Sandra was one of
the most effective mainstreet managers and had a
very close relationship with leasing agents and
retailers around New Zealand.

A brief analysis has identified that the following
New Zealand retail chains are currently not
represented in Whanganui:














Bakers Delight
Glassons
Max
Caroline Eve
Hannahs
Living & Giving
Principals
Rodd & Gunn
The Body Shop
JB HiFi
Athletes Foot
K-Mart

Typically located just outside the town centre core:
 Spotlight / Lincraft
 Other Homewares stores

The Council, in discussions with Mainstreet
Whanganui, Sandra Hazlehurst, and Whanganui &
Partners, should review the current roles of the
parties that influence retail performance in the town
centre.

 Gap identification (what retailers are missing
that could or should be in town);
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5.3 THE EXTENT OF THE CORE RETAIL
AREA
As described before, the retail role of Victoria
Avenue currently extends for a contiguous four
blocks from Taupo Quay to Ingestre Street.

5.3.1 From four to three retail blocks?
Discussions around the extent of the main street
included the proposition that the retail core of the
town centre should be condensed from four to three
blocks.
However, the evolution of the fourth block to a
growing (fast) food role is appropriate and this
evolution does not preclude any commercial use to
occupy any premise in this block. The zoning of this
end of the street would not prevent consolidation if
the market sees this as a good idea. Given the
continuing use of the ground floor for retail, clearly
at present it does not.
However, the wider question (putting current
landowner rights aside) is whether the town centre
is better off if planning stops the extent of the retail
zone at Guyton. This proposition assumes that the
vacancies that exist in the three blocks of Victoria
Avenue to the southeast would benefit from greater
demand if the fourth block no longer had retail
tenants on the ground floor. There are two aspects
to this proposition:
1. That tenants between Guyton and Ingestre
Streets are transferrable to premises to the
southeast; and would benefit from being
transferred (i.e. would be eager to move).
2. That greater demand for space as a
consequence of reducing supply would result in

increased rental levels in the south-eastern
three blocks.
The vacant premises in the blocks to the southeast
are not necessarily direct or appropriate options for
movement of tenants from the fourth block. The
food operators who clearly benefit from clustering in
the fourth block would be required to deconsolidate into separated, individual vacant space
around the other three blocks. This would reduce
their motivation to move.
The most efficient operating environment for retail
in rental terms is where there are a range of
premises of different sizes and at a range of rental
levels. This is a proposition that is enhanced by
more rather than less available space. The notion
of consolidation of retail in town centres is typical of
retail-only advice where retail rental levels (as in
the higher the better) are considered the prime
objective. In town centres the objective of retail
performance is wider than that of a shopping mall.
Retail employment generates the lowest wages
(with food and beverage services) of all
employment. Retail’s prime economic value lies in
the other activity; it inspires in town centres.
Therefore, the extent of its operating geography
should be greater rather than lesser.
A basis for retail in a town is to create active streets
as an inspirer of amenity and thereby generating
demand for other uses and activities to occur in and
around the same space. For instance, retail
employment is only 18% of the total workforce in
the Whanganui Town Centre. This is a typical ratio
for high quality town centres and would normally
indicate that retail is inspiring a wider mix of uses.
However, in wider Whanganui there are few other
urban environments that compete with the town
centre. Nevertheless, it is important to place retail
in context. It is not the major economic activity in

the town centre. However, it is the activity that
generates the most street life, which is an essential
element in facilitating demand for other activities in
the same place.
In built form terms the least attractive block along
Victoria Avenue is the third block between Maria
Place and Guyton Street. It would seem a pity to
seek to end street activity facilitated mainly by food
service retail at this point.
5.3.2 Bookending the retail
The current uses in the fourth block are a good
outcome and there appears to be little reason to
deny retail activity in the fourth block.
Instead it is proposed that the food-service related
uses in the block between Taupo Quay and
Ridgway Street (mainly cafes, restaurants and
bars) and in the block between Guyton and
Ingestre Streets (mainly take-away food) are
reinforced to ‘bookend’ the main street (refer to
Figure 5-4).
In Section 5.4 the proposal for a ‘Lower Vic Food
Zone’ is detailed. It is proposed that a ’light version’
of this treatment would be applied to the fourth
block. Also, a well placed and safe public toilet
facility in the fourth block would assist the town
centre and this block immensely. The same applies
to one or more play areas to make this part of
Victoria Avenue especially family friendly.

ABOVE FIG. 5-4: ’Bookending’ the retail main street.
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5.4 LOWER VIC FOOD ZONE
In order to reinforce the food and beverage related uses in Lower Victoria
Avenue it is proposed to create the ‘Lower Vic Food Zone’ (contrasted by an
‘Upper Vic Food Zone’ in the fourth block). The proposed plan for this is shown
in Figure 5-5, a cross section in Figure 5-7, artist impressions overleaf, and
visual references on the following pages. The proposal consists of the following
key elements:
 Angled parking is converted to parallel parking on one or both sides
resulting in an extension of the footpaths to allow for more seating than just
the single row of tables currently, a greater separation from traffic, more
planting, lighting and possibly public art. The design could include more
paved areas for seating built around the existing palm trees with a low
planted separation, making it a comfortable place to sit.
 New lighting would include street lights that would produce more light for not
only the road surface but also for large areas of the footpath.
 The road surface could be painted and / or patterns projected on it (refer to
examples on the following pages).
 The proposed light poles could also include spot lights for highlighting
historical architecture and eating areas (refer to more detail in Section 5.5),
these lights can be computer controlled to change colour depending on the
season or events.
 To mark the area, festoon lighting or feature lighting that forms a ‘ceiling’
across the space should be considered. This would help visually tie both
sides of the street together and create interest for visitors and diners.

ABOVE FIG. 5-5: Proposed plan for ’Lower Vic Food Zone’ with footpath widening and carriageway
treatment (depicted is only the first stage between Taupo Quay and the cinema).

 This lighting design would also act as a visual gateway to the town,
especially if it was designed to integrate with the existing blue lighting on
the Whanganui River.
 This proposal could be implemented in a staged way with first stage
between the town bridge and the cinema.
The Upper Vic Food Zone could (initially) be an inexpensive version with only
the painted roadway and / or increased lighting onto the pavement and the
building facades, while the existing kerb build-outs accommodate public
seating.
Current cross section (looking northwest from the bridge towards the cinema)

ABOVE FIG. 5-6: Current cross section of Lower Victoria Avenue with angled parking on both sides.

Proposed cross section (looking northwest from the bridge towards the cinema)

ABOVE FIG. 5-7: Proposed cross section of Lower Victoria Avenue with parallel parking on both sides
enabling footpath widening on both sides, and new lampposts for improved lighting of the public realm
as well as the building facades.
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Figures 5-9 and 5-10 depict artist impressions of the proposal for the Lower Vic
Food Zone. It should be noted that the narrower carriageway and painted or
patterned road surface will create an environment where pedestrians feel
comfortable sharing the street with vehicular traffic gently forced to travel at
slower speeds.

Artist impression during day-time

Improved street lighting, lit facades, and festoon lighting overhead will create a
‘dining room’ feel at night.

Recent photograph of Lower Victoria Avenue (looking southeast towards the town bridge)

ABOVE FIG. 5-9: Artist impression of ‘Lower Vic Food Zone’ during day-time.

Artist impression during night-time

ABOVE FIG. 5-8: Existing situation in Lower Victoria Avenue looking southeast towards the town bridge.

ABOVE FIG. 5-10: Artist impression of ‘Lower Vic Food Zone’ during night-time.
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ABOVE FIG. 5-11: Trafalgar Street in Nelson as an example of a
traffic-calmed environment with a focus on pedestrian movement
and outdoor seating.

ABOVE FIG. 5-12: Lygon Street in Melbourne as an example of a
traffic-calmed environment with a focus on pedestrian movement
and outdoor seating.

ABOVE FIG. 5-13: Example of the use of paint on the road surface to
create a pedestrian focussed space in an inexpensive way.

ABOVE FIG. 5-14: Example of a pattern projected on the pavement to
create a pedestrian focussed space in an inexpensive way.

The photos on this page serve as illustrations of the
various aspects of the proposed Lower Vic Food
Zone.
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5.5 LIGHTING ON BUILDING FACADES
Currently most of the outstanding historic buildings
in the town centre become invisible at night (refer to
examples Figure 5-16). In order to showcase
some of the most valuable assets of the town centre
and support the night-time economy it is proposed
that spot lighting combined with the proposed new
lighting in Lower Victoria Avenue will be installed.
Key considerations to note include:

 The lights should be individually controllable to
cater for the preferences of individual building
owners and (especially residential) occupants.
 With no new lighting proposed for the two
blocks between Ridgway and Guyton Streets,
and possibly not for the fourth block either, at

least an interim solution for these three blocks
could be to work with individual building owners
in these blocks to install lighting on the
buildings, e.g. above the verandas to illuminate
the facades.

Corner Victoria Avenue - Ridgway Street during day-time

Lower Victoria Avenue during day-time

Corner Victoria Avenue - Ridgway Street during night-time

Lower Victoria Avenue during night-time

 The lampposts should be visually recessive in
colour and form so that they do not visually
compete with the historical architecture.

ABOVE FIG. 5-15: Detail of the proposed lampposts for Lower
Victoria Avenue combining lighting of the carriageway with spot
lighting onto pedestrian areas and onto building facades.

ABOVE FIG. 5-16: Examples of outstanding historic buildings becoming mostly invisible during night-time.
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5.6 PARKING
5.6.1 The role of parking in the town centre
Generally, studies for the Council show that parking
is under-utilised in the wider town centre. The
objective of parking should be to encourage
visitation and pedestrian movement. Requiring
payment for parking is one means of managing
supply.
Ideally parking should be evenly dispersed around
the town centre to encourage walking as increased
levels of time spent on the pavement of the town
centre is simply reflected in increased vitality. Less
time spent walking the town centre means less
vitality. This also means that the easier it is to park
outside where you want to go, the less the vitality of
the town centre. Town centre vitality is important
not just for retail, but as an inspirer of a wider
business base. Non-retail businesses like to be in
active and vibrant urban environments and will pay
more to be there. Retail and pedestrian vitality is
therefore an important economic issue and
management of parking is an important part of that.
5.6.2 Sensor parking
In recent times WDC developed, adopted, and
started implementing parts of the Parking
Management Plan (October 2012). In line with the
objectives of the Whanganui Urban Transport
Strategy (WUTS), Action 6.2, ‘Explore the use of
sensor parking technology’ which is included in the
Parking Management Plan. As part of the Town
Centre Strategy process, a first phase of this
exploration has taken place.
It is proposed that in the four blocks of Victoria
Avenue and the south-western part of Maria Place

ABOVE FIG. 5-17: Proposed parking regime in the town centre.

(refer to Figure 5-17) sensor parking will be
installed in the 260 spaces and the time limit
extended to 90 minutes. This could be part of a
private-public venture. It may be appropriate to
undertake a trial or two to test whether changes to
parking management influence visitation and
performance in the town centre.
Key advantages
 A point of difference for Whanganui and a better
looking streetscape, free of clutter;

 Longer stay to do / spend more;
 Would provide long term statistical analysis for
WDC decision making;
 Would create self monitoring behaviour;
 Sensors could be connected to meters if
wanted to return to a metered system later;
 Would free parking officers up for other roles;
 Would result in a decrease in abuse of parking
officers; and
 Could be combined with an app providing
information on real-time parking availability.
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Key disadvantages
 Estimated loss of income: revenue $400,000,
infringements $200,000;
 Extended time limit will result in slower turnover,
possibly creating a perception of no parking
available in front of shops; and
 Cost of charges for the sensors.
Proposed further investigation to provide
information on cost to implement
 Cost if leased: $70,000 p.a. approximately,
provides 24/7 information;
 Costs to remove 44 meters with large concrete
bases;
 Cost of re-numbering every space, will affect
current paving; and
 Other options for public / private investment that
may be available.
Refer to more comprehensive notes related to this
proposal in Appendix A.
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6. ARTS AND CULTURE
Current arts and culture
An outcome focussed strategic approach
Artist-led shared studio
Introducing an iwi dimension
Arts-related events
Public art
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6.1 CURRENT ARTS AND CULTURE
The Whanganui arts and culture sector is strong
and visible in many parts of the town centre (refer
to Figure 6-1). This is, however, not sufficient in
and of itself to serve as a point-of-difference for the
city and region. Wellington has traditionally claimed
to be the country’s ‘creative capital’, Auckland is
very rapidly taking over that role (though this is not
yet a key part of the Auckland proposition), the
Christchurch ‘story’ has a strong arts dimension
and other regional centres – notably Nelson and
Hawkes Bay – are well established as arts and
culture propositions. A survey of New Zealanders’
current views of the country’s strong arts and
culture centres may or may not place Whanganui
on a par with these cities and regions - yet.
There is, therefore, value in clarifying Whanganui’s
arts and culture story, with a view to identifying,
communicating and amplifying a point-of-difference.
This is a move from seeing a strong arts and
culture sector as a point-of-difference to identifying
the point-of-difference arts and culture proposition
that will define Whanganui in relationship to other
regional offers.
Whanganui has a number of specific ingredients
that, in addition to the strong community arts and
culture (including music) activity, is defined by:

 Mid to long-term residency / contributions by
national and international artists who were
initially attracted to the region as short-term
participants – through events, residencies,
summer schools, teaching roles etc. This longer
term commitment is often based on
Whanganui’s mix of available studio space, a
supportive arts community, and affordability.

ABOVE FIG. 6-1: Existing arts and culture activity and enterprise.

 Engaging events, including Artists Open
Studios and Opera Week, without yet
generating a signature event which expresses a
Whanganui point-of-difference to a significant
audience.
 A distinctive level of arts leadership. There are
artists and arts agents operating within niche
national (and international) spheres – based on
advantages they see Whanganui as offering
compared to Auckland or Melbourne etc.

 A ‘maverick’ streak that is specific to
Whanganui but relevant to a significant niche of
national and international artists. Words used
during the consultation stage included ‘witty &
strange’, ‘grunge capital’, ‘west coast’,
’eccentric’, ‘gothic’, ‘silly & joyous’, ‘cheap &
easy’1.

1

For footnotes refer to the end of Section 6.
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6.2 AN OUTCOME FOCUSSED STRATEGIC APPROACH
6.2.1 From analysis to the best approach
Distilling the essence of the various streams in the arts and culture community
it is interesting to consider the approaches that might best deliver:
 A clear and value-bearing point-of-difference for the Whanganui arts and
culture proposition.
 Value in relation to the Regeneration Strategy.
This approach is depicted in the diagram in Figure 6-2. it is based on the
notion of Whanganui as an active creative community that is thriving and
operating in such a way that activities focus on experiences that encourage
engagement, great practice, participation, social sharing, and connections. This
would result in the generation of value, due to people staying longer, coming
back regularly, moving to Whanganui, buying, investing, contributing, and
supporting. This would reinforce Whanganui as a thriving and active creative
community.
It should be noted that a key consideration is the $34m investment in the
strengthening and redevelopment of the Sarjeant Art Gallery. This is one of the
most significant capital investments in a single arts facility outside the main
centres and a huge commitment in the context of the local economy. It is
important that its reopening is seen as a key ‘moment in time’, and that the
wider arts and culture and town centre offer is developed in a way that adds up
to a clear, relevant, and more-than-the-sum-of-its-parts Whanganui proposition.
6.2.2 Suggested initiatives to support this approach
Based on extensive consultation the following initiatives are suggested:





An artist-led shared studio.
Introducing an iwi dimension.
Enhancement of existing, and introducing more, arts-related events.
Activation focussed public art.

ABOVE FIG. 6-2: An outcome focussed strategic approach

These are explained in more detail over the following pages.
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6.3 ARTIST-LED SHARED STUDIO
6.3.1 Rationale
Artists in Whanganui enjoy access to affordable
living and working spaces. In some cases this has
been facilitated by local property owners such as
Ross Mitchell-Anyon, a nationally regarded potter,
who has acquired heritage buildings to protect them
and made them available to artists. While (local and
national) artists are drawn to the ‘loft’ and
‘warehouse’ spaces in the town centre, issues of
ownership, zoning, earthquake ratings and rental
values can stymie their ability to work and live in
this precinct.
There is an opportunity for Whanganui to address
this and in so doing to open up an advantage in
terms of attracting artists to the city. This will in
turn:
 Support other aspects of the local economy;
 Attract retiring arts lovers/patrons to consider
buying property and living or spending time in
Whanganui on a regular basis;
 Create an arts community ecosystem of
national significance (one that is only possible
in rural contexts such as Whanganui);
 Contribute to UCOL’s success;
 Directly reinforce the Innovation Quarter
initiative;
 Consolidate a clear, contemporary and
nationally relevant arts and culture strand in the
Whanganui story that is:
- Nationally significant (and therefore
contributing to attracting attention to and
investment in Whanganui);
- Credible to the wider New Zealand and
international arts community;
- Seen as fresh & innovative; and

 Amplify the platform for facilitating (and
keeping) generational arts leadership in
Whanganui (spacemonster and SPACE Gallery,
QUARTZ studio, ceramics museum etc).
6.3.2 Proposed action
There is value in considering a strategic artists-led
studio initiative that would contribute to the
regeneration of the Whanganui Town Centre in a
way the current more ad hoc artist studio activity
may not. Modelled on a consideration of New
Zealand and international models http://as220.org/2
and testing it on the Chronicle/Spacemonster
building in Rutland Street, there appears to be a
value-proposition sitting in the relationships
between some key ideas / players - Ross Mitchell
Anyon (as owner and arts leader)3, UCOL, Iwi,
Chronicle Glass etc - and how these might be
leveraged. The model would support:





Arts entrepreneurship and social enterprise;
A home for activities such as spacemonster;
Studio spaces;
Partnership with UCOL (whose teaching model
seeks to place students in artists’ studios as
part of their study);
 Merchandise, bespoke retail and food services,
and events;
 Focus for the mixed use development of
adjacent buildings / precincts; and
 Social connections (artists, students,
community, visitor, national and international
performers and artists).
A feasibility study should weigh up the risk of a new
initiative of this sort 'smothering' existing activity
and initiatives. Noting the opportunities outlined
above, this is likely to be a risk that could be
mitigated.

2, 3

For footnotes refer to the end of Section 6.
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6.4 INTRODUCING AN IWI DIMENSION

“E rere kau mai te Āwanui
Mai i te Kāhui maunga ki Tangaroa
Kō au te Āwa, kō te Āwa kō au.”

6.4.1 Rationale
As part of the town centre regeneration there is an
important and timely opportunity to strengthen and
contemporise the town and region’s story, both as
part of building community capital locally and
supporting the visitor economy.
There is currently a disjuncture between the town’s
two greatest assets – the Whanganui River and the
‘axis’ from Sarjeant Art Gallery to Cooks Gardens
as physical realities, core ideas and narratives. This
has been commented on by many. It results in a
range of outcomes and activities that lessen the
potential for Whanganui to add up to a
contemporary, socially cohesive, and more-thanthe-sum-of-its parts proposition, both for residents
and visitors. There is an irony in this separation as
both the river and the town centre axis are
expressions of the same idea, the relationship
between the mountains of the central plateau and
the Whanganui river mouth.
The whakatauki / proverb (Figure 6-3) defines the
Iwi (Māori) of the Whanganui River and region.
From the sacred mountains of the Central Plateau,
the Whanganui River begins its journey of nearly
300km and is eventually released into the Tasman
Sea, off the western coastline of Whanganui. Along
its length the people of Te Ātihaunui-a-Papārangi
(Whanganui Iwi) have descended for over 40
generations4.
The axis that runs between the Sarjeant Art Gallery
and Cooks Gardens is orientated to Mt Ruapehu to
the east, and the river mouth to the west, refer to
Figure 6-1.

“The great river flows
From the mountains to the sea
I am the river, the river is me.”

ABOVE FIG. 6-3: The Whanganui River with the whakatauki / proverb
referred to.

As part of the town centre strategy there is an
opportunity to consider how these ‘separate’
expressions of the same idea might be brought
together. This will also address the consistent
community acknowledgement that the Māori
dimension is missing from the Whanganui Town
Centre, and the call for this to be meaningfully
addressed moving ahead. The ‘I am the river, the
river is me’ idea has been expressed through
consultation as ‘if the river is well, the people will be
well’. This might also be seen as a basis for
thinking about arts and culture within the
regeneration strategy – ‘if creativity thrives,
Whanganui will thrive’ (drawing together the
Innovation Quarter thinking, and the arts and
culture considerations).

6.4.2 Proposed actions
The following actions are proposed (with Town
Centre Regeneration Strategy section reference in
bold), aligned with some of the Te Aranga design
principles:

Proposed action

Design
principle

Use of te reo Māori signage in the
town centre area (6.4.4)

Te reo,
whakapapa /
naming

Recognition of significant axes:

Tohu /
landmarks

 Pukenamu - Pakaitore (11.3)
 Ruapehu/Maunga - Moana (6.4.4)
Native trees:

Taiao /
environment

 Pukenamu and Cooks Gardens
(14.1)
 Street trees (14.2)
Engagement of iwi or iwi-appointed
artists to:

Mahi toi /
creative
expression

 Create public art emphasising
Ruapehu/Maunga - Moana axis
(6.4.4)
 Contribute to Majestic Square
redevelopment (6.4.3, 6.4.5 and
12.2)
 Create Pou along Pukenamu Pakaitore axis (11.3)
Waka ama shelter as part of the
Ahi kā / a
River Activity Hub (9.3) and riverfront living
redevelopment (11.1.3) with
presence
connections to the tira hoe waka

4

For footnotes refer to the end of Section 6.
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6.4.3 Installing a dome over the Veterans and
Nukumaru memorials

6.4.4 Considering a name for the town centre
axis

An idea from kaumatua John Maihi is seen as
providing a significant, moving, and achievable first
step. It entails the installation of an illuminated
dome over the memorial for the fallen (both Māori
and Pakeha) at the Veterans / Nukumaru memorial,
to honour and ‘protect’ the memory of the men
buried in the vicinity. This both fits within the formal
plan of this civic space and introduces a distinctive
Māori world view to the town centre. This
intervention would contemporise the notion that
Whanganui is the ‘war memorial capital’ in a way
that is eloquent, healing, and distinctive.

There is an absence of Te Reo Māori in terms of
names / language within the town centre. Noting
the considerations outlined above, there may be an
opportunity to identify a name of the as-the-crowflies ‘Ruapehu to river mouth’ axis around which the
town centre is arranged – and this might be a key
way of anchoring the (cultural, spiritual, and
narrative) connections between this axis and the
course of the river itself.
BELOW FIG. 6-6: The axis between the
Sarjeant Art Gallery and Cooks Gardens.

RIGHT FIG. 6-5: View of Mt
Ruapehu behind the
Sarjeant Art Gallery.

ABOVE FIG. 6-4: The current Veterans and Nukumaru memorials.
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6.4.5 Installing flag poles in front of the museum
The introduction of a row of tall flag poles across
the front of the museum could potentially:
 Provide a platform for the flags of Whanganui
Iwi;
 Signify, in a contemporary manner, the
significant iwi collections in the museum;
 Be used for other flags on other occasions;
 Introduce colour and movement into a static /
subdued palette area; and
 Improving the visibility of the museum from
Victoria Avenue and frame the forecourt of the
War Memorial Hall.

Memorial Forecourt and the museum
Currently the museum and the Sarjeant Art Gallery
are not very visible from Majestic Square / Victoria
Avenue (refer to white outlines in Figure 6-9a).
With the proposed removal of the trees in the
middle of the photo (refer to Section 12.2) the
visibility of the Art Gallery will be greatly improved.
However the trees on the left, obscuring the
museum, will be retained for amenity purposes.
The proposed flag poles would mitigate for this.
The flags would also more strongly frame the
Memorial Forecourt (red outline in Figure 6-9a and
b) and emphasise the formality of this space
formed by the War Memorial Hall, the Art Gallery,
the museum, and Watt Street.

a

b

Combining earthquake strengthening with a glass
extension to the front (better showcasing the
museum’s collection), as per a submission by
Michael Payne (Figure 6-8), could still take place
(Figure 6-9c). This idea may become viable if a
higher percentage of strengthening is considered in
the future. A different, less intrusive, and less
expensive, method of earthquake strengthening
than originally proposed (and which this submission
responded to) is currently being pursued.
c

ABOVE FIG. 6-8: Proposal for the combined earthquake strengthening
and extension of the museum (submission by Michael Payne).

LEFT FIG. 6-7:
Whanganui Iwi flags.

RIGHT FIG. 6-9: Improving the visibility of
the museum and its collection, and
framing the Memorial Forecourt.
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6.5 PUBLIC ART
6.5.1 Rationale
At key junctures (e.g. leading up to and surrounding
the reopening of the Sarjeant Art Gallery) - the
approach to public art should reinforce the
concentric circle model above, with a view to:
 Support the viability of and creative challenges
provided to Whanganui artists and5
 Provide distinctive opportunities for national
and/or international artists to contribute in ways
that other cities’ public art approaches do not
allow; and
 Reinforce a point-of-difference Whanganui arts
and culture experience-based approach
(excellent arts outcomes predicated on
exceptional audience engagement and
participation).

6.5.3 Example of a programme from elsewhere
As a programme Auckland Council’s ‘pop’ project6
represents an excellent example of a public art
‘activation’ approach. Examples of projects
delivered under this scheme include The Bee Jam 7,
Pop Word8, Pop Percussion (Figure 6-10) and
Hikoi9. Such an approach is people-centric,
provides new challenges and opportunities for
artists (and creative collaborators) and delivers
multiple bottom line value.

ABOVE FIG. 6-12: Example of art projected onto a building.

6.5.2 Proposed actions
Some (or all, for a set period) of the funding for
public art should be directed to approaches that:
 Activate spaces;
 Provide for interactivity and participation, e.g.
programmable lighting up Victoria Avenue that
can be used as a basis for technology teachers
to utilise for school students to ‘score’ –
culminating in a visit to Whanganui (UCOL are
open to students being involved in developing
the software for this);
 Enhance a distinctive Whanganui point-ofdifference;
 Support events, festivals, programming the town
centre; and
 Reflect innovation, arts, digital, creativity
elements of the Leading Edge Strategy.

ABOVE FIG. 6-10: Pop Percussion: A series of custom musical
instruments attached to poles around the city transformed everyday
infrastructure into a chance to stop and make some noise. New
Zealand’s legendary percussionists, artists and groups performed
with the public to change the acoustic quality of Auckland city.

ABOVE FIG. 6-11: Public art pieces to play and sit on.

ABOVE FIG. 6-13: Pop Ping Pong, Auckland Council public art
project 2015: A series of custom designed Ping Pong tables popped
up in different parts of Auckland city. Each table was designed to be
sound activated allowing the general public to compete with friends
or challenge a passer-by.
5, 6, 7, 8, 9

For footnotes refer to the end of Section 6.
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6.6 ARTS-RELATED EVENTS
6.6.1 Rationale
The development of significant events provides
opportunities to build the visitor economy and
reputational value. An emphasis on identifying (and
supporting those with the skills to develop) one or
more signature events10 – that directly support
Whanganui’s point-of-difference – should be a key
focus.
6.6.2 Proposed actions
Using the concentric circle diagram (Figure 6-2
before), a single arts events trust should be
established to ensure:
 Existing events are supported to succeed in line
with the strategic approach (providing
guaranteed funding over a number of years in
return for a specified increased value to the
local economy11), including:
 Ideas for new events are assessed and
prioritised with a focus on identifying a signature
event(s) that define a Whanganui point-ofdifference.
Enhancement of existing event/s
Ideas for enhancement of existing, already very
successful, events include:
 Artists open studio (Figure 6-14):
- Maintain the current two- weekend format
and non-juried approach12;
- Place a greater focus on the Auckland
market;
- Explore the possibility of developing a ‘twoweekend’ package proposition with New
Plymouth (focused on visitors who might

drive to Whanganui, fly to another
destination then rent a car, or arrive by
plane in Whanganui or New Plymouth and
rent a car);
- Investigate the possibility of building a
partnership with rental car and
accommodation providers, based on the
above approach;
- Investigate opportunities to work with
musicians and food and beverage services
to programme events, interventions, themed
food/beverage challenges etc. over the twoweekend (and intervening week) period; and
- Explore increasing the level of social
connection the event delivers, including
building a carpooling idea (to encourage
visitors without means of transport in
Whanganui to consider coming).
 Opera Week (Figure 6-15):
- Explore similar possibilities to the above.
New signature event/s
Ideas for new signature events include:
 An iwi-led river event (refer to Figure 6-16
overleaf); and / or
 An alternative music & arts event (utilising
multiple distinctive locations across the city)
(refer to Figure 6-17 overleaf).

ABOVE FIG. 6-14: Artists Open Studio could be further improved by
placing emphasis on better expressing and amplifying the
experiences people will have.

ABOVE and LEFT FIG. 6-15: Activities in
and around NZ Opera Week can provide a
good basis for a distinctive people /
experience-centric approach.

10, 11, 12

For footnotes refer to the end of Section 6.
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central to our delicate ecological infrastructure and how one
can become an urban beekeeper.

Footnotes
1.

By definition, defining a (national) point-of-difference will
result in some members of the (local) arts & culture
community feeling marginalised. That said, approaches like
the ‘Keep Austin weird’ strategy in Texas are relevant here.

2.

AS220 http://as220.org/ in Rhode Island AS220’s vision for
a local unjuried and uncensored forum for the arts was
launched in a one-room rental above the Providence
Performing Arts Center in 1985 with a budget of just $800.
Today, the non-profit owns – and enlivens – three mixeduse buildings, totaling over 100,000 square feet, in the heart
of Providence’s downtown and represents a $25 million
investment in downtown Providence; LOT23 http://
lot23.co.nz/ LOT23 is a collaborative space and creative
hub comprising an art gallery, cafe, commercial media
studio and offices in Auckland; Cubbit http://
cubittartists.org.uk/ is an artist-led organisation based in
Islington, London. Founded by a group of artists in 1991,
Cubitt consists of a non-profit gallery, 32 artist studios and a
locally-focused education programme; The Royal Standard
http://sva.org.uk/home/about.html was established in 2006
by four Liverpool-based artists in response to the need for a
new artist-led organisation that would operate somewhere
in between the city’s grass-roots DIY initiatives and the
more established arts institutions. Originally housed in a
former pub in Toxteth, in 2008 The Royal Standard
undertook an ambitious relocation and expansion into a
larger industrial space on the Northern periphery of the city
centre, relaunching to acclaim for the 2008 Liverpool
Biennial.

13

ABOVE and LEFT FIG. 6-16: The annual Te Tira Hoe Waka event
has been in place since 1989. Primarily for iwi, it may provide the
basis of a larger event in the Whanganui Town Centre at the
culmination of the river journey.

ABOVE and LEFT FIG. 6-17: The strong membership and national
reputation of the Whanganui Musicians Club (housed in the
extraordinary Savage Club interior) and the complementary and
internationally connected/respected spacemonster provide the
leadership basis for a significant music event

3.

Notwithstanding a WDC presumption against investment in
privately owned buildings, supporting an arts/community
leader like Ross Mitchell Anyon realise a vision that has
wider value for the city is a key way the city can attract &
support more arts leadership.

4.

This material is drawn from http://whanganuinz.com/
heritage-history/.

5.

The local versus ’outside’ artists debate should be seen as
an ‘and’ not an ‘either / or’, based on the suggested
concentric circle diagram for the strategic approach to arts
and culture.

6.

More information can be found on: http://www.pop.org.nz

7.

Bee Jam is a place where artists, scientists and beekeepers
gather to demonstrate pollination, honey making, and
everything bee related. One can learn about ‘pollen hotels’
and ‘pasture paintings’, how honey is made, why bees are

8.

A series of large paste ups from some of Auckland’s wellknown poets and lyricists including Ladi6, Tiny Ruins, Grace
Taylor, Ant Sang, Renee Liang, Lorde, Tiki Taane and
Robert Sullivan covered the walls of the city. Each was
chosen or written to be specific to our place, creating new
ways for people to read their city.

9.

The Hikoi is a guided walk through Maori history and the
continuum of connections to our present. Led by Prince
Davis, the Hikoi traverses Tokiwhatinui (Auckland Domain)
and Waiorea (Western Springs Park), where the pace is set
by the group’s enquiries of the places and spaces
encountered.

10. WOW is an exemplary example of a signature event.
11. This should be expressed as expected financial impact
rather than precriptively (i.e. attract a national sponsor etc).
12. This should be a key characteristic of the event.
13. http://www.waateanews.com/Waatea+News.html?
story_id=MjY2MQ 2016 event information http://
teawatupua.co.nz/?page_id=1958.
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7. TOURISM
Basic visitor needs
Three 1.5-hour attractions
Saturday ‘creative discovery’ experience
New festivals, events and attractions
Refer to Appendix B for a detailed report on Tourism by Derek Kemp, Prosperous Places
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7.1 BASIC VISITOR NEEDS
7.1.1 Existing visitor attractions
Whanganui already has a rich programme of
events and a wide range of visitor attractions (also
refer to Figure 7-1). Some of the key existing
events and attractions include the following:







Masters Games (every two years);
Cemetery Circuit motorcycle race;
Soapbox Derby (once per year on a Monday);
Wellington Vintage Weekend;
Regional football and hockey competitions; and
Wananga Tira Hoe Waka (15 days in January).

7.1.2 Visitor attraction approach
For the town centre to benefit from this, there is a
need to improve, build on and make more visible
these attractions and events. More specifically,
tourism related town centre initiatives should focus
on:
 Transforming Whanganui into a destination for
frequent, extended visits, and with an excellent
tourism reputation.
 Breaking the downward spiral of people not
being around and there being little of interest to
do.
 Refreshing, diversifying, and expanding the
offer of attractions, more than just outdoor
recreation, walking, and cycling.
 Attracting residents and visitors to come to the
centre not just for work, services and necessary
shopping.
 Making visitors actively participate in
attractions.
Concrete proposals based on the above approach
are outlined in this section.

ABOVE FIG. 7-1: Existing visitor attractions in Whanganui

7.1.3 Small initiatives to address the basic
visitor needs
Analysis has identified that a number of small
initiatives are required to improve the comfort for
visitors and satisfy some of the basic visitor needs.
These include:
 Providing some free three-hour or all day visitor
parking.

 Increasing campervan parking within walking
distance of the town centre, in addition to the
current eight spaces, and the further 20 already
planned for.
 Providing secure and conveniently located
storage space for visitors, e.g. to leave back
packs, bicycles, canoes etc.
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7.2 THREE 1.5-HOUR ATTRACTIONS
7.2.1 Keeping visitors longer
Successful visitor strategies focus on keeping
families and groups longer, while engaging all
members of the group, including all ages and both
sexes.
A rule of thumb is that when three 1.5-hour
activities are provided a 30-minute stay can be
extended to between three and five hours, thereby
enticing visitors to stay on an extra night.
7.2.2 Attractions to consider
The following ideas should be considered as
options for 1.5-hour attractions:

 A skateboard or urban mountain bike trail
through and around the town centre.
 A ‘Visitors Club’ as a place to meet and get
basic facilities for:
- Flight training students;
- International students; and
- Canoers / bike riders / trampers.
 One or more attractions focussing on
engagement with creative technology (see next
section).
Additional, more detailed ideas include:
A family adventure park located within 400m of
town centre.
This could be an attraction additional to Kowhai
Park (which is somewhat disconnected and too far
from the town centre). Alternatively the connections
between the centre and Kowhai Park could be
improved through signage and possibly organised
transport provision, refer Section 13.4. Reference

ABOVE FIG. 7-2: Examples of adventure playgrounds from elsewhere.

images are provided in Figure 7-2. The dinosaur
theme in one of the examples could be changed
into a moa theme, referring to the collection in the
Regional Museum.
The double-eight circuits
Promotion of the already existing recreational route
along the river using the some or all of the four
bridges (refer to Figure 7-1), thus forming circuits
of different lengths. This could be branded ‘the
double-eight circuits’. This idea could be expanded
upon through an in-ground timing system1 (also
refer to Figure 7-3), whereby people pick up a shoe
-tag from the i-Site or Council offices, and as they
pass the timing points it starts recording their time
around the circuit on their smart phone. They can
challenge themselves and others to make
improvements.
This idea would be good for visitors and locals
alike. It encourages physical activity and also
supports Whanganui’s smart community
identity. The Health Sector and Sport Whanganui
could be attracted as partners in this, which may
help with the funding of this idea.
1

ABOVE FIG. 7-3: Example of an information panel (possibly to be
placed on the riverfront) on the in-ground timing system for the
‘double-eight circuits’.

More information on: http://tridentrfid.com/in-ground-systems/
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7.3 SATURDAY ‘CREATIVE DISCOVERY’
EXPERIENCE
It is proposed to design and run a programme to
ensure visitors and residents experience something
interesting in the town centre after the markets
every Saturday afternoon and evening.
The ideas should ideally come from within the
Whanganui community, but initial suggestions
include:
 Computer guided light shows animating building
facades (refer to an example in Figure 6-13 in
Section 6 Arts and Culture) or other creative
digital applications (refer to Figure 7-4).
 Providing the opportunity to produce objects
through the use of 3D printing technology (refer
to Figure 7-5), possibly using one or more
vacant shops.
 Interactive art whereby the audience
experiences performances within the public
realm, such as opera from the balconies, ‘paint
this town’, skateboard tricks competitions,
sound stations on street furniture (Figure 7-6)
etc.
 Creative visual surprises throughout the town
centre (refer to Figures 7-7).
 Activation of the existing Victoria Avenue kerb
build-outs as ‘busker spots’.

ABOVE FIG. 7-6: Example of a ’sound station’ on street furniture.
Professional or semi-professional percussionists could use these
for public performances, while visitors or locals are also welcome to
try and use these.

ABOVE FIG. 7-4: Example of a digital art installation that people can
engage with, the picture changes with people’s movements.

This programme could be branded as the ‘Creative
Discovery Experience’.
ABOVE FIG. 7-5: Examples
of objects that visitors (or
members of the community)
may find interesting as
souvenirs produced
through 3D printing
technology.

ABOVE FIG. 7-7: Example of a creative visual surprise, whereby
water (which could be rain water or water poured from a bucket)
makes a hopscotch court visible.
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7.4 NEW FESTIVALS, EVENTS AND
ATTRACTIONS
It is proposed to additionally strengthen
Whanganui’s tourism offer by adding to the
programme of events. In order to spread the events
over the calendar year it would be good to have the
following festivals each with a duration of three
weekends and two weeks:
 Spring Festival;
 Summer Festival; and
 Winter Festival.
Other suggestions for new events and attractions
include:





An iwi-led river event (also refer to Section 6.6).
Dragon Boat Races on the Whanganui River.
A Friday Night Market in the town centre.
A horse drawn carriage (or another historical
transport mode such as a heritage bus) taking
tram passengers from the tram terminus to the
Sarjeant Gallery (also refer to Section 13.4).
 Keeping and regenerating places for the film
and photography industry, not only showcasing
Whanganui, but also creating places which film
fans might then find interesting to visit.
 Promoting Waitomo-Whanganui-New Plymouth
as a tourism circuit.
 Promoting the route to Whanganui, possibly
branding it as ‘Discover SH4’.
It would be good to accompany the above with the
following initiatives:
 Early promotion of major events, with a rolling
digital calendar.
 Providing events training for local residents.
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8. EMPLOYMENT
Attract new businesses
Support the Innovation Quarter
Expand the trading envelope
Produce a prospectus
Refer to Appendix C and Appendix D for detailed background information and report on Employment by
Derek Kemp, Prosperous Places
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8.1 ATTRACT NEW BUSINESSES

8.1.2 Town centre initiatives underway or under consideration

8.1.1 Existing spatial situation

Several employment-related initiatives located in the town centre that are
already underway or under consideration are shown in Figure 8-2. The key
elements to note include the four buildings being considered for one or more of
the sectors included in the proposed Innovation Quarter. Refer to Section 8.2
for further information on this and a response to this.

The existing employment uses in and around the town centre are indicated in
Figure 8-1. Points to note include:
 The retail heart is surrounded by other commercial uses such as light
industry and automotive to the south and medical to the north, in addition to
the mall (Trafalgar Square) and LFR and supermarkets.
 Two ’transition areas’ transitioning from light industry to service / retail are
noticeable.
 A ‘flight to the suburbs’, whereby businesses establish on residential
properties close to the town centre, is noticeable.

ABOVE FIG. 8-1: Existing employment uses in and around the Whanganui Town Centre

ABOVE FIG. 8-2: Town centre initiatives underway or under consideration.
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8.1.3 Key findings from economic analysis
The most telling points from the information
gathering and analysis (Refer to Appendices C and
D) are:
 Whanganui has some successful specialised
businesses, most notably in high-spec
motoring, recreational tourism, high end arts
and creative businesses.
 Whanganui has grown some service sector
businesses that would normally locate in the
Town Centre faster than equivalent provincial
places in the North Island.
 Whanganui has grown some service sector
businesses that would normally locate in the
Town Centre ‘slower’ than equivalent provincial
places in the North Island, refer to Table 8-1.
 Whanganui has lost employment in some
activities normally located in the town centre
when equivalent provincial places in the North
Island have been growing employment in
similar activities, refer to Table 8-1.
 Most employment in most western economies,
including New Zealand, is coming from small
new start-up small service sector businesses.
 Most successful modern economies achieve
superior employment outcomes because people
and businesses with high incomes spend
locally.
 Whanganui lacks some of the key attributes
necessary to attract many larger, ‘new
economy’ businesses.
 Whanganui possesses most of the key
attributes to attract pre-retirement professionals,
government employees and academics wishing
to commence a business in the place to which
they wish to retire.
 Present activity patterns provide a relatively
small ‘profitable trading envelope’ for many

town centre businesses (consequently many
cafes close early). The present ‘Profitable
Trading Envelope’ could more than double if
more residents, workers, and visitors came
early, stayed later, and returned at night and
weekends. This issue is addressed in Section
8.3.
 There is a shortage of serviced industrial land
around Whanganui. However, following the
completion of the draft strategy, Council staff
confirmed this shortage was addressed.

ANZSIC Group

Analysis identified the following conclusions
regarding office space:
 Currently there is 18,600m² (of 48,900m²) office
space vacant;
 The most optimistic population and business
growth scenarios lead to a demand for
16,400m² office space (over 30 years);
 Of this demand only approximately 5,000m² is
expected to be accommodated by the type of
spaces available in existing buildings, which
means that approximately 11,400m² of office
space would have to be seeking other type /
quality of spaces. Potential office locations /
types are indicated in Figure 8.3.
 For the balance (13,600m²) of the currently
vacant building space other uses should be
found.

721 Employment Services

Jobs missed
out on
143

052 Agriculture and Fishing
Business Advisory and Support
Services

60

696 Management & Related
Business Advisory Services

57

729 Private Administrative
Support Services

44

671 Property Operators

32

672 Real Estate Support

16

913 Amusement & Other
Employing Recreational

20

700 Computer System design &
related Services

16

900 Creative & Performing Arts
Businesses

11

TOTAL

399

ABOVE TABLE 8-1: Jobs the town centre would have had if
Whanganui’s economy had grown as fast as the rest of provincial
North Island.
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8.1.4 Key economic proposals
In response to the above findings and observations
the following key actions are proposed:
 Develop and implement a business attraction
strategy that actively targets businesses in the
sectors listed in Table 8-1.
 Address the shortage of serviced industrial land
around Whanganui.
 Promote the development of new office space
to supplement and widen the current offer of
office space, in the locations and of the types
indicated in Figure 8-3.
 Consider ways to promote the following
activities to locate in vacant building space:
- Education and training, including remedial
and after school
- Clubs and societies
- Health and wellbeing, e.g. gyms, yoga,
dance, and martial arts
- Band space (venues needed now for 20-40
and 100-150 attendees)
- Customised making space (sails,
reupholstering, antique restoration, designer
clothing and soft furnishing, commissioned
art)
- Public access to technology
ABOVE FIG. 8-3: Potential office locations and types.

Related and additional proposals are introduced in
the following sections.
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8.2 SUPPORT THE INNOVATION QUARTER
8.2.1 Progress of the Innovation Quarter to date
The Council has, prior to the town centre project,
started with the development of a vision for the
formation of an Innovation Quarter in Whanganui.
This Innovation Quarter is to ‘evolve into a
multinational hub for the engagement and
collaboration of business, corporate, educator,
graduate, and creative –digital or otherwise, across
multiple sectors spinning out local fledgling
companies with new IP for the betterment of the
region, country, and future international markets’.
The initial framework will consist of the following
four sectors or ‘quarters’:





The incubator;
Creative Industry;
Agribusiness; and
Aged Care and Health Innovation.

Fragments of the documentation for the Innovation
Quarter are shown in Figure 8-4.
8.2.2 Relationship with the town centre
Currently the four buildings indicated in Figure 8-2
(with Building 2 also shown in Figure 8-4) are
under consideration as possible options for
accommodation of the Innovation Quarter.
This town centre strategy supports the concept of
the Innovation Quarter in general, and especially
locating it, or parts of it, within the town centre. The
reasons for this is that it could lead to increased
employment opportunities in Whanganui, of which
the effects will likely impact on the town centre, and
also to increased liveliness in the town centre both
in and outside peak trading hours, in turn
supporting other businesses (refer to Section 8.3
on the following page).

ABOVE FIG. 8-4: Fragments of the documentation for the proposed Innovation Quarter.
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8.3 EXPAND THE TRADING ENVELOPE
8.3.1 A crowd attracts a crowd
A comment frequently heard during consultation
was that the town centre is ‘dead’ in the early
morning, the evenings, and in the weekend. As a
result people (locals and visitors) are not attracted
to visit the town centre and businesses suffer and /
or open later and closing earlier as trading is not
profitable (refer to Figure 8-5). This could lead to
a downward spiral of even less reason to visit the
centre and fewer people around. The opposite is
also true, ‘a crowd attracts a crowd’.
8.3.2 Who is around outside normal trading
hours?
Analysis identified that the following people could
be around outside peak trading hours and could
thus be targeted by businesses during these times:
Early mornings
 Those in campervans who stayed over-night;
 Bikers, rowers, those fishing and boating;
 Nature experience visitors;
 Those touring staying overnight, on their way to
somewhere else;
 Those walking their dog;
 Healthy life stylers (walkers, yoga, tai chi);
 Fitness fanatics (joggers, gyms, fitness circuits);
 Carers with pre-school children;
 The elderly and retirees; and
 Kids ‘without a home’.
Weekday evenings
 Parents and children participating in after
school activities;
 Visitors returning from activities;
 Locals entertaining visiting families and friends;

 Local residents looking for something to do;
 Those attending remedial and lifelong learning,
or workshops or courses;
 Those looking for personal development or
pursuing lifelong interests;
 Workers socialising or meeting friends,
partners, or families after work; and
 Those attending education, and meetings of
clubs and societies.
Weekends
 Computer nerds and geeks;
 Kids ‘at a loose end’;
 Bikers, trampers, and canoeists;
 Locals hosting visiting family and friends;
 Locals seeking something interesting to do;
 Those doing short personal interest courses or
pursuing lifelong interests;
 Those on weekend get-aways;
 Travellers in campervans and free independent
travellers; and
 Those attending conferences and workshops,
product launches, or performances and events.

ABOVE FIG. 8-5: Typical peak trading hours vs. available trading
hours.

8.3.3 Attracting and promoting uses and
activities that expand the trading envelope
In response to the above, the following uses and
activities should be promoted in the town centre to
generate earlier and later patronage:






A café opening early;
Education and training uses;
Clubs and societies;
Adventure play spaces;
Possibly the library in a more central location
(refer to Section 9);
 Events at night;
 Events on weekends; and
 The Innovation Quarter.

ABOVE FIG. 8-6: Some of the people who are around outside the
peak trading hours.
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8.4 PRODUCE A PROSPECTUS

8.4.3 Implementation

8.4.1 Possible targets

Subsequent to the completion of
the draft strategy, this proposed
initiative was implemented by
Whanganui & Partners.

In order to market Whanganui’s economic opportunities and attract economic
activities a prospectus should be produced similar to the example shown in
Figure 8-7. This prospectus should target businesses, investments and
developments Whanganui wishes to attract (including desirable locations,
possibly with indicative plans and suitable sites). Specific businesses or
individuals that are suggested to make a good fit with Whanganui’s strengths
and opportunities include:
 Pre-retirement professionals, to live and set up businesses;
 High net worth owners and their families as purchasers of products and
services;
 Quality residential care providers, and medical consultancies;
 Artists;
 Craft businesses, e.g. designer and cottage food, designer clothes, health
and beauty products etc;
 High value adding motor and boating, e.g. hi-spec motor products
manufacturing and fitting, vintage vehicle restoration, sail making,
refurbishment of high value boats; and
 Visitors, and potential future repeat recreational visitors, and long term
retiree residents.

RIGHT and BELOW FIG. 8-7: Example of a
prospectus from Lismore (NSW).

8.4.2 Possible content
In order for this to be achieved it is proposed that the prospectus contains at
least the following content:

 Key economic growth sectors;
 Existing economic strengths;
 Desired investment and businesses, in line with the individuals and
businesses suggested above;
 Private investment opportunities; and
 Funding and support offered to realise these opportunities.
It is suggested that a first version is proposed in the short term, followed by a
comprehensive update in the medium term, when several of the business
attraction and other proposals outlined in this section have been implemented.
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9. COMMUNITY
Community wellbeing
Library location
River activity hub
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9.1 COMMUNITY WELLBEING
An analysis of the wider social network provides a
more complete picture of the town centre in its
context.
A successful social network facilitates community
building, provides good accessibility to facilities and
opportunities to participate. The provision of social
infrastructure such as educational, healthcare and
community facilities, and also the qualitative, less
tangible aspects of community such as ‘fostering a
sense of place’ and ‘identity’ in Whanganui were
analysed against a range of criteria. This was done
for all the different ‘community catchments’ of
Whanganui as well as the central area. Refer to
Figure 9-1 for the summary of this approach.
The composite result is shown in Figure 9-2.

The town centre circle depicts a high representation
of physical community infrastructure on the right
hand side of the circle. This is explained by the
presence of the many facilities located in
Whanganui (refer to Appendix E) that cater not only
for the town, but also for the wider district and even
nationally. Conversely, there is a lack of services
outside the town centre. Combined with a high level
of social deprivation in some areas, this presents a
challenge.
The areas to the north and east of the town centre

appear the least strong in this context. This might
mean that special attention should be paid to
transport connections (especially cycling and public
transport) between the town centre with all its
facilities and these weaker areas.
Specific projects outside the scope of this project
could help address these issues as well.
It should also be noted that another finding from
this exercise was a lack of activities within the town
centre.

spatial scale of facility or amenity

existing provision
future opportunity

degree to which it is achieved:
‘barely there’ to ‘excellent service’

ABOVE FIG. 9-1: Base for the radial plots of the community
wellbeing for each individual community catchment
RIGHT FIG. 9-2: Present and projected
quality of community wellbeing
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9.2 LIBRARY LOCATION
The somewhat peripheral location of the library
within the town centre should be evaluated in terms
of the library contributing to the wellbeing of the
town centre and, vice versa, the vibrancy of the
town centre resulting in increased use of the library.
The town centre strategy process did not
conclusively consider and assess alternatives, but
the options depicted in Figure 9-3 were developed
and assessment criteria identified. A full evaluation
process of these options could take into account at
least the following criteria:









Main street synergy;
Bus access;
Parking;
Museum interaction;
Support Sarjeant Art Gallery;
Open space adjacent;
Mobile library access; and
Views.

It should be noted that this strategy proposes the
upgrade of Majestic Square (refer to Section 12).
Option 2 would provide synergies with this
proposal, as part of the library project could be for
the building to present an active edge towards the
square.

ABOVE FIG. 9-3: The location of the existing library and alternative locations to be
considered.
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9.3 RIVER ACTIVITY HUB
The Whanganui water sports community is currently considering a co-location
of facilities into one combined water sports hub, which would accommodate the
rowing clubs and would form a centre for Rowing, Multi sport, Kayak, and Waka
Ama. It should be emphasised that this concept still requires buy-in and funding
from WDC as well as the several clubs involved.
Options currently discussed include (refer to Figure 9-4):
(1) A location in Whanganui East
(2) Next to the Riverboat Museum
 This option could include the site currently accommodating the Vege Shed.
 This option would make use of the existing pontoons.
(3) Ex Chronicle building

 The building indicated by (A) could in this option contain boat storage.
 The building indicated by (B) could in this option be the main building.
 The building indicated by (C), the neighbouring ex bus depot, is Iwi owned
and may in this option accommodate waka ama.
 In this option the marina needs to be reconfigured.
 In this option there may be an opportunity to facilitate a cycling link between
the newly proposed cycling routes along St Hill Street and the riverfront
(refer to the red arrow in to Figure 9-4).
The town centre strategy process did not conclusively consider and assess
these or alternative options. Options 2 and 3 are both considered to positively
contribute to the wellbeing of the town centre. Option 2 would be most
beneficial due to its location within the recently upgraded riverfront precinct and
in close proximity to the blocks bounded by Taupo Quay, Drews Avenue,
Ridgway Street, and Market Place, with its many arts and culture ventures as
well as UCOL. Option 3 would be in a slightly more isolated location within the
town centre, but could serve, in combination with the proposed cycle route
along the river, as a catalyst for revitalisation of the riverfront area to the south
of the town bridge.
RIGHT FIG. 9-4: Location options for a
possible River Activity Hub
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10. BUILT FORM
Built form quality
Earthquake strengthening
Residential in the town centre
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10.1 BUILT FORM QUALITY
The built qualities of the town centre and especially
the main street, Victoria Avenue, make it one of the
best preserved colonial and visually most attractive
town centres in New Zealand.
In some instances the streetscape would benefit
from pulling some of the upper level façade cover
and exposing the original buildings.
Whilst the usual issue of out-of-town landlords was
raised as an issue during consultation, in terms of
maintenance, with some notable exceptions, there
is little apparent evidence of lack of investment in
the fabric of the main street. This is surprising
considering the relatively low rent levels for ground
floor space in the town centre.

diminishes the value of the street and sits in
contrast to the building the bank vacated.
10.1.2 An event
This street and quality built edge experience to the
extent it is available in Victoria Avenue is rare in
New Zealand. This provides a possible packaging
opportunity with a signature event that should aim
to draw national attention. Such an event would
need to run for 3-4 weeks and would need to be
unique in New Zealand. A number of opportunities
exist from a Garden Festival (similar to spring time
Floriade in Canberra) to a wider celebratory event
involving the river and iwi.

10.1.1 Town centre guidelines
While there are numerous heritage buildings in the
town centre, it is important that legislative
recognition is given to the street as a complete
composition where many non-heritage buildings
also contribute to the overall value of the street. It
would be appropriate to consider the value of the
street as a heritage asset – given its qualities on a
relative scale with other New Zealand towns and
cities. This would enable changes and demolition,
but in accordance with the expressed values of the
street. The current Draft Town Centre Building
Design Guidelines should be expanded to consider
the importance of the street, and not simply the
importance of a collection of heritage buildings. The
design guidelines appropriately recognise the
importance of visual richness and vertical
proportions as aids to a positive pedestrian
experience in the town. The guidelines should aim
to prevent outcomes like the ANZ Building, which

ABOVE FIG. 10-1: Example of a heritage building in Victoria Avenue.
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10.2 EARTHQUAKE STRENGTHENING
The presence of many historic buildings in the town
centre also means that the town is facing the large
task of strengthening the many earthquake-prone
buildings. As can be seen in Figure 10-2, a
proportion of these buildings has already been
strengthened up to the minimum required 34%.
10.2.1 Issues
In addition to the safety risks, the following key
issues with respect to earthquake-strengthening
should be noted:
 Strengthening is a costly and time-consuming
process, which in Whanganui is made even
harder, in most instances, due to low demand
for building space and the difficulty of finding
tenants to commit in advance or at all.
 Several buildings are in ownership of absentee
owners, who are not ‘up with the play’ or
actively involved.
 Among some building owners there is some
apprehension about the process around
Resource Consents and Building Consents.
 Several buildings are at risk of being
demolished as the job of bringing it up to
standard is not, or is not perceived to be, viable.
10.2.2 Trends
The earthquake strengthening issue is not new or
unique to Whanganui and much work has already
been carried out or is already underway. During the
consultation process the following key trends were
discussed:
 The technology around strengthening is still
evolving, in many instances making the process
more affordable.

ABOVE FIG. 10-2: First cut prioritisation for possible assistance with strengthening of earthquake-prone buildings, based on the qualities of
individual historic buildings. Also shown are already completed strengthening projects, buildings currently in the process of being
strengthened, and the degree of compliance for WDC-owned buildings.

 Whanganui has recently been classified midlevel risk instead of high-level, with associated
requirements resulting in a more affordable
process. By way of example, strengthening the
building on 15 Victoria Avenue costed $215,000
instead of $365,000. However, with the

legislation allowing for more time, the risk of
owners delaying upgrades has also increased.
 A very active community taskforce, made up of
a wide range of members of the community, is
at work in Whanganui. Key tasks include
advocacy, promotion, and coordination of
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efforts. Connections with universities have been
forged and university research based on
Whanganui case studies is currently ongoing.
 Currently there is a temporary hold-up, due to
pending new legislation from central
government.
10.2.3 Proposals
The work undertaken by the taskforce and WDC
could be assisted and complemented by the
following proposals:
 Further promotion and coordination of a
collaborative approach between neighbouring
building owners with regards to shared walls
and foundations, as well as, for instance,
provision of parking.
 Promotion of knowledge as the technology is
evolving and further legislation becomes
available, and of information on WDC
procedures and the availability of preapplication meetings.
 Actively engaging with owners of deteriorating
buildings. It should be noted that there are
already reasonably strong impediments against
the demolition of heritage buildings; a Resource
Consent is required and there is a presumption
of public notification. The design guidelines for
new-build are underway, making it clear that
demolition and replacement with a low quality
building is not desired. These guidelines should
be more strongly embedded in the District Plan,
e.g. by making these part of the assessment
criteria.
 Devising a paint or façade improvement
scheme, preferably sponsored by a paint
company, such as Resene.
 Providing rates relief during and after
strengthening.

ABOVE FIG. 10-3: First cut prioritisation for possible assistance with strengthening of earthquake-prone buildings, based on the qualities of
clusters of historic buildings.

 Providing assistance, possibly based on an
agreed priority consideration. During the
workshop a first-cut, provisional prioritisation
was identified as a starting point for further
work, refer to Figures 10-2 and 10-3. The
former is based on individual buildings, while
the latter identifies groups of buildings, which,
due to their location and / or combined

character represents different values for the
identity of the town centre. It is proposed that if
a prioritisation to determine the extent of
financial support by WDC is used, this
prioritisation is refined and formally agreed by
the Council. If ratepayers money is to be spent
on support, it is also important to demonstrate
the value of heritage to the community. The
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report ‘The Value of Built Heritage Assets in
Wanganui’, Brent Wheeler Group, 2013, would
be of much use in this respect.
 Undertaking one or more demonstration
projects. This could possibly be done by a
CCO / Community Trust still to be formed.

 The entity would at least initially operate on the
basis of a low or no return.
 One initial demonstration project could, after
evaluation, lead to further projects, moving to
the next with the proceeds from the sale of the
strengthened building.

The proposed development entity
Initial thoughts on the above proposed CCO /
Community Trust undertaking one or more
demonstration projects include the following:
 Endowment funds used to purchase
commercial properties “at the right price”,
seismically strengthen / refurbish, source new
tenants and sell “at the right price”. A business
methodology would need to be adopted to buy
and sell “at the right price” in order to retain the
value of the Endowment portfolio. The project
could look to progressively upgrade buildings
which provide heritage value as they become
available using the initial Endowment funds; or:
 Endowment seed funding into a Trust that can
apply for Lotteries funding to complete seismic
upgrades and refurbishments as referred to
above, with the same strategy to buy and sell at
the right price and progressively upgrade
buildings. As a minimum the Endowment seed
funding would need to be retained at the same
initial level in order to protect the capital value
of the Endowment portfolio.
Additionally:
 Lessons learnt should be promoted among the
Whanganui (development) community.
 The building or buildings to be selected for the
demonstration project should be based on a
prioritisation taking into account heritage value
and risk of demolition.
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10.3 RESIDENTIAL IN THE TOWN CENTRE
During the consultation process a desire for more residential development in
the town centre, including retirement living, was expressed. The analysis
presented in Section 9.1 identified that the town centre is well provided with
facilities and services that support living locally.
Locations that should be considered for residential activities include the upper
floors above businesses in, or close to, the main street, and some of the
underutilised land on St Hill Street behind the Victoria Avenue businesses.
Advantages of residential activity in the town centre include, among others, the
following:
 The presence of residents would provide increased security outside
business hours.
 The presence of residents would provide increased vibrancy as well as
patronage for town centre businesses.
 Residential accommodation in the town centre would widen Whanganui’s
residential offer, which may attract residents to the town it otherwise would
not.
 Residential uses provide another option for filling vacant building space and
may help with the viability of redeveloping and / or strengthening heritage
buildings.

Barriers

Possible solutions

Consequences for Building Act
requirements around fire, access,
earthquake strengthening etc. due
to a change of use of the building.

Promote the option of demonstrating a
historic use of the building for
residential activity which may make it
easier to comply.

Rating punitive for residential as
the higher commercial rates will
apply to the entire building even if
mixed-use.

 Institute a different rating for
residential and commercial floors*.
 Alternatively, promote the option of
separating the apartment with its
own unit title.

Conflict with nightlife, real or
perceived issues related to
security.

 Promote quality design with
regards to noise insulation.
 Promote the security benefits of
reaching a critical mass both in
terms of additional residents and in
terms of a more vibrant nightlife.
 Improve lighting and active
(CCTV) and passive surveillance
(passers-by, eyes on the street).

Reverse sensitivity.

 Educate commercial operators.
 Foster a dialogue between
developers, residents and
commercial operators.

Lack of private outdoor space.

Develop guidance around balconies
above verandas.

Lack of available private secure
parking.

Promote and if possible coordinate
‘pooled parking’ options.

10.3.1 Barriers and possible solutions
The District Plan already provides a flexible land use rule base for the town
centre, allowing for residential use of spaces above ground floor commercial.
There are however several non-statutory impediments against residential (re)
development in the town centre.
A key barrier is the actual or perceived lack of financial viability of
redevelopment containing upper floor apartments, due to a low demand for
ground floor building space.
Table 9-1 provides an overview of the other barriers to upstairs residential
(re)development in the town centre, along with possible solutions. It is proposed
that the Council, in consultation and collaboration with the development sector
and after refinement, promotes and pursues the solutions identified.

ABOVE TABLE 10-1: Barriers to upstairs residential development in the town centre.

* Two examples:
 Fictitious: for a town centre property with a LV of $250K and CV $1.25M the rates based on a
fully commercial use would be $17,000, while with a 50/50 Commercial/Residential split the
rates would be $13,500 (comm. $9,600, res. $3,900);
 Actual: 2 Victoria Ave (property with some first floor apartments)
Commercial portion LV $99K, CV $780K: Rates $12,800
Residential apartment LV 14K, CV $113K: Rates $1,800
(all rates incl. GST)
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11. RIVERFRONT
Riverfront development plan
The covered market
Pakaitore to Pukenamu
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11.1 RIVERFRONT DEVELOPMENT PLAN

11.1.3 The possible River Activity Hub

11.1.1 The 2011 plan

It should also be noted that one of the options for
the possible River Activity Hub (refer to Section 9.3)
would be located within this area. This option would
strengthen the revitalisation of this area. Although
not included in the riverfront plan, the plan is
flexible to allow for this.

In 2011 WDC adopted the Riverfront plan (refer to
Figure 11-1 overleaf) and started with the
implementation of several elements of it, including
the following:
 Public realm improvements (element 3),
including the carpark near element 5.
 The tram route and shed (element 6).
 Changes to the northern section of Taupo Quay
to improve the pedestrian connection between
the riverfront and Moutoa Gardens (element
12).
11.1.2 Further implementation

This Town Centre Regeneration Strategy endorses
the riverfront plan. It should be stressed that a
vibrant riverfront area would strengthen the town
centre due to its close proximity. These areas are
not in competition, but would complement each
other.
It should be noted that development opportunities
for the private sector (element 5) are not actively
pursued by WDC in the short term, due to the need
to identify the best response to flood hazards,
brought to light by the June 2015 events.
It is proposed that WDC continue with the
implementation of the plan. Two key elements are
highlighted in Sections 11.2 and 11.3:
 The covered market; and
 Pakaitore to Pukenamu.
NEXT PAGE FIG. 11-1: The 2011 riverfront plan
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11.2 THE COVERED MARKET

Taupo Quay (2010)

The area intended for this is currently used as a
carpark. It is proposed that a structure is erected
that provides covering for weekend markets or
other events. The complex could also
accommodate small shops that could continue to
operate during the week.
The space could still be used for car parking when
it is not used for the market or for other events.
The riverfront plan suggested a staged
implementation of this element, to match funding
with the success of the markets. A first stage could
include only earmarking the space for the market
and small alterations to allow for the use of it. A
second stage would be to erect some of the
constructive elements to frame the space and
provide it with a sense of place. The last stage
would then be to include the roof and complete the
covered construction.

Artist impression

ABOVE FIG. 11-2: Artist impression of the covered market seen from
Taupo Quay (2011 riverfront plan).

ABOVE FIG. 12-3: Location of the covered market within the
riverfront plan.
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11.3 PAKAITORE TO PUKENAMU
The riverfront plan suggested a series of vertical
sculptures to help strengthen the important cultural
connection between Queens Park / Pukenamu,
Moutoa Gardens / Pakaitore and the Whanganui
River (refer to Figures 12-4 through to 12.6). It
would also improve the amenity of these public
spaces and invite visitors and residents to find a
physical connection between Moutoa Gardens and
Queens Park which, due to the level difference and
steepness, cannot be made in a direct way.

ABOVE FIG. 12-4: Cross section showing vertical elements marking the connection between Queens Park, Moutoa Gardens, and the riverfront.

The strengthened connection would also
complement the work on the streetscape of the
northern part of Taupo Quay currently underway.

ABOVE FIG. 12-5: Example of vertical elements in the public realm
serving as markers for a key connection.

ABOVE FIG. 12-6: Location of the proposed vertical elements
serving as markers for the connection between Queens Park,
Moutoa Gardens, and the riverfront.
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12. URBAN PUBLIC PLACES
Public spaces
Majestic Square
Guyton Street streetscape
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12.1 PUBLIC SPACES
The town centre already provides several public
open spaces for the community and their visitors to
meet, undertake informal recreational activities,
celebrate events, and express itself.
12.1.1 The current performance of public
spaces
Analysis of the current performance of public
spaces within the town centre has identified the
following (refer to Figure 12-1):
 High quality paving has been laid in Victoria
Avenue and some corners around St Hill,
Guyton and Ridgeway Streets. This paving is
still in good condition and does not need
replacing.
 The current areas of high quality paving do not
provide connections to Whanganui’s most
important open spaces such as Cooks Gardens
and Queens Park. This issue is addressed in
Section 13, Transport.
 The current areas of high-quality paving do not
frame the edges of the town centre but is limited
to the core of Victoria Avenue. This issue is
addressed in Section 13, Transport.
 The existing paving patterns are somewhat
dated but have been laid to a high standard and
there will still be many years of use left in these
surfaces.
 There is generally a lack of comfortable seating
areas. The existing street benches are not of a
high standard and need replacing soon.
 There are several relatively large areas on
street corners with little public amenity. These
could be easily improved with planting and
furniture.

ABOVE FIG. 12-1: Analysis of the current performance of public spaces

 There are more than 40 kerb build-outs along
Victoria Avenue. These mid block build-outs are
approximately 20m by 8m and at 160m²
represent significant public space.
 These corner and mid block spaces are well
placed along the length of the street, generally
less than a 50m walk apart. However they lack
amenity such as seating, planting, screening
from traffic, which limits their usability. This
issue is addressed in Section 12.1.2 overleaf.
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12.1.2 Mid block kerb build-outs
The usability of the kerb build-outs could be
improved significantly by adding planting, seating,
screening from traffic, and flexible furniture that
could be used in multiple ways. Improving amenity
would not require a major reconstruction, but may
just involve selecting new street furniture and then
identifying a range of design responses depending
on the use of the nearby buildings and the quality of
the built edge.
Two examples are shown in Figures 12-2 and 12-3,
while the existing situation is depicted in Figure 124.
Informal seating areas
 A range of three to six design approaches would
add visual interest to the streetscape and make
it a much more flexible and usable street space
for day to day use or during events.
 Grass seating areas, benches or decking could
be included for casual use, e.g. over lunchtime,
without this seating being associated with a café
or restaurant.
 New lighting in the form of spot lights would
significantly enhance the night time use of these
spaces. Banners could be included for colour.
New street lighting and footpath spotlighting
would require less maintenance than the current
system and would make the existing CCTV
cameras more effective.

ABOVE FIG. 12-2: Adaption of kerb build-outs for use as informal
seating space.

ABOVE FIG. 12-4: Depiction of a typical existing kerb build-out in
Victoria Avenue.

ABOVE FIG. 12-3: Adaption of kerb build-outs for use by a nearby
café or restaurant.

ABOVE FIG. 12-5: Example of the described approach for the
upgrade of kerb build-outs from elsewhere.

Café seating
 Kerb build-outs close to a café or restaurant
might have screened seating areas where
tables and chairs can be set up. The screens
combined with planting would add visual interest
to the street.
An example of this approach to the upgrade of kerb
build-outs is shown in Figure 12-5.
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12.2 MAJESTIC SQUARE
Majestic Square is considered Whanganui’s main town centre public space for
members of the community and visitors alike.
12.2.1 The current layout
In the original design for Whanganui the current square was positioned on the
intersection between Victoria Avenue and a strong visual and formal alignment
between Cooks Gardens and Queens Park. This formal design with strong
visual connections helped to connect the main street with the key open spaces
beyond. This provided a legibility, which is important especially for visitors.
Majestic Square currently offers seating areas and a stage but the layout,
including its planting, grading and retaining walls, results in a physical and
visual barrier between the Sarjeant Art Gallery and Cooks Gardens. The current
square also currently does not visually and physically connect well with the
Whanganui Regional Museum, the War Memorial Hall and its forecourt in
between. Both open spaces can be experienced as two different and unrelated
public spaces.

ABOVE FIG. 12-6: Historic photo of Majestic Square with the Sarjeant Art Gallery in the background
(image courtesy of John Anderson).
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12.2.2 The proposed layout
During the town centre strategy process a range of
redesign options for Majestic Square were
developed. These were based on the following key
considerations:
 Opening up the views and connections between
Cooks Gardens / St Hill Street, via Victoria
Avenue, through to Queens Park / the Sarjeant
Art Gallery and vice versa.
 ‘Decluttering’ the space.
 Working with the current grades and levels in
order to avoid radical changes and costly
earthworks.
 Preserving trees that are not blocking visual or
physical connections, while noting that several
of the trees to be removed are small enough to
be transplanted for use elsewhere.
 Working with the existing water feature plant
room, which is the expensive part of the water
feature, while changing the surface design to
create a wet play space for children of a wide
range of ages.
 Retaining vehicular access to the service area
between former ANZ building and Mint Café.
 Either opening up the blank façade on the north
-western side of the square with windows and
doors (e.g. in the scenario that the library were
located into this building), or placing a kiosk
against the blank wall to activate the space.
The preferred conceptual option compared with a
recent aerial photo is shown in Figures 12-7 and 12
-8. Please note that this is an early concept. In a
future detailed design process critical issues, such
as disabled access and a detailed response to the
micro-climate should be addressed.

Upper
Majestic
Square

Lower
Majestic
Square

ABOVE FIG. 12-7: Proposed layout for Majestic Square.

ABOVE FIG. 12-8: Aerial photo showing the current layout of
Majestic Square.

Proposals for ‘Lower’ and ‘Upper’ Majestic Square
are presented in more detail on the following pages,
while proposals for the Memorial Hall Forecourt are
presented in Section 6.
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12.2.3 Lower Majestic Square

Recent photograph of Lower Majestic Square

The proposal for Lower Majestic Square is depicted
in Figure 12-9. The following aspects are worth
noting:
 The trees in the centre of the space would be
removed in order to open up views from Victoria
Avenue to Queens Park and the Sarjeant Art
Gallery. This would assist with the legibility of
the town centre and may draw visitors from
Victoria Avenue to the Queens Park and its civic
and cultural facilities.
 The proposed grassed terraces would not only
allow pedestrian access between both levels,
but would also act as informal seating.
 Majestic Square could still be used for events by
occasionally putting up a stage when required
with the proposed steps providing seating for
spectators.
 The existing water feature would be modified
and integrated into the steps. A children’s wet
play area would be installed at the bottom of this
water feature.
 The former Farmers building along the northwestern edge of the space has the potential to
be opened up towards the space with a café
facing the square (especially in the scenario that
the library moved into this building), thereby
decluttering the space around the current stage.
Alternatively, a kiosk could be placed against
the blank wall, which would activate the public
space independent from the use of the former
Farmers building.
 Apart from opening up the views from Majestic
Square towards the Museum and the Sarjeant
Art Gallery, it is worth considering integrating
some vertical art features, carvings, banners or
similar to strengthen the visual connections
between the two spaces. Also refer to Section
6.4 for a proposal to install flag poles in front of
the museum.

Retention of
existing trees

‘Decluttered’
space

Permanent kiosk against
blank building façade, in the
case that the existing blank
wall will not be opened up

Level difference
shaped as
grassed terraces
to sit on

Flag poles in
front of the
museum

Space for events
and performances

Improved
visibility of the
art gallery

Modified water
feature and
children’s wet
play area

ABOVE FIG. 12-9: Artist impression for Majestic Square with the Lower square in the foreground.
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12.2.4 Upper Majestic Square

Recent photograph of Upper Majestic Square

The proposal for Upper Majestic Square is depicted
in Figure 12-10. The following aspects are worth
noting:
 The proposed raised planter would provide a
grassed area that could be used for children’s
play or sitting or lying on. The edge of this
planter would provide informal seating areas,
flexible to accommodate both large and small
amounts of people with distances between
people decreasing as the space is busier
(different to conventional benches, which would
usually only provide seating for one person).
 Trees that are not blocking the viewshaft
between Cooks Gardens and the Sarjeant Art
Gallery could be retained, while the reasonably
young trees in Upper Majestic Square should be
removed and preferably transplanted to another
location within the town.
 The space in the foreground could be used for
outdoor seating associated with Mint Café.
 A route (behind the planter in Figure 12-10)
should be kept unobstructed for vehicles
accessing the service area between the former
ANZ building and Mint Café. A width of
approximately 3 metres would be sufficient.
 Pedestrian routes on either side of the raised
planter would connect between Lower Majestic
Square and the Memorial Hall Forecourt.
Consideration should be given to continuing
both the level and the type of paving across
Watt Street and into the forecourt.
 The space with benches under the mature trees
(in the background to the right in Figure 12-10)
could be left unchanged in the short to medium
term.
ABOVE FIG. 12-10: Artist impression for Upper Majestic Square.
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12.3 GUYTON STREET STREETSCAPE
Guyton Street plays an important role for the
community as it connects the civic precinct around
the Council buildings on the corner of St Hill Street
to the civic and cultural facilities around Queens
Park. A local interest group, the ‘Guyton Group’,
has indicated an aspiration to brand Guyton Street
a "literary street", and celebrate the life of James K.
Baxter, due to the associations between this late
poet and the Whanganui District.
A streetscape upgrade should be considered,
possibly including the following aspects (also refer
to Figures 12-11 through to 12-15):
 The proposed street upgrades could include
paving that creates stronger visual connections
to Wicksteed and Watts Streets, including buildouts across the street.
 In reference to Baxter’s poem Haere Ra in
which he speaks about the “peach at my door”
and the river landscape of Jerusalem, native
planting of the Whanganui River such as the
swaying Chionochloa flavicans as well as Peach
trees could be integrated in the streetscape.
 Streetscape elements could include a sculpture
of James Baxter. Other sculptures could include
bronze people to sit on seats or stand amongst
users, giving the feeling the space is always
occupied.
 Literature can enhance the meaning of the
space and create movement through space as
one follows the trail of verses. Alternatively
some of Baxter’s work could be projected on to
the surrounding buildings.
 At the top of the street, the crest of the hill, the
kite proposed by the Guyton Group could be
suspended from poles and cables. This would
act as a visual anchor drawing visitors up the hill
and towards the art gallery and museum.

ABOVE FIG. 12-14: Examples from elsewhere of words and letters
used as public art.

ABOVE FIG. 12-11: Concept plan for the streetscape upgrade of
Guyton Street (portion between Victoria Avenue and Wicksteed
Street).

LEFT, ABOVE and BELOW FIG.
12-15: Examples from
elsewhere of public art giving
the impression that the
streetscape is occupied by
people.

ABOVE FIG. 12-12: Photomontage
provided by the Guyton Group of a
James K. Baxter sculpture in Guyton
Street.

RIGHT FIG. 12-13: Example of a lifesize
sculpture proposed for Guyton Street.
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13. TRANSPORT
Footpaths
Cycling
Bus stop on Taupo Quay
Tram
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13.1 FOOTPATHS
As mentioned before, the current areas of high
quality paving do not provide connections to some
of Whanganui’s most important open spaces such
as Cooks Gardens and Queens Park. Also, the
current areas of high-quality paving do not frame
the edges of the town centre, but are limited to the
core of Victoria Avenue.

Pakaitore /
Moutoa Gardens
Queens Park

Footpath upgrades are proposed for the areas
indicated in Figure 13-1 in order to strengthen
important connections. The following should be
noted:
 The Whanganui River plays an important part
both in terms of the town’s identity and as
provision of significant public amenity. The arts
and UCOL precinct around Rutland Street
forms an important stepping stone between the
town centre and the riverfront area, including
Pakaitore / Moutoa Gardens. Improvements to
footpaths in Rutland and Ridgway Streets and
Drews Avenue would strengthen this important
connection.
 St Hill, Guyton and Watt Streets form an
important part of the town centre frame. The
proposal for Guyton Street is presented in
Section 12.3 and the proposal for St Hill
Street / Taupo Quay, including an improved
connection with Cooks Gardens, is presented in
Section 13.2 overleaf. Improvements to Watt
Street would provide a high amenity circuit
between the civic, arts and retail facilities in
Guyton Street and the arts and culture precinct
around Rutland Street.
 The usability by mobility scooters should be
taken into account in the process of upgrading
footpaths.

Cooks Gardens

ABOVE FIG. 13-1: Proposed additional high quality pedestrian connections shown in the context of existing high quality paving, proposed
cycle routes, proposed street trees, and proposed native vegetation.

 A pedestrian route connecting to the cenotaph
via the existing vehicle access off Drews
Avenue or up the southeast facing slope of
Queens Park through the proposed biodiversity
planting (Refer to Section 14.1) is proposed.

Although the focus for improved walkwabiliyty is on
Victoria Avenue and the side streets, there is also a
need to improve the security and amenity of some
of the passageways between Victoria Avenue and
the rear areas through lighting.

Proposals for street tree planting are presented in
Section 14.2.
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13.2 CYCLING
13.2.1 St Hill Street Cycleway
Prior to the work on the town centre strategy WDC had already commenced
work on the formation of an extensive cycling network through Whanganui
(Refer to Figure 13-2). Pocock Design:Environment (PDE) has assisted the
Council with design work for parts of this network. Figures 13-3, 13-4 and 13-5
have been supplied by PDE.
The proposed cycleway for St Hill Street is an important design feature that
needs to be integrated into the strategy. It will form a natural edge to the town
centre and will help to connect it to the Whanganui River and the coast.
The cycleway project will provide a high quality paved edge to the town centre
with an entrance feature for Cooks Gardens (refer to Figure 13-3), pedestrian
seating, street trees, and art / interpretation signage that direct visitors into the
town centre and to Queens Park on the other side of Victoria Avenue.
The furniture for this cycleway should visually tie into the furniture of the town
centre, as opposed to that of the Riverfront area, which is more rustic in style.
ABOVE FIG. 13-2: Existing and proposed cycle ways with the St Hill Street portion having an interface
with the town centre.

ABOVE FIG. 13-3: Artist impression of the proposed cycle way on St
Hill Street opposite the entrance to Cooks Gardens.

ABOVE FIG. 13-4: Typical cross section of the proposed cycle way
on St Hill Street.

ABOVE FIG. 13-5: Artist impression of the proposed cycle way along
the river, southwest of the town bridge.
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13.3 BUS STOP ON TAUPO QUAY
WDC has the desire to improve bus connectivity to
the town centre, and more specifically, to install a
bus stop in Taupo Quay, near the intersection with
Drews Avenue. This bus stop, including an
impression of how this could work within the
existing streetscape, is indicated in the context of
the both the local and regional bus routes, as well
as key community facilities in Figure 13-6.
The proposal for a possible transport hub in the
block bounded by Victoria Avenue, Taupo Quay, St
Hill Street, and Ridgway Street, refer to Figure 136, was discussed during the project. It is
recommended that this proposal is reviewed taking
into account Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) aspects,
considering passive surveillance from buildings and
from the public street. This may lead to a modified
proposal in which buses remain on or near the
street, but one or more properties are acquired to
create space for a waiting area.

Recent photograph of Taupo Quay
ABOVE FIG. 13-6: Artist impression of the proposed bus stop in Taupo Quay.
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13.4 TRAM
13.4.1 The current situation
For several years a heritage tram has been
operating on Whanganui’s riverfront as a visitor
attraction. The restored tram travels on set times
along a newly instated track in the recently
upgraded riverfront area to the northeast of the
town bridge (refer to Figure 13-7). It is the
Tramways Whanganui Trust’s aspiration to extend
the existing tram track and provide a tram
connection between the riverfront area and the
town centre. This would align with this proposed
Town Centre Strategy.
13.4.2 Proposed extension
Two options for the extension of the existing route
have been identified and are shown in Figure 13-7.
The following should be noted:
 These routes both terminate just before the
intersection of Ridgway Street and Victoria
Avenue. Further extensions (either up or down
Victoria Avenue or further along Ridgway
Street) are considered long term future
possibilities.
 The tram should engage with the best of
Whanganui’s architecture, art, culture, the river
edge and open spaces. It should deliver
passengers in, or as close as possible to, the
heart of the town centre.
 Two options are shown, route (A) through
Rutland Street and part of Drews Avenue, and
route (B) along Market place and Ridgway
Street. Whilst route (A) may lead along more
interesting heritage architecture, the
practicalities of a two-way tram through a
narrow one-way street may make route (B) a
more feasible alternative.

ABOVE FIG. 13-7: Proposed extension to the tram route. Inset: photo of the tram near the tram shed (image source: www.pinterest.com).

 In both options tram passengers would
experience the river and associated historical
river boats and markets, the historical
Pakaitore / Moutoa Gardens with its sculptures
and trees, before heading past historical
architecture, and arriving at the corner of
Victoria Avenue.
 Both routes would likely need to be
implemented in multiple stages, taking several
years.

 On special occasions tourists could continue
the journey by other historical transport modes
(e.g. horse and cart, or a heritage bus). Route
options to be considered should include a route
up Victoria Avenue possibly connecting with
Queens Park and its attractions, or a route past
the entrance to Cooks Gardens with the
observatory as a key attraction. Another option
would be a route crossing the town bridge and
connecting with Kowhai Park, returning to the
town centre via the Dublin Street Bridge.
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14. NATURE
Biodiversity
Street trees
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14.1 BIODIVERSITY
14.1.1 Biodiversity analysis and strategy
Figure 14-1 depicts the outcomes of a high-level
biodiversity analysis and associated proposals. The
following should be noted:
 The Whanganui District benefits, in terms of
biodiversity, from the Whanganui River acting
as a biodiversity corridor, allowing bird life to
move across the greater landscape, based on
the notion that birds can move between ‘islands’
not further than 1km apart.
 The only significant gap in the existing network
of biodiversity connections is across the town
centre.
 This gap can be bridged by strategically placed
planting in areas of lower urban value but high
landscape value, such as some of the steep
slopes of Queens Park and Cooks Gardens,
Heads Road Cemetery, the hospital grounds,
local school grounds, and in certain areas of the
proposed cycleway along the river edge.
 These proposed biodiversity islands that bridge
the existing gap in the town centre would
require a diverse range of plant species and
require an area as big as possible, but 1ha of
plant cover is preferred per island.
14.1.2 Queens Park biodiversity planting
It is proposed that some of the edges of Queens
Park will be developed to together form a
biodiversity ‘stepping stone’ as part of a wider
biodiversity strategy. The following should be
noted:
 Queens Park is an important open space with
significant cultural, historical, and landscape

ABOVE FIG. 14-1: Biodiversity analysis and proposals.

values that need to be protected and
considered when developing a biodiversity
strategy. A significant consideration is the
expansive views from the top of Queens Park to
other significant locations such and Pakaitore
and the Whanganui River. It is important that
proposed planting does not block these views.
 One option is to plant some of the steep edges
of Queens Park, building upon the existing
vegetated landscape that exist on some of
those banks.

 A biodiversity strategy should include an
educational component that makes it
transparent to the community and available as
an educational tool for schools, iwi and the
Museum to use.
 To gain additional benefit from these planted
areas, paths should be cut through the planted
areas to allow the public to experience the
plantings and biodiversity policy first hand in
addition to connecting Queens Park to
important destinations, such as Pakaitore /
Moutoa Gardens.
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14.2 STREET TREES

Recent photograph of Rutland Street

Recent photograph of Drews Avenue

14.2.1 Street tree analysis
There is currently a general lack of planting or
colour within the public realm. The street furniture
and other streetscape elements such as arches,
bollards, chains, and fences are visually dominant.
The current street tree selection lacks structure and
logical placement. There are many large plane tree
species and very small palm trees, but not much in
between. Both tree species lack visual interest or
seasonal change. Plane trees make up the majority
of the street trees with some areas of Flowering
Cherry trees. The plane trees in some locations are
too big for the spaces they occupy.
14.2.2 Street tree strategy

The following is proposed in response to the
findings of the analysis:
 A street tree strategy should be developed for
the town centre that creates more variety in
street tree selection and reduces the number of
plane trees that are currently being used.
 Rutland Street and Drews Avenue between
Ridgway Street and Taupo Quay are proposed
to be high priority streets for tree planting, in
order to support and stimulate creative and
artistic enterprises developing in this area.
Drews Avenue is also located alongside the
route between the riverfront and the town
centre.
 These streets are framed by historical buildings,
so tree species that not only relate to the
historical context but also would not visually
compete with the buildings or block views of the
building facades should be selected. Visibility of
the buildings should also be considered as part
of determining the distance between trees.

ABOVE FIG. 14-2: Artist impression of street tree planting and increased economic activity in Rutland Street (left) and Drews Avenue (right).

 Native trees would help to strengthen the visual
connections between the river and open spaces
within the town centre.
 Rain gardens under the street trees could be
used to reduce storm water run-off and irrigate
the street trees. Using river plants within the

rain gardens would emphasise and visually
strengthen the connections to the River.
 St Hill Street will also benefit from street tree
planting as part of the cycleway project.
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15. IMPLEMENTATION
Making it happen
Strategic sequence of implementation
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15.1 MAKING IT HAPPEN

(Section 5) and the riverfront (Section 10).

Proposals identified in Sections 5-14 are broken up
into actions and summarised in tables in Section
15.2 on the following pages. The actions are
arranged per priority and organised under the
responsible WDC department or other agency,
institution or stakeholder. Whether the action is
primarily administrative, physical, or both is also
indicated along with a reference to the report
section containing more information on the action.
An indicative cost estimate for those of the high and
medium priority initiatives that this could be
identified is also given

The actions can be broadly divided into three types
of implementation:

Prioritisation
The proposed prioritisation was determined during
working sessions with Councillor and staff
representation in December 2015 and December
2016. The approach during these sessions was to
prioritise the actions that are easiest to implement
and that are the most transformative for the town
centre. Several of the actions proposed as
‘immediate priority’ could be considered as ‘quick
hits’ or ‘low hanging fruit’.
Indicative only
It should be emphasised that at this stage these
actions and cost estimates are indicative only. The
actual project sequence is to be developed in the
LTP and Annual Plan processes by the Council on
an on-going basis, following public consultation and
possibly more detailed cost estimates.
Flood hazard
It should also be stressed that before any of the
actions is considered for implementation, the
flooding hazard brought to light by the June 2015
event as well as the best response to this should be
considered. This is particularly relevant to physical
actions pertaining to Lower Victoria Avenue

15.1.1 Direct project implementation
Some of the initiatives detailed within the strategy
require direct physical project implementation, e.g.
undertake works in the public realm, identify and /
or acquire a site, reconfigure a road, construct a
building etc.
15.1.2 Organisational adjustment within the
Council
This may include:
 WDC Town Centre Champion, the
appointment of a Council officer to be
responsible for driving the project forward.
 Whanganui Town Centre Steering
Committee. This ‘executive’ committee is
made up of representatives who drive and
monitor the progress of the project.
Consideration could be given to the invitation of
Councillors, Executive Management Team
members and Heads of Departments into the
group. One or more representative/s from the
private sector could also be included. This
committee should give consideration to
formalising ongoing iwi involvement, e.g.
through the agreement and implementation of a
protocol around this.
 Development entity (refer to Section 10), the
establishment of a local authority private trust or
CCO that undertakes the proposed earthquake
strengthening demonstration project(s).
 Mainstreet Whanganui (refer to Section 5).
 New forms of consultation. This strategy
project could be an appropriate project under

which to undertake alternative forms of public
consultation which focus on more narrowly
defining areas where community feedback is
desired, e.g. Shared Pathways model.
15.1.3 Consequential changes to other
organisational policies / practice to ensure
consistent and mutually reinforcing outcomes
This includes:
 District Plan and regulatory framework. This
strategy may have to result in changes to the
District Plan. This will have to inform a Council
led Plan Change for the centre that may include
revision of objectives, polices, rules, methods
and assessment criteria to guide all types of
development.
 Design guidelines. Some recommendations
have consequences for the currently draft
guidelines, refer to Sections 5 and 10.
And may additionally include:
 Review of development contribution
policies. The Council could consider the
revision of its current development contribution
system. Although it has many advantages, the
current system may not send a satisfactorily
aligned price signal or allocation of community
facility demand, that reflects the sustainability
benefits of intensification in and around centres,
relative to other residential development
choices.
 Council landowner policies on open space
and parks. Supporting actions may need to
be undertaken including revisions to the access,
use and maintenance policies of park and
reserve assets.
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15.2 STRATEGIC SEQUENCE OF IMPLEMENTATION
15.2.1 Immediate priority initiatives and indicative costs
Whanganui District Council
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

i-C1

Appoint WDC Town Centre Champion

Administrative

Section 15

i-C2

Appoint Whanganui Town Centre Steering Committee

Administrative

Section 15

Indicative cost

WDC Property
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

Indicative cost

i-P1

Start earthquake strengthening demonstration project

Administrative

Section 10

$500,000

i-P2

Promotion of earthquake strengthening knowledge

Administrative

Section 10

i-P3

Advocacy with Central Government on earthquake issues

Administrative

Section 10

WDC Infrastructure
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

Indicative cost

i-In1

Lower Victoria Avenue (costings and consultation)

Administrative

Section 5

$65,000

i-In2

Lower Victoria Avenue (implementation)

Physical

Section 5

$450,000

i-In3

Upper Majestic Square upgrade

Physical

Section 12

$50,000

i-In4

Address visitor basic needs

Physical

Section 7

WDC Operations
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

i-Op1

Business plan for shared studio

Administrative

Section 6

Indicative cost
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WDC Strategy
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

Indicative cost

i-S1

Temporary rates relief for new businesses

Administrative

Section 5

$200,000

i-S2

Façade improvement scheme (high priority cases)

Both

Section 10

$50,000

i-S3

Housing upstairs: incentives and removal of barriers

Administrative

Section 10

i-S4

Different rates for commercial and residential (business case)

Administrative

Section 10

Whanganui & Partners
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

i-W1

Target missing retailers for main street

Administrative

Section 5

Indicative cost

Mainstreet Whanganui
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

Indicative cost

i-M1

Refocus role and link with Whanganui & Partners

Administrative

Section 5

Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

Indicative cost

i-Iw1

To prioritise:
 Museum flags;
 Memorial celebration structure;
 Pakaitore to Pukenamu pau;
 Māori name for civic axis.

Both

Section 6, Section 11.3

$50,000 per item

Iwi
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15.2.2 High priority initiatives and indicative costs
WDC Property
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

Indicative cost

H-P1

Work with Whanganui & Partners and Strategy and Development to
attract anchor tenant to Upper Victoria Avenue

Administrative

Section 5

H-P2

River activity hub (consultation and business case)

Administrative

Section 9

$30,000

WDC Infrastructure
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

Indicative cost

H-In1

Trees in Drews Avenue

Physical

Section 14

$50,000

H-In2

Changes to bus stop on Taupo Quay

Physical

Section 13

$250,000

Indicative cost

WDC Operations
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

H-Op1

Shared studio (implementation)

Physical

Section 6

H-Op2

Facilitate a new location for Spacemonster

Administrative

Section 6

H-Op3

Identify and implement signature and new events

Administrative

Sections 6 and 7

WDC Strategy
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

H-S1

Heritage prioritisation

Administrative

Section 10

H-S2

Promotion of planning support, pre-application meetings

Administrative

Section 10

H-S3

Embed town centre guidelines in District Plan

Administrative

Sections 5 and 10

H-S4

Work with individual building owners in Victoria Avenue (middle two
blocks) to install lighting on buildings

Both

Section 5

H-S5

Different rates for commercial and residential (implementation)

Administrative

Section 10

Indicative cost

$60,000
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Whanganui & Partners
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

H-W1

1.5-hr attraction strategy (business case)

Administrative

Section 7

H-W2

Strategy to attract clubs and organisations to locate in the town centre Administrative

Section 8

H-W3

Head lease vacant building, short term rents (business case)

Administrative

Appendix D

H-W4

Redesign WDC websites with focus on business opportunities, less on Administrative
heritage

Appendix D

H-W5

Transition zone opportunity prospectus

Administrative

Appendix D

H-W6

Promote technology in public places

Administrative

Section 8

Indicative cost

Mainstreet Whanganui
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

H-M1

Execute wider mandate

Administrative

Section 5

H-M2

Instigate Saturday creative discovery strategy

Administrative

Section 7

Indicative cost
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15.2.2 Medium priority initiatives and indicative costs
WDC Property
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

M-P1

Riverfront plan: covered market

Physical

Section 11

$500,000

M-P2

River activity hub (construction)

Physical

Section 9

$1,000,000

WDC Infrastructure
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

M-In1

Lower Majestic Square

Physical

Section 12

$400,000

M-In2

Upper Victoria Avenue (partial)

Physical

Section 5

$500,000

M-In3

Native planting in Cooks Gardens and Queens Park

Physical

Section 14

$50,000

M-In4

Sensor parking (business case), see parking review

Administrative

Section 5

Administrative or Physical

Further information

Administrative

Section 9

WDC Operations
Nr.

Action description

M-Op1 Relocation of library (business case and consultation)

$50,000

WDC Strategy
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

M-S1

Heritage subsidy based on prioritisation

Administrative

Section 10

$100,000

M-S2

Rates relief during strengthening

Administrative

Section 10

$100,000

M-S3

Façade improvement scheme (medium priority cases)

Both

Section 10

$100,000
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Whanganui & Partners
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

M-W1

Produce Prospectus Version 2

Administrative

Section 8

M-W2

1.5-hr attraction strategy (implementation)

Administrative

Section 8

M-W3

Head lease vacant building, short term rents (implementation)

Administrative

Appendix D

M-W4

Promote the development of new office space

Administrative

Section 8
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15.2.3 Low priority initiatives
WDC Infrastructure
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

L-In1

Extend tram from Taupo Quay to Drews Avenue

Physical

Section 13

L-In2

Extend tram from Drews Avenue to Victoria Avenue

Physical

Section 13

L-In3

Streetscape upgrade in Guyton Street

Physical

Section 12

L-In4

Upper Victoria Avenue Food Zone upgrade (full)

Physical

Section 5

L-In5

Trees in Rutland Street

Physical

Section 14

L-In6

Install improved lighting in the Victoria Avenue blocks between
Ridgway and Guyton Streets

Physical

Section 5

L-In7

Implement a staged footpath upgrade programme

Physical

Section 13

L-In8

Implement a staged kerb buildout upgrade programme

Physical

Section 12

L-In9

Implement sensor parking

Physical

Section 5

Indicative cost

WDC Operations
Nr.

Action description

Administrative or Physical

Further information

L-Op1

Relocate the library if decided it will be relocated

Physical

Section 9

Indicative cost
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Notes on sensor parking
Appendix B: Detailed report on tourism by Prosperous Places
Appendix C: Summary of economic background information by
Prosperous Places
Appendix D: Detailed report on employment by Prosperous Places
Appendix E: Community infrastructure in the town centre
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APPENDIX A. NOTES ON SENSOR PARKING

Advantages of sensor parking

How the system works

 Would be a point of difference compared to
other ‘reasonably sized towns’.
 Could provide long term statistical analysis, that
will allow ‘proven’ decision making on the future
of main street time limits or whether meters are
required.
 Could be combined with an app or electronic
signs alerting the public where in Victoria
Avenue car parks are available, this would lead
to a reduction in the number of cars looking for
a car park.
 Sensor parking is proven to over time create
‘self’ monitoring behaviour, e.g. Westminster
London. This is because alerts received by
parking officers allow for a higher percentage of
infringements than can be achieved through
current patrols.
 Better looking streetscape, no meters.
 Sensor can link to meters if return to a metered
system was desired later.
 More clarity on infringements could lead to less
discussion with, and abuse of, parking officers.
 It would free parking officers up to concentrate
on other areas and suburbs, a better service to
the community (see below).

A sensor would be placed in the middle of a car
parking space, without impact on the existing
roading infrastructure, as became evident from a
recent trial in St Hill Street. These sensors are a
half sphere about 100mm in diameter with a very
low profile of less than 25mm.
When a vehicle (motorbikes do not register) drives
over the sensor this is recorded in a back office
database. After a short lead in time (e.g. 10
minutes) the system starts the countdown of the
time limit for this uniquely numbered parking space.
Once the time limit has been reached the back
office database alerts the parking officer's hand
held device that the vehicle in that particular
parking space has over-stayed the acceptable time
limit (in the case of P90, the actual time limit with
lead in time is actually 100 minutes). The parking
officer can then decide depending on their location
and other alerts they may have received whether to
proceed to the car space number and issue an
infringement, or work their way to the space via
other spaces with alerts they have on their hand
held device.
The driver is not alerted, it is up to them to ensure
they do not overstay just as they do once paying
the meter or stopping on any time limited car
parking space.
Taupo has had sensor parking for years and New
Plymouth for the last two years. In Taupo the
parking regime is only time limited, while in New
Plymouth the sensors are connected to the meter
and relate to paid parking.
More information: www.smartparking.com/.

Disadvantages of sensor parking
 Estimated loss of income: Victoria Avenue
meter revenue $400,000; Infringements
$200,000.
 Public perception that sensors may negatively
affect retail trade.
 Extra income required to pay charges for the
sensors.
 New employment contracts for staff if current
working hours were extended to include
Saturday patrols.

Investigation to provide information on cost to
implement
 Approximate cost if leased from a company
$70,000 p.a. (this system provides 24/7 parking
occupancy information).
 Costs to remove 44 meters with large concrete
bases from current paving.
 Costs of re-numbering every parking space,
which will affect the paving as bay numbers are
part of paving.
 Other options for public / private investment that
may be available.
The role of parking officers
In Victoria Avenue
 Policing road user rules offences. Seeing
parking officers will remind people to move.
 Following up on alerts of expired time limits
from sensors and issuing infringement notices.
 An increased town centre ambassador role as
officers will have time to enter in conversations
with the public instead of worrying about
completion of the patrol completion within the
current 30-minute time period.
 If desired promoting upcoming events, e.g. by
wearing promotional T-shirts.
Outside Victoria Avenue
 Status quo, patrols as normal.
 Increased and better service to the suburban
areas, where there is an increasing demand.
Currently the level of service is lower priority
given the need to ensure traffic movement in
Victoria Avenue.
 Increasing presence around schools to target
breaches of road user rules.
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APPENDIX B. DETAILED REPORT ON
TOURISM BY PROSPEROUS PLACES

 There is little to encourage these people to
return back to the Town Centre.

The ‘Visitor and Tourism’ Component of the
of the Town Centre Revitalisation Strategy

The Town Centre is locked into a downward
economic spiral of ‘people not being around, so
shops close early, so there is nothing to do, so noone is around…’

What We Know
The most telling points from the information
gathering and analysis are:
 Many recreational visitors are attracted to the
Region’s walking and biking trails (but only 15%
of these visitors continue south to Whanganui;
 Most canoeists leave the Whanganui River at
Pipiriki (because there is insufficient to warrant
the three day paddle further south to
Whanganui);
 The Te Tira Hoe Waka Whanganui 15 day
ceremonial Maori canoe parade leaves the
River at Putiki;
 Most visitors to Whanganui are Free
Independent Travellers (FITs);
 Most visitors to Whanganui (53%) are Visiting
Family and Friends;
 40% of domestic visitor expenditure in
Whanganui comes from those Visiting Family
and friends;
 The average length of stay in commercial
accommodation is just 1.8 days;
 Occupancy Rates for Whanganui’s commercial
accommodation is just 29% (over 70%
vacancy);
 Many visitor’s complain that ‘the shops are not
open when they are around’, many cafes and
the ‘pop-up’ coffee close by 3 to 4pm;
 Many visitor, resident and recreational
attractions and major events attract people
away from the Town Centre; and

Consequently there is little for residents to do; little
for visitors returning from recreation to do; little for
travellers passing through to do; therefore little to
stay overnight for.
It is important not to over-rely on major events, but
major events can provide an important economic
boost to the local economy and add to local
business profitability. However, major events
cannot be relied on for new business start ups and
cannot form the basis for continued business
survival. It is the regular weekly income that
businesses can attract that is the fundamental key
to local business establishment, economic and
employment growth and ultimate survival.
Focus for the visitor and tourism side of the
Town Centre Strategy
From a tourism and visitor perspective new town
centre initiatives should focus on:
 Attracting Regional Recreational Visitors and
Travelling Tourists to come and stay in
Whanganui.
 Breaking out of the ‘downward spiral’ of ‘people
not being around’ and there being ‘little of
interest to do’ (especially on weekday evenings,
at night and weekends).
 Offering more than just outdoor recreation,
walking and cycling opportunities.

 Attracting residents, their visitors and friends by
providing a broad range of interesting things to
frequently return to do in the Town Centre.
Particular emphasis should be given to activities
and initiatives that:
 Focus on Residents bringing ‘visiting families
and friends’ to the Town Centre:
- Coming more frequently to the Whanganui
Town Centre
- Spending more time in the Town Centre
- Wanting to frequently return and bring family
and friends
 Tap into the Day Trip, Weekend Escape,
Creative Experience markets from:
- Greater Wellington Region
- New Plymouth and Palmerston North
- Hamilton, Auckland and the Greater
Auckland Region
 Attract visitors outside of the peak tourist
season and ‘stay longer’ throughout the year:
- Through Exceptional Events and Attractions
- Tapping the ‘MICE’ market from the Greater
Wellington Region
- Providing ‘Residential’ Creative, Cultural,
Arts, Technology ‘Master Classes’
- Attracting Corporate and Government
Residential Team Building
- Attracting Advertising and Film Shoots and
Product Launches
Attracting to the Town Centre and extending how
frequently and how long the following target groups
want to visit and spend time in the Whanganui
Town Centre:
 Young people;
 Those with young families; and
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 Those engaged in day time outdoor recreation
activities (hiking, biking, sports events).
Recommended Priority Initiatives
Consequently the greatest priority should be given
to initiatives focusing on:

 Transforming Whanganui into a place of choice
to go out of one’s way to travel to; for extended
visits’, to tell friends about, and frequently return
to.
 Refreshing, diversifying and expanding the
appeal of Whanganui’s present recreational,
cultural and heritage offerings.
 Attracting workers, residents, visitors and
friends to spend quality time in the Town Centre
(not just coming for work, services and
necessary shopping).
 Turning passive viewers into active participants
- who willingly want to spend time with family
and friends doing things in the Town Centre.
 Empowering creativity in those who think they
can’t – that open new pathways for learning
new skills and turning these into future
employment and business opportunities.
The most cost effective set of initiatives will be
those that gain significant leverage on all of these
objectives. The following action Initiative’ are
believed to best achieve these objectives at least
cost to Whanganui. The indicative importance
attached to each is provided in the brackets.

Recommended Action Initiatives
1. Provide at least three unique new Town
Centre Attractions
With an emphasis on diversifying what Whanganui
has to offer beyond biking, hiking, heritage, and
arts and culture. Each attraction should be capable
of attracting different age groups and keeping them
actively engaged for at least 1.5 hours.
Themed Family Adventure Park (75/100)
To be effective this needs to be located within the
Town Centre (or at least within 400m, convenient,
flat walking distance of the Town Centre). It needs
to be designed to engage all age groups for at least
1.5 hours:










Families with pre-school children;
School aged children;
Teenagers;
Young adults;
Young singles;
Couples;
Free Independent Travellers;
Empty Nesters; and
More Mature members of the community.

Perhaps these new attractions could be based on:
 The Moa - building on the new museum moa
gallery and interpretation experience (with
concrete moa birds and their nests to climb on
and play in);
 The Whanganui River (with an accurate
interpretation of the Whanganui river with its
rapids, shallow parts and deeper sections,
water sprays, water guns and fountains to play
in and with and lawns and BBQs to spend
quality time around);

 Outdoor Recreation (with large concrete back
packs, fish, hiking boots, canoes to play in and
play on, accurate simulations of the local
mountains to scramble over, concrete boots to
play inside, climb up and slide down; or
 Chicken / Dairy / Farming (with village pump, or
pumping the cow’s tail, to earn water to guide
and play with, fences, fodder bags and hay
stacks to climb on and over, and a nursery farm
with real farm animals to hold, cuddle and feed,
with a chicken, dairy and cottage foods themed
café and restaurant.
Exceptional skateboarding experiences (65/100)
Located within the Town Centre (or within 400m
convenient flat walking distance of the Town
Centre) and designed with local youth for a range
of skill levels (from primary school aged beginners
to advanced ‘Hang 10’). Include separate areas for
scooters and mountain bikes. This is especially
important given the mountain bike trails and M2C
promotion of the region. Consider if skateboard
trails with small steps and jumps could be run along
the riverside, integrated with park paths and run
into the Town Centre.
A remarkable iwi cultural experience (95/100)
Something out of the ordinary, that is extraordinary
and different to the usual cultural experiences and
shows prevalent throughout New Zealand. This
could possibly be something ephemeral that
reflects and cuts to the core of the Iwi soul
inseparably linked with the Whanganui River,
perhaps reflecting the Whanganui River - as being
a legal entity in its own right; under the care,
protection and custodianship of the local Iwi. An
option could be to project this story and the local iwi
history onto vapour produced by fountains,
representing mist over the Whanganui River.
Please note: this idea has not been raised or
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discussed in any way with the local Iwi.
Whanganui Visitors Club (65/100)
A place of quiet relaxation and retreat for visitors
staying two or more nights and a place of recovery
for those on energetic outdoor adventures (walkers,
bike trail riders, canoeists).

This would be aimed at:
 Providing something different that shows high
regard and respect for visitors;
 Stimulating longer visitor stays and encouraging
‘hubbing’ out of Whanganui;
 Providing something remarkable to tell others
about (especially if in a heritage building);
 Encouraging visitors to come and stay far
longer in the town centre;
 Creating opportunities to meet, socialise and
make friends (for FTs);
 Encouraging mingling and new friendships with
those with similar interests so that they wish to
come back, stay longer and frequently return;
 Countering the early closure and initial lack of
interest in the town centre;
 Providing facilities and opportunities for outdoor
adventurers to recharge;
 Providing a place of reflection and quiet study;
and
 Attracting key groups to Whanganui and the
centre (flight training school participants, those
attending residential master classes, students,
academics on retreats, health and wellbeing
visitors, professional and high net worth people
as future residents and business founders,
those coming for workshops, conferences, film
and advertising shoots, leading sports people
and coaches – consider possibly of also being
open to international students).

Facilities could include, similar to airline guest
lounge at airports, plus:
 Lounge and kitchen (with limited ‘self-serve’
catering);
 Library and quite reading room (possibly also a
TV room / theatrette);
 Games and fitness room (suitable for yoga,
palates, small band events);
 Small meeting and club room/s;
 Computer, multi-media, social-media, led lab
and 3D printing rooms (with UCOL?);
 Showers, lockers, tackle room (ideally with
space for minor repairs, safe storage for bikes,
back packs and canoes);
 Possibly furnished and displaying best of
Whanganui’s local arts (including pieces on
loan from private collections in sealed cabinets)
*; and
 Could be place to display best of local glass
(and possibly acquisitions from an annual
National Glass Competition Whanganui could
hold)*.
(* day visitors and residents allowed access to this
foyer/gallery space during normal business hours)
Include shared community club rooms (e.g. chess,
bridge, computer, book club, poetry, music society,
foreign language, reading clubs …):
 That visitors can use, participate in and interact
with club members;
 To bring these clubs into the town centre;
 To activate the building and the town centre on
weekday evenings; and
 To integrate the building and its role and
facilities with the broader community.
Note the importance of bringing these weekday

evening and weekend community club activities
into the town centre to generate activity and expand
the profitable trading envelope.
The Visitor Club could possibly operate as a
community business and / or a hospitality training
venue, directed at young people not interested in
attending formal education and training – who
might go on to open their own business. Possibly
existing hospitality training providers, local
hospitality providers; shops, furniture and electrical
outlets etc. could contribute in kind.
Harnessing and exhibiting local creativity and
cottage industries, e.g. local artists and craft people
and soft furnishing providers to decorate and
exhibit their products and skills, cottage food
industry to supply, sell, take orders, UCOL to
provide animated wall and floor art.
Ideally located in a Heritage Building. Possibilities
could be:
 The Studio (behind Andersons Furniture, NZ
first earthquake strengthened building;
 National Bank (would ANZ contribute as
community/TC regeneration gesture?;
 Sarjeant on the Quay (well located opposite isite and ground floor space;
 i-site building; and
 Part of Wakefield Chambers (possible future
Library and / or Innovation Quarter Building).
Engaging with creative technology (90/100)
Provide opportunities for families and individuals of
all ages to engage with creative affordable new
technology in ways that will keep them, their friends
and whole families actively engaged for more than
1.5 hours with each activity. Ideally the activity
would leave those involved with some take home
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memento of their own creative efforts. This will help
broadcast and spread the word-of-mouth reputation
of Whanganui as the place to come for some
amazing creative experiences).
These creative technology opportunities could
include:

 Led light and fibre optics technology (Sensory
Discovery Centre);
 Animated lighting affects (on floors walls, you,
me);
 Viral videos (where themed videos are
streamed in and spliced together);
 Virtual choirs (where individuals singing is
streamed in and combined);
 computer and video game making;
 computer aided music composition;
 Sound and Music Mixing (cutting your own
CDs);
 3D digital scanning and 3D printing:
- 3D printing of yourself, friend, your baby,
your face;
- 3D printing of Iwi souvenirs;
- 3D printing of toys and equipment (e.g. you
own guitar);
- 3D printing of hobby parts (planes, to bike
parts);
- 3D printing of a piece of clothing or
jewellery;
- 3D food printing of food (company, school,
team logos or hobby picture such as hiking
boat, canoe, motor cycle in chocolate);
 Zine Making, Cartoon Making; Zen Doodle
Making;
 Kite, paper plane, hot air balloon (design,
printing, cut-out and assembly);
 Badge Making;

 Creative Crafts (bead making, ceramic painting
for overnight firing);
 Paper balloons and animals with night lights
(designed, built, lit, Victoria Ave. paraded to
ceremonial burning at beach bonfire);
 Back Lighting dance Studio; and
 Short Films, Video Clips (using ‘pop-up’ green,
white and blue screens).
Many of these opportunities could be offered in
vacant shop fronts, where they could be watched
by others (thereby further activating the Town
Centre).
Note the following links:

parkland circuits that are 8 kms long using the four
river crossings forming two overlapping ‘figures of
8s’ is still to be fully realised. There is a need to
improve the overall quality of the pathways, and
provide places and points of interest, improve the
lighting and install other fitness equipment and
activity areas (such as fitness circuits, unusual play
and fitness equipment; interesting sculptures, tree
lights, historic plaques and possibly some
‘skateboard trails’).
The ‘walkway’ over the Rail Bridge could be vastly
improved and more engaging if the graffiti steel
panels were transformed by local street arts into
points of artist interest.

 To Whanganui the Creative Community, and
the desire of targeted business people and preretirement professional migrants for Personal
Development opportunities
 To the objectives of making Whanganui the
place for to come, spend quality family time.
 To making Whanganui a hot spot for creative
learning and learning the practical use of the
latest affordable technology.
 With UCOL and the Innovation Quarter
specialisations.
 With the need to meaningfully engage with local
youth:
- To provide them with diversion activities;
- To provide opportunities to develop
potentially marketable job skills (especially
through becoming experienced and
engaged with new technology); and
- To provide them with new pathways to
learning and developing job ready skills.

These improvements would also draw attention to
Whanganui’s health and fitness credentials and
keep recreational and social joggers, bike riders,
walkers, and dog walkers centred on the Town
Centre where there are cafes and parks they can
retire to for rest and recuperation.

Improvements to and promotion of the four bridges
double 8 circuits (50/100)
The advantage of the river side roadside and

Technology experiences could include: Animate the Facades (with computer guided
lighting shows), Laser Light Shows projected on

2. Attractions to spend quality time in the town
centre
Saturday Whanganui Creative Discovery
Programme (98/100)
Where residents and visitors can be assured that
something interesting will be on in the Whanganui
Town Centre after the markets every Saturday
afternoon/evening. This may attract residents,
weekend and other visitors, and will activate the
vacant spaces, shop fronts and the existing Victoria
Avenue kerb build-outs. It could be promoted as:
‘The Whanganui Town Centre ‘Creative Discovery’
Programme.
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buildings and temporary screens, pop-up film
studies with White, Blue and Green Screens where
visitors are the action heroes,. Print your face
(come and have you or your family digitally
scanned in a vacant shop front and take home a 3D
printed plastic model of yourself), Build your hobby
(come and digitally print a guitar, a holder for your
phone, a piece of jewellery, a part for your bike) Eat
yourself and Your Mates (digitally print a piece of
chocolate with your image or your mates image or
your team, your school logo, your business brand
or logo on it).
Performance and Arts experiences could
include: ‘Anyone Can Draw’, ‘Paint This Town’ –
artists drawing Town Centre scenes; Chalk The
Walls and Sidewalks’. Music From The Balconies,
Opera from the balconies’, permanent sound
stations on street furniture’ (e.g. on parking metres
– see visual references), multi-site ‘silent discos’,
jazz in the cafes, ‘Jamming the Corners’ (where
individuals perform at different spots and others are
invited to jam along), ‘Drumming on Anything
Everywhere’ (passers-by given chop sticks to drum
with), Distributed Choirs (including schools), ‘‘100
Artists’ working down Victoria Ave, Street Theatre
and Street Performers in 10 public places, Battle of
The Bands’, ‘Break Dancing’, ‘Blast This Town’ –
ghetto blasters at dawn or from 4.30 to 5pm, ‘Stunt
Riding Mt Bikes’, ‘Skate board Tricks’. (NB these
could end with a ‘Grand Command Performance’
from 4.30 to 5.00 pm with all performing combined
together to play from the Grand Hotel Balconies).
Being Out There; and Meet A Stranger
experiences could include – ‘Op..ooh…tunity’
Knocks Fashion Parade (buy an outrageous
costume in an op shop and parade through Town
wearing it - posing outside buildings and at ‘busker
stops’; Get Dressed up and pose with shop front
manikins in vacant shop fronts), ‘Dress a Manikin’

go to an ‘op shop’ and buy outrageous clothes to
dress manikins in vacant shop front, Hug a
Stranger’, ‘”Give’, “Martin”, “a”,” High”.” Five”,”
Here”, “Is”.” Martin’”, ‘Come Play My Game’ - where
people bring a table two seats and game they wish
to play, ‘Decorate My Bike’ with me; Decorate My
Pram with me; Decorate My Cake with me. ‘Help
Me Build My Model Plane’. ‘Fly Your Mini Drone
With Mine’, ‘Race Your Radio Controlled Car
Against Mine’ ‘shop front ‘sleep outs’ in furniture
shops and vacant shop fronts, watch a person or
friends spend their afternoon and evening on the
furniture in a shop front. (c/f Gogglebox).

 Dairy, honey, chicken or timber theme.
NB not a heritage theme which are a dime a dozen
everywhere else.
Exciting possibilities could be:
 The ethereal Whanganui story projected onto
water mist, perhaps with the Iwi and Whanganui
River theme discussed previously;

(Resources needed: f/t co-ordinator for the first four
months, 20% fte after)
Unique Time Activated Themed Attraction/s
(98/100)
Residents, workers, visitors and friends will come to
the Town Centre to see some unique animated
attraction. They will wait up to 20 minutes for
something interesting to happen (looking around,
buying refreshments, shopping for things they
never wanted both before and after the event).
Therefore, Whanganui should look to have some
time animated attraction/s in the Town
Centre.These are best located in places which you
want to activate and move crowds to, rather than
locating them in places where shoppers and visitors
already naturally go.
It is doubly beneficial if the attraction has a local
theme. In Whanganui’s case this could perhaps be:






A glass sculpture;
Light/water/fire theme;
Iwi culture;
Whanganui River theme;
Perhaps a biking/hiking theme; and
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 A fire and water sculpture, where the sculpture
blows out flames that are then quenched by
water representing the Whanganui River;
 A sculpture of a trail bike and backpack, that get
set on fire and are quenched by water sprayed
from bicycle pumps; or
 A glass sculpture or water clock, enclosed on a
shatter proof box. See image on previous page:
when the minute glasses fill up, the water
cascades into the hour glass and the minute’s
glasses begin to fill again. You can read the
time – it is 4:48 pm.
Turn passive viewers into active participants
(70/100)
Identify ways to turn short time visitors into longer
stay participants by inviting them to take part in
time consuming activities rather than just watching
or viewing things. Begin by identifying what time
consuming participatory activity residents and
visitors could be attracted to take part in at the
Sarjeant Gallery and the i-site.
Possibilities could include:





Zen Doodling;
Zine Making;
Leggo Making; or
Badge Making.

There could be significant advantages from
creating and displaying large scale Studio Photo
Portraits of local artists and craft people, with a
collage of photographs of their studios, them
working in their studios, and their best woks.
This could encourage visitors to spend time
travelling to and visiting them in their studios and to
spend time talking to them there. This would add a
further dimension to the three times 1.5-hour

Strategy.
There would be added benefits if local sculptors
and artists designed ‘Flagstones’ to be placed on
the pavers – directing visitors to artists, craft people
and galleries that are off the beaten track in the
Town Centre. This would help address the lack of
creative credibility that presently exists because of
the lack of visible original art and craft activities and
galleries in the down Victoria Avenue.
Following these creative flagstones would add
another creative dimension and points of interest to
the Whanganui Town Centre arts discovery trail.
National Glass Arts Competition (65/100)
Aimed at attracting to Whanganui:
 The best of glass artists from NZ, Pacific Rim,
the World;
 The best, most experienced and reputable
judges, whose reputation would underpin the
awards, so that a win or Certificate of Merit and
the prospect of a sale may be sufficient to want
to compete);
 Museum and gallery directors (and their art
advisors);
 Other artists;
 Private gallery buyers; and
 Private collectors and their art advisors.

This would add considerably to and consolidating
Whanganui’s growing reputation as an important
the place to be for glass. It would also attract
visitors worldwide for the week of the competition
and the month that pieces are on show afterwards.
This would significantly contribute to the objective
of exhibiting Whanganui - to high net worth people,
who could be purchasers of high quality art works

and other products; returning recreational visitors;
attendees of residential Master Classes; and
become future residents, business founders and
retirees.
Consider a Whanganui Acquisition Prize for
Whanganui to acquire the best locally made glass
in the competition each year. An amount of 2,000
would be huge, perhaps a local business or
national chain would sponsor the prize?
These prize winners and private glass collections
could be displayed in the Museum, the proposed
Visitors Club, vacant shop fronts; bank foyers and
shop fronts (where it would have greater security).
Accessible technology in public places (80/100)
Aimed at making creative technology available in
Whanganui accessible to the wider community,
through UCOL, the Innovation Quarter and creative
individuals. This would showcase the innovative
use of the latest affordable small scale technology
in vacant shop fronts and public places in the town
centre. This idea is discussed in more detail in the
detailed report on employment, Appendix D.
Creative Visual Surprises (75/100)
Creative Visual surprises, to be discovered
scattered throughout the town centre (in public
places and public buildings (walls, floors and
ceilings designed and located to:
 Add interest and variety to the Town Centre;
 Attract more visits and generating more out of
hours trade;
 Reflect the creative energy of Whanganui
people
 Demonstrate local creativity and ingenuity; and
 The innovative application of affordable new
technology.
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This idea is discussed in more detail in the detailed
report on employment, Appendix D.

This idea is discussed in more detail in the detailed
report on employment, Appendix D.

Making Clubs Visible Program (60/100)
An outreach program to clubs and societies
seeking to make their presence visible in the town
centre would be particularly appropriate.

3. Positioning Whanganui as the place to visit
for extended stays

This would add interest and activity to the town
centre, enable these clubs and societies to interest
new members and provide a way for them to
welcome and engage temporary members and
visitors with similar interests.
This idea is discussed in more detail in the detailed
report on employment, Appendix D.
Head lease tenancy for temporary use of vacant
space (75/100)
Agency to take temporary ‘rolling lease’ of vacant
building space and make it available for short term,
temporary and community users. This could
possibly be a role for Whanganui & Partners.
This idea is discussed in more detail in the detailed
report on employment, Appendix D.
Community vacant space challenge (60/100)
Challenging UCOL, Technology, Community, Art
and Cultural Groups, Clubs and Societies to come
up with ideas for how they would use vacant
building space with a special award for ideas that
would engage/involve visitors/residents, especially
evenings and at night (e.g. 3D Printing of yourself/
your design, silent disco, shadow and back lit ‘shop
front’ dancing, posing activities, pendulum drawing
to take away. Consider offering a prize of 30 days
free in a vacant shop front and $1,000 towards
realising their idea in a vacant Town Centre shop
front.

There is a great opportunity to build on
Whanganui’s natural, cultural and heritage
attributes to build the town centre’s existing
reputation for film and advertising, extending to
product launches corporate workshops and
residential team building activities. Clearly the
forgoing set of initiatives will go a long way towards
spreading the reputation of Whanganui to visitors,
film and advertising studios, and organisers of
corporate retreats. There is also the opportunity to
further develop the Master Classes and Residential
Courses levering off the reputation of Whanganui
and its creative community.
Beyond this there is a major opportunity for
Whanganui to join with Rotorua and New Plymouth
to provide a more engaging touring circuit for
domestic and international visitors around the North
Island and travelling between the North and South
Islands.
Residential short courses (80/100)
Using Whanganui’s exiting creative expertise to
attract weekend and short stay visitors, beginning
to address the existing very high vacancy rate
afflicting existing commercial accommodation, while
recognising the attraction and widespread
reputation of resident master craft people
helping creative and craft people to turn their hobby
or passion into a future business. This would further
enhance the reputation of Whanganui, and could
attract people with similar creative interests and
those wanting to pursue personal development and
life-long interests from anywhere in the world to
come to Whanganui.

This would replicate and build on the successful
residential glass blowing courses, presently
charging $750 per week plus accommodation.
Possibilities could include Residential Classes:
(in addition to existing artist’s studios, glass
making, and ‘light school):


























Events management (building on past success)
Computer graphics
Animated computer controlled led lighting
Video game making
Web page design
Marketing and selling on the internet
Advertising and marketing
Graphic design.
3D printing (with UCOL)
Scent making, health and beauty products
Cottage foods, craft cheese making, Patea,
Pies, Chocolates
Cake making and decoration
landscaping and garden design
photography and multi-media productions
Acting, comedy and performing arts
TV and radio presenting
Stage and sound production, stage lighting
Band rehearsal, sound studio work
Sound and music mixing (and cutting your own
CD)
Computer aided music composition
Introduction to ‘blue screen’, ‘white screen’ and
‘green street’ pop-up studios
Film and video making
Cartooning and zine making
Sports coaching clinics

Note the following links:
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 To Whanganui the Creative Community, and
the desire of targeted business and retirement
migrants for personal development
opportunities.
 To the objectives of making Whanganui the
place to come to and spend quality family time.
 To making Whanganui a hot spot for creative
learning and learning the practical use of the
latest affordable technology.
 With UCOL and the Innovation Quarter
specialisations.
Provide interesting town centre MICE activities
(45/100)
Create interesting Town Centre focused things to
do for those attending Meetings, Incentives,
Conferences and Events (MICE), paying particular
attention to:

 The variety of activities offered before and after
these MICE activities;
 Evening activities for participants to attend;
 Suitable activities to engage the partners and
families of participants;
 Attractions/activities before the commencement
and immediately after the MICE event; and
 Attractions / activities that make participants
want to frequently return with partners, family,
and friends.
Further time consuming participatory attractions
and activities could be canvased from MICE
participants.
The previously identified Priority Action Initiatives
should easily meet the immediate need, especially
if the opportunity is taken to harness creative and
recreational activities and facilities for Corporate
Team Building exercises.

Designing photogenic public places and attractions
(60/100)
Whanganui’s cultural places, heritage buildings and
facades already attract the interest of the film and
advertising industry. Care should be taken to
ensure any future public place making and
investment in regenerating and new public places
and attractions, are also creating suitable settings
for video, film, advertising shoots and product
launches as part of their design brief.
Such a strategy will also be rewarded by visitors
taking similar shots and photographers taking
advantage of these settings for wedding and
engagement shots and creating photo albums and
portfolios.
Establish a program of great events (70/100)
Whanganui already hosts a series of major events
that bring participants and their families and other
visitors to the town. The more substantial of these
result in most visitor accommodation being fully
booked.
The most notable of these events are:







The Masters Games (every two years)
The Cemetery Circuit Motor Cycle Race
The Soapbox Derby (Monday once per year)
The Whanganui Vintage Weekend (annually)
Regional football and hockey competitions
The Ashley Park Festival (annually in its second
year)

Ideally the Ashley Park Festival would be moved to
a Saturday, with introductory opening activities on
Friday evening and a cultural or music performance
on Saturday evening to broaden the attendance
and stimulate wider attendance for those interested
in weekend get-aways and short break visits.

Presently the Ashley Park Festival does not start till
10am and participants are packing up by 3.30pm
and most gone by 4pm – which only makes sense
for a Sunday one day event.
There could be valuable contributions from adding:









An artists market (twice per year)
A Maori festival
A festival of cultures
Dragon boat racing
A spring festival
A summer festival
a winter festival
a wind, water and fire festival

Whanganui Town Centre also hosts the highly
successful Saturday Morning Markets. There could
be valuable contributions from adding a regular:
 Friday night market;
 Local makers crafts market; and
 ‘Eat Street’ road closure.
It is important to find innovative ways to extend the
stay of those visiting town centre located events
and to attract participants and visitors to the more
suburban events back to the town centre.
Early Promotion of Major Events (70/100)
A rolling program of finalising, multi-media
publishing and promotion of the Whanganui events
program well in advanced is especially important if
Whanganui is to tap these wider visitor markets.
It is no longer appropriate to rely only on
participants knowing about annual and bi-annual
events. The rolling Calendar of Major events needs
to be finalised, published and regularly updated at
least nine months in advance to attract early
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planning by international and domestic tourists and
those interest in weekend, short break stays.
It is unfortunate that, e.g. in early October 2015
there were only five events shown between then
and the following June – with many months shown
with no events.

Events training initiative (55/100)
Engage the broader community in ‘Events Training’
so that they can:
 Become effective volunteers
 Learn related creative skills (designing tickets,
posters, advertising, banners)
 Learn basic crowd management skills
 Learn basic security skills
 Lean basic financial control, accountability skills
 Learn basic marketing and promotion skills
 Learn basic location and site management skills
(fencing, entry control, toilets)
 Learn participant management (changing
rooms, who sings first)
 Learn about equipment hiring (management of
set-up and who accesses equipment)
 Learn about venue management (allocating
spots, gigs, timing of events)
 Learn ‘roady skills’ (stage and sound set-up,
back of stage activities)
 Learn to source and allocate space for services
(lighting, first aid, security)
 Learn basic pedestrian and parking
management skills
 Learn how to attract and train volunteers
 Learn how to source and market to sponsors
and ‘in-kind’ donators
 Clean–up skills (including ways to get
participants to clean up at the end)
 Site recovery, restoration and re-vegetation

Note: This should provide a pool of locals who can
help run or take over the running of events and
have the skills to run their own evens. They could
gain experience by taking charge of one of the
Saturday post market activities described earlier.
Local young people and others would gain
important social and communication skills, gain self
-respect, self-confidence and build capability and
self-esteem.
Participants of all ages and backgrounds will learn
useful skills, so that they can hire themselves out
for events and possibly start their own events
related business.
‘What After Waitomo?’, ‘Whanganui Next!’,
‘Discover Route 4’, Grand Circuit (85/100)
Work with RTOs to develop market and promote
‘The Grand Circuit’, where people travelling around
North Island, or travelling between the North Island
and South Island, are encourage to travel via
Waitomo and Whanganui one way and via Rotorua
and Taupo the other way.

given for attractions to discover and find for yourself
(such as the ‘Tunnel Loop Lookout and Model’,
‘What is there at Culvert 1904?’, ‘What can you add
to the fence of shoes?’, ‘Who and Where is Rex do want a selfie with Rex?’). Consider offering a
small prize at the i-Site for those who successfully
complete all questions.

Consider if there is something time consuming that
people can do to earn their prize, e.g. have a badge
making machine and images from Route 4 (or they
can down load their own photos and selfies) and
make badge from them (for free or a fee).
Wearing the badge and giving them out to family
and friends will also publicise and promote
Whanganui and the Route 4 experience.
Slowing them down on Route 4 will also make it
more likely they will stop over at Whanganui.

Recognise the Waitomo Caves are the closet major
attraction to State Highway 4 for those travelling
from Auckland. Work through Waitomo to entice
visitors at Waitomo Caves to choose ‘Route 4’ and
Whanganui (followed by New Plymouth and its new
art gallery attraction) for the next stage of their
journey.
Develop and promote a ‘Whanganui Next!’,
‘Discover Route 4’ package and marketing
campaign. Map all the places and sites of interest
on State Highway 4, taking the emphasis off the
walking and bike trails (that will be of less interest
to town centre target markets).
Produce a ‘Discover Route 4’ map where clues are
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APPENDIX C. SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC
BACKGROUND INFORMATION BY
PROSPEROUS PLACES
Executive Summary
What will most change the future of this Town?
‘Put more people in places where they will interact’.
What Are We Trying To Achieve Here?

 Considerably more One Person and One
Parent households than New Zealand* (33%
more one person households, 21% more one
parent households);
 Low Socio-economic Status (75% of school
pupils in lowest half of New Zealand socioeconomic status)*;
 Some of the ‘most deprived’ households in NZ
are located closest to and around the Town
Centre (see map on following page);

 Those of Family Formation Age are declining in
the District (projected to be fewer than over 65
year olds by 2028); and
 Over 65 year olds are rapidly increasing
(projected to rise to 32% of the District
Population by 2043.
What This Means for Whanganui and the Town
Centre
There is no automatic population cure to the

 Wealthy residents and visitors living, working
and staying within easy ‘walking distance’ of the
Town Centre
 New business ‘start-ups’ in and around the
Town Centre
 Creative people and knowledge workers
‘coming together’ to spark creativity and start
new businesses.
 Residents and workers coming early, staying
later and returning frequently with families and
friends
 Tourists and visitors staying longer, spending
more, telling others about Whanganui and
wanting to return
What the Population Figures Tells Us?
(* indicate figures from Parliamentary Library for
Electorate that has population 42% greater than
Whanganui District)
 Population is generally declining (down by
2,890 = 6.4% from 1996 to 2013);
 Population is projected to decline further and
age (with fewer of family formation age);
 Considerably Lower Income than New
Zealand*;
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continued decline of the Town Centre.
Need to focus on attracting new, wealthier
residents:
 Pre-retirement Professionals (wanting to
establish new businesses where they want to
live when they retire).
 Wealthy Self-funded Retirees (wanting to ‘age
in place’ – moving progressively through higher
levels of care).
Important to attract and retain:

 young people;
 those at family formation stage; and
 those with young families.
What the ‘Employment Numbers’ Tell Us?
(* indicate figures from Parliamentary Library for
Electorate that has population 42% greater than
Wanganui District)

 Whanganui one of the Most Diversified
Economies in NZ;
 Employment is stable despite the population
decline (no overall decline in the District’s
employment over last 12 years 2001 to 2013 despite the GFC);
 Greatest Employment* in:
- Manufacturing (17%) - 75% greater than for
NZ overall,
- Rural (13%) – twice than for NZ overall
- Health and Social Services (11%) - 13%
greater than for NZ overall .
 Lower employment than the rest of NZ* in:
- Accommodation - 20% less than NZ overall;
and
- Service Businesses that locate in Town
Centres – greater than 50% less than NZ)
 Retailing share of employment matches NZ
share* (9%)
 Whanganui is growing many Service Activities
that are growing in other regional parts of North
Island. Some with low employment faster. Many
with greater employment slower than other
parts of regional North Island
 But Whanganui is not growing some Service
Activities that are growing rapidly in other parts
of regional North Island.
From the graph on this page and the graphs on the
following pages we can learn:
 Wanganui is growing very few activities that are
in decline elsewhere in regional North Island
(see top left quadrant in following diagram);
 Wanganui has very few activities in decline that
are also in decline elsewhere in regional North
Island (see bottom left quadrant in following
diagram);
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Some of these are naturally Town Centre located activities such as:
 Some activities are growing employment faster in Whanganui than
elsewhere in regional North Island (those above the diagonal in the
following diagram);
 However, most of these provide little employment and are growing from a
relatively small employment base (the size of the circles is proportional to
Whanganui District employment in the activity in 2013);

 Computer System Design;
 Advertising Services; and
 Finance and Investment Services.
Other larger employers are growing in employment about as fast in Whanganui
as they are elsewhere in regional North Island. such as:
 Legal and Accounting Services,
 Medical Services, and
 Local Government Administration.
(Those close to the diagonal in the following diagram)
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Whilst other larger employment activities are growing in Whanganui, but not
as fast as they are growing elsewhere in regional North Island such as:

Whanganui is not growing employment in many activities which are growing
relatively rapidly elsewhere in regional North Island, such as:

 Hospitals;
 Residential Care Services; and
 Supermarkets and Grocery Stores.








Whilst other smaller, normally Town Centre located, activities are growing in
Whanganui, but not as fast they are elsewhere in regional North Island, such
as:

Cafes, Restaurants and Takeaway Food;
Internet Servers and Web Search Services;
Market Research and Statistical Services;
Management and Related Consultancy Services;
Pathology and Diagnostic Imaging Services; and
Clothing, Footwear and Personal Accessories Retailing.

(Those close to the horizontal on the following diagram).

 Architectural, Engineering and Technical Services;
 Allied Health Services; and
 Education Support Services.
(Those in the diagonal in the following diagram).
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Whanganui is actually loosing significant
employment in some activities which are growing
relatively rapidly elsewhere in regional North Island,
such as:
 Accommodation; and
 Adult, Community and Other Education.

Whanganui also loosing significant employment in
some activities which are growing very rapidly
elsewhere in regional North Island, such as:
 Tertiary Education;
 Employment Services;
 Amusement and Other Recreational Services;
and
 Data Processing, Web Site Hosting and
Electronic Information Storage.

(Those furthest from the horizontal in the above
diagram).
Although Whanganui has been growing some of
these activities slower than regional North Island as
a whole, there are some, normally Town Centre
located activities, that Wanganui has been growing
employment better than expected given its
population challenges.
Those activities where Whanganui presently has a
proven ‘Comparative Advantage’ compared with
the rest of regional North Island are:
 Residential Care Services (23% more jobs
growth than expected in last 12 years);
 Childcare Services (2.6 times more jobs growth
than expected);
 Hardware & Garden Supplies Retailing (1.7
times more jobs than expected);
 Allied Health Care Services (18% more jobs
growth than expected);

 Other Heath Care Services;
 Legal and Accounting Services (26% more jobs
growth than expected); and
 Architect, Engineering and Technical Services
(26% more jobs growth than expected over 12
years to 2013).

was to make good on its ‘existing shortfall’ in the
jobs it has not been growing as fast as elsewhere in
regional North Island).

(See more detailed ‘Shift Share Industrial Mix’
Analysis).

Addressing the ‘existing employment shortfall’
would create 480 Town. Centre office jobs and
create demand for an additional:

However, there are some types of employment
where Whanganui could have been expected to
have performed much better over the last 12 years,
despite its population challenges.

 9,000 sqm of Office Space; and
 700 sqm of Cafes and Restaurants.

Those growth activities elsewhere which
Whanganui has failed to grow because of its
present ‘Comparative Disadvantage’ compared with
the rest of regional North Island include:
 Employment Services (88% fewer jobs created
than expected);
 Publishing (72% fewer jobs created than
expected);
 Tertiary Education (40% fewer jobs created
than expected);
 Administrative Services (64% fewer jobs than
expected);
 Data Processing, Web Hosting, Elec Info
Storage (Whanganui lost all of the 35 jobs it had
in 2001, during which time employment
increased 5% by 2013 elsewhere).
(See more detailed ‘Shift Share Industrial Mix’
Analysis).
The Employment Analysis investigated how many
extra Town Centre jobs would have resulted if
Wanganui had been growing jobs as fast as the
rest of regional North Island (That is, if Wanganui

What This Means for ‘Whanganui and the Town
Centre’

Planning for an additional 9,000 population growth
and addressing ‘existing shortfall’ would require:
 6,500 sq. m of Office Space; and
 1,900 sq. m of Cafes and Restaurants.
Four future employment scenarios were
investigated to establish their likely impact on the
amount and quality of office space that could
reasonably be expected to be generated in the
Whanganui Town Centre:
 The Existing Economy Scenario – where the
residential population increases by 9,000 and
Wanganui continued to create the types of jobs
it presently has.
 The Existing Shortfall Scenario – where the
residential population stagnates, but
Whanganui addresses the existing shortfall in
jobs which are being created faster in the rest of
regional North Island.
 The Highest Growth Scenario - where the
residential population increases by 9,000 and
Whanganui continues to create the types of
jobs it is presently better at creating than other
parts of regional North Island, and Whanganui
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matches the higher growth rates for activities that are growing faster
elsewhere in Regional North Island.
 The Highest Growth plus Shortfall Scenario – where the existing shortfall is
also made up (this is, the combination of the Existing Shortfall’ Scenario
and Highest Growth Scenario – which represents the Most optimistic’
Scenario).
The following Table summarises the resultant demand for different types and
quality of Whanganui Town Centre office space under each of these Scenarios.

The following Map identifies where such space could be provided in new and
refurbished buildings in the Whanganui Town Centre (Based on the local
knowledge and experience of those attending the Workshop).
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It is clear that any realistic future office space demand is only likely, at best, to
take up one third of the available vacant Town Centre office space in existing
buildings (assuming appropriate earthquake strengthening is cost effective).
In 2013 there was 18,600 sqm of vacant office and services space in the
Wanganui Town Centre.

The most optimistic population and business growth projections for the Town
Centre suggest there would only be demand for a maximum of 16,400 sqm of
office and services space over the next 30 years. However, less than a third of
this demand (5,000 sqm) can be expected to occupy the type of space offered
by the existing buildings in the Town Centre.
This would still leave over 10,000 sqm of office and services seeking other
types and better quality premises and over 13,000 sq. m of existing vacant
office and service space still vacant beyond the year 2045.
Consequently, it is vitally important to identify and attract other activities and
space uses to the Town Centre.
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Use of Vacant Buildings for ‘Start-up’ Business
Space
 Commercial, office, showroom space – for start
-up graphic designers, web developers,
architects, building designers, interior
designers, digital media, writers, publishers,
illustrators, lighting and sound engineers,
computer software and video-game makers,
landscape designers, wedding and event
organisers, advertising design, beauty and
modelling training, photographers; personal
coaches, other agencies and agents.
 Requires Agency to control space and its users
- short term 30-day rolling tenancy, space still
available for advertising for permanent lease,
public liability and property damage insurance,
basic maintenance, minor building works
(Activates area, creates interest and passing
trade, minimise crime, vandalism and graffiti,
increases prospects of leasing ‘who wants
lease in a vacant building’/‘boarded up’ areas;
capital improvements

 International visitors now spend less in
Whanganui than they do elsewhere in NZ.
 Shops are not open when most visitors are
around (evenings and weekends).
Who ‘Spends Most on What’ When Visiting
Whanganui?
 Locals spend more when visiting Whanganui
(than when they visit other parts on NZ).
 Most others spend less in Whanganui.
 Australian visitors spend more when visiting
Whanganui.

 50% of International spend in Whanganui from
Australian visitors.
 Visitors from UK also spend more in Whanganui
(than other parts of NZ).
 A greater part of % spend in Whanganui is on
Fuel and Auto products (compared to visitor
expenditure elsewhere in New Zealand).
 A greater part of % spend in Whanganui is on
Food and other Retailing (rather than on travel,
accommodation and entertainment).
 Less of % spend is on Other Activities
compared with visitor expenditure in other parts
of New Zealand.

What Visitors Tell Us?









Most are ‘Free Independent Travellers’ (FITs).
Most (53%) are ‘Visiting Family and Friends’.
Only 19% are ‘International Visitors’.
Average Commercial Accommodation Stay is
only 1.8 days.
Commercial Accommodation Occupancy
Rates are only 29%.
Visitor spending only just returned to 1998 $
levels.
Domestic visitors consistently spend below NZ
average.
40% of domestic visitor $ expenditure in
Whanganui comes from those visiting Family
and Friends.
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What This Means for ‘Whanganui and the Town
Centre’

Whanganui needs to particularly focus on attracting
and extend stay of:

 Focus on residents bringing ‘visiting families
and friends’ to the Town Centre;
 Focus on residents, family and friends ‘coming
more frequently’ to the Whanganui Town
Centre;
 Focus on visitors, residents, their family and
friends wanting to ‘spend longer’ in the
Whanganui Town Centre;
 Focus on visitors, residents, their family and
friends wanting to frequently come back to the
Whanganui Town Centre; and
 Tap into the ‘Day Trip’, ‘Weekend Escape’,
‘Creative Experience’ markets from:
- Greater Wellington Region.
- Palmerston North and New Plymouth.
- Hamilton, Auckland and Greater Auckland
Region.

 Young People (Including attracting and
extending the meaningful stay of local youth in
the Whanganui Town Centre); and
 Those with Young Families.

Whanganui should focus on the provision of unique
time consuming participation attractions that will
actively engage all age groups.

Whanganui needs to get visitors to stay longer
‘throughout the year’ through:
 Exceptional Attractions and Events
 ‘MICE’ market from Greater Wellington Region
 ‘Live-in’ Creative and New Economy ‘Master
Classes’
 Advertising and Film ‘Shoots’
 Weddings and Family Gatherings
 Gatherings, Meetings and Retreats of Societies
and Special interest Groups
(‘MICE’ = Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and
Events. Wanganui should also target Product
Launches, Team Building, and Corporate Retreats)
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Results of ‘Shift Share Industry Analysis’ From 2001 to 2013
Wanganui (Locality of Interest LOI) vs Regional North Island (Comparison Area)

Green = significant ‘Comparative Advantage’
Red = significant ‘Comparative Dis-advantage’
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APPENDIX D. DETAILED REPORT ON
EMPLOYMENT BY PROSPEROUS PLACES
The ‘Business Component’ of the Town Centre
Regeneration Strategy
What We Know
The most telling points from the information
gathering and analysis are:
 Whanganui has some successful specialised
businesses (most notably in high-spec
motoring, recreational tourism, high end arts
and creative businesses)
 Whanganui has grown some service sector
businesses that would normally locate in the
Town Centre ‘faster’ than equivalent provincial
places in the North Island (Most of these are
provide relatively low employment)
 Whanganui has grown some service sector
businesses that would normally locate in the
Town Centre ‘slower’ than equivalent provincial
places in the North Island (Some of these
provide relatively high Whanganui employment)
 Whanganui has lost employment in some
normally Town Centre located activities when
equivalent provincial places in the North Island
have been growing employment in similar
activities.
 Most employment in most western economies,
including New Zealand, is coming from small
new start-up small service sector businesses
 Most successful modern economies achieve
superior employment outcomes because people
and businesses with high incomes spend locally
 Whanganui lacks some of the key attributes
necessary to attract many larger, ‘new
economy’ businesses

 Whanganui possesses most of the key
attributes to attract pre-retirement professionals,
government employees and academics wishing
to commence a business in the place to which
they wish to retire.
 Present activity patterns provide a relatively
small ‘profitable trading envelope’ for many
Town Centre businesses (consequently many
cafes close early)
 The present ‘Profitable Trading Envelope’ could
more than double if more residents, workers
and visitors came early, stayed later and
returned at night and weekends.
Focus for the Business Side of the Town Centre
Strategy
From a ‘Business Perspective’ new Town Centre
initiatives should focus on:
 Developing the reputation of Whanganui as the
‘place to be’ for certain specialised ‘new
economy’ businesses, with an initial focus on:
- Hi-Spec and customised motor components
supply and detailing
- Technology led creative small businesses
- Creative people wishing to turn their passion
into a business opportunity
 Attracting ‘high net worth’ people, their families
and friends as:
- business and recreational visitors
- new business founders
- residents and retirees
 Stimulating and supporting a ‘cascade of
innovative new small. ‘start-up’ businesses
throughout the District and the wider Region,
with an initial focus on:
- local creative and technology based
business start ups

empowering creativity in those who think
they can’t
- building confidence and experience for new
Iwi ‘start-up’ businesses
 The more residents workers and visitors were
attracted to come and stay longer in the Town
Centre:
- early in the morning
- on weekday evenings
- on weekday nights and weekends
-

Recommended Priority Initiatives
Consequently the greatest priority should be given
to initiatives focusing on:
 ‘Making Visible’ Whanganui’s new economy
businesses, training and technologies with a
clear vision for their future integration into the
Town Centre’s future.
 Promoting Whanganui’s, innovation, creativity,
smart community, healthy living and unique life
style to ‘high net worth’ individuals and their
families.
 Ensuring a variety of affordable, quality premise
are always available along the full ‘property
ladder’ focused on the Town Centre.
 Empowering innovation, creativity and the
confidence to start businesses throughout the
community (especially in those who think they
can’t).
 Bringing and retaining workers, residents and
visitors in the Town Centre outside of existing
core business hours (especially on weekday
evenings and weekends).
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Recommended ‘Action Initiatives’
(Indicative importance shown in brackets)
1. ‘Investment Promotion’ and ‘Inspirational Vision’ Documents
To attract new investment and new businesses and guide the location of future
property development and investment and create and concentrate new
business opportunities.

Including preparation and wide dissemination of a:the following documents.
(Including hard copies and web versions, easily accessible from the Council,
Whanganui and Partners, and Economic Development and Tourist and Visitors
and i-site web-sites)
‘Whanganui Leading Edge’ Prospectus (80/100)
Setting out:






Key Growth Sectors,
Existing Economic Strengths ,
Targeted Investment and Businesses,
Private Investment Opportunities,
Funding and Support Offered to realise these opportunities.

See example to the right.
Promotional ‘Activity Areas’ and ‘Desired Future Land Use’ Plan (85/100)
An accurate but highly descriptive ‘Aspirational Vision’ for the Town Centre.
Showing established and desired future activity areas and the concentration
and desirable synergistic clustering of different types of businesses and
supporting services, technology and facilities.
Include ‘aspirational visions’ for the ‘Retail Heart’, ‘Visitor Heart’, ‘Professional
Office and Medical Areas’, the UCOL Creative, Innovation and Cultural
Quarters; the concentration of Hi-spec ‘Motor Head’ businesses and the
redevelopment of the ‘Transition zone’.
See example to the right.
‘Transition Zone’ Opportunity Prospectus (50/100)
Identifying the ‘Transition Zone’, its strategic Town Centre location, the
availability of high quality infrastructure (including high speed fibre optic cable
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with redundancy), exposure to pedestrian and
vehicle traffic, examples of desired land uses and
available vacant land and premises.
This could also provide the opportunity of existing
property owners and their agents to add in their
own one page ‘Property Prospectus’ offering their
property for sale or lease and proving property
details and the person to contact.
2. Proactive Targeted ‘Outreach’ Initiatives
Taking the initiative to proactively introduce
targeted residents, businesses and investors to
Whanganui (rather than waiting for them to
discover Whanganui for themselves).
Based on the earlier analysis priority could be given
to seek to attract:
 Pre-retirement professionals, scholars and
academics and government employees who
may wish to relocate prior to retirement or start
new businesses
 Creative people of all ages that desire to turn
their passion into their business livelihood
 Innovative and technology-savvy small
business founders
 ‘High-net worth’ recreational and other visitors
who may be future residents, business founders
or investors
 Wealthy retirees seeking to ‘age in place’ in a
supportive, caring community
There is a need to identifying and applying ways to
engage with these target markets.
Whanganui ‘Leading Edge’ Workshops (90/100)
The opportunity could be realised to conduct a
series of workshops and mini-conferences on

carefully selected topics, with specially invited
guests aimed at these target markets.

and New Aged Skills Themes to balance the
existing prevalence of Heritage Themes.

A series of such specialised targeted ‘Leading
edge’ workshops could include:

Also replacing the prominent heritage tram story on
the Economic Development page.

 Cost Effective Earthquake Strengthening of
Masonry Buildings
 Advances in Aging in Place Aged Care
Accommodation and Technologies
 The Development and Use of ‘Disruptive
Technologies
 The Business Application of Social Media
 The Creative and Business Application of
Disruptive Technologies
 The Innovative Use of Computer Graphics,
Animation and Lighting Technologies
 Innovative Refurbishment and Adaptive Reuse
of Heritage Buildings
 Refreshing Approaches That Broaden the
Appeal of Opera and Museums

Promotion of quality high-end residential aged care
opportunities (65/100)
Attract high net worth retirees to Whanganui by
offering quality aging in place alternatives
integrating independent living options with different
levels of supportive care up to high care solutions.
These new facilities would ideally be located within
convenient walking distance (400 metres) of the
Town Centre.

Such a series of workshops would meet a
combination of objectives:
 Showcasing ‘leading edge’ practices that could
benefit Whanganui.
 Introduce locals who are interested (or need to
know) to the latest practices.
 Bringing those with these interests to
Whanganui (They have self- selected
themselves by their interest for targeted
approaches when here and afterwards).
 Enthusing locals with similar interests,
properties or business needs.
 Enhancing Whanganui’s reputation as a ‘hot
spot’ for creativity and innovation.
Redesign Council websites (95/100)
With Specialised Motor Services, Craft Business

There may be some potentially high value sites
located in the high amenity fringe areas and nearby
riverfront parts of the Town Centre. These types of
development could be stimulated by promotional
planning, identification of potential locations,
indicative designs for possible sites and the
preparation of specific ‘Quality Age Care
Development Opportunity’ Prospectuses.
These would be marketed to private high-end
providers in Australia, New Zealand, Japan,
Canada and the US and the Pacific Rim, and
religious and community groups known to develop
and manage such High-end Quality Residential
Care Facilities..
This initiative could possibly including the joint
venture development of edge areas around the
Racecourse for new quality aged care, quality
housing and affordable quality small business
premises.
This initiative could possibly also include working
with the Iwi on the possibilities for promoting the
former Polytech site for high end Aging in Place
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Residential Age Care (offering a range of
independent living to high care options).
The possibility could be explored of seeking
Government assistance to realise an integration
‘demonstration project’ that combines the provision
of all four styles of aged care options identified in
the National Aged Care and Regional Economic
Development Strategy. This could possibly be
progressed as a joint venture with the Iwi on the
former Polytech Site.
Promotion of ‘Quality Housing’ and ‘Live-Work’
Opportunities (65/100)
These could be sought for identified sites and the
‘frame’ areas of the Town Centre.
Again, these types of development could be
encouraged by promotional planning, identification
of potential locations, indicative designs for
possible sites and the preparation of specific ‘LiveWork Opportunity’ Prospectuses for both Historic
Building Refurbishments, and new small live-work
developments.
Consideration could be given to brokering joint
venture demonstration projects and / or Council
rates rebates for the first pioneer developments of
this type.
‘Talent Attraction’ Initiatives (60/100)
These would aim at exposing Whanganui to
targeted ‘pre-retirement’ professionals, academics,
researchers and government employees with
special skills able to set up their own businesses,
talented people with ‘new aged’ skills, new
business founders, those looking to set up ‘craft
businesses’ .
Senior Council Office, Councillors, Whanganui
Partners and the Private Chairs of its committees

should promote the advantages of living, working
and retiring to Whanganui at City functions,
conferences and workshops these targeted people
attend.
Possibly offering to host them and pay basic
expenses or provide accommodation for them ‘to
come and see’ with their partners on inspection
trips.
The accommodation industry could be approached
to provide ‘in kind’ accommodation support for this
initiative given their present 70% vacancy rates.
Local Business Family Hosts (40/100)
Local business people, their partners and families
agreeing to show case Whanganui to the families
of potential relocating business people, preretirees, wealthy retirees, those with scarce skills.
They would be coached to introduce intended
business migrants them to where they would live,
work, recreate; to local clubs and societies,
personal development and opportunities to pursue
their specific special interest’ and pursuits. Of
particular importance is introducing them to the
quality of education, health and personal services
they can expect if they came to live in Whanganui.
Accessible Technology in Public Places Initiatives
(80/100)
Aimed at making creative technology available in
Whanganui accessible to the wider community,
through UCOL, the Innovation Quarter and creative
individuals, showcasing the innovative use of the
latest technology in vacant shop fronts and public
places in the Town Centre.
It would also be aimed at enthusing local residents,
businesses, local clubs and societies, and
disadvantaged youth to engage with social media

and new technology, to stimulate broad community
based innovation and creativity and foster the
creation of a cascade of new start-up creative and
technology based businesses, with a special
emphasis on engaging and empowering those ‘who
think they cannot’.
Many of these businesses will naturally begin as
home based businesses. Others will seek to share
space or occupy cheap studio space and establish
themselves in those quirky vacant buildings and
back street areas with their exciting edgy, bohemia
character. This will become a further attraction to
similar edgy, creative businesses, thereby creating
a virtuous cycle of exposing and accessing
affordable leading edge technology, combined with
social media, to stimulate further innovation and
creativity and create a cascade of small, new
leading edge creative businesses using the latest
affordable technologies. concentrated in and
around the town centre.
Many of these will seek to occupy the cheapest,
less prominent, less well located, upper floor,
laneway and back street spaces currently available
on the fringe of the town centre.
The exposure of affordable advanced technologies
in public spaces would also contribute to other
important objectives for the Whanganui Town
Centre, including:
 Showcasing leading edge technologies,
creativity an expertise in Whanganui.
 Introducing locals who are interested to
affordable creative technology.
 Bringing those with these interests to
Whanganui. They have self-selected
themselves by their interest for targeted
approaches when here and afterwards.
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 Enthusing locals with similar interests to contribute, participate, demonstrate
their creativity, capacity and creativity.
 Providing pathways into developing and marketing their ‘new aged’ skills.
 Provide pathways for turning their interest into possible businesses,
especially for those lacking formal education, training; business or
employment experience.
 Enhancing Whanganui’s reputation as a hot spot for creativity and
innovation and the development and application of affordable new and
disruptive technologies.
Supporting ‘Crowd Sourcing’ Initiatives (40/100)
Assistance with presenting products and business ideas for Crowd Sourcing of
orders and ‘seed funding’, ‘venture capital investment and seeking clients and
people to contribute and attend showcase displays, exhibitions and
presentations of their innovative creative ideas and creative use of new
technology,

3. ‘Investment Attraction’ and ‘Civic Improvements’
To ensure the continuous supply of affordable small business premises
concentrated in ‘superior business settings’ focused on the Town centre.
Property Investment and Promotion (45/100)
Identifying and promoting the availability of suitable Town Centre sites for
affordable, better quality and prestige small office premises and the active
refurbishment of identified Town Centre buildings for the desired range of small
business premises.
The location of suitable sites and the buildings most suitable for refurbishment
for all three qualities of small business premises was mapped in during the
workshop, see the following map.

The temporary informal showcasing of this creative talent in public places in the
Town Centre could be particularly valuable in stimulating social media comment
and generating a cascade of ‘likes’ and social comments that can build a
network of useful future contacts, forge future collaborations, and generate
‘counter culture credibility’ through the social media.
‘Creative Surprises’ Outside the Town Centre
In places where you least expect them, but not in ways that will attract residents
and visitors away from the Town Centre.
For instance:
 Creative images projected on the floors, walls and furniture of hotel bars,
business premises (such as The Whanganui River Boathouse, Rail Bridge
The Boathouse);
 Creative images projected on the floors, walls and furniture of, meetings and
conference venues; or
 Creative images .projected on to the foyers, floors, walls and beds in motel
and hotel accommodation.
All are possible UCOL projects for students.

The timing and sequencing of Council Earthquake Assessments of buildings
could possibly be used to stimulate the progressive refurbishment of such
buildings.
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This initiative could include the development or sale of appropriate Council and
other government properties (perhaps including the old Police Communications
Centre).
Streetscape and Public Place Making Improvements (80/100)
A program of streetscape and civic improvements could be established aimed
at progressively providing superior small business settings, creating desirable
small business locations throughout the Town Centre (refer to the map on the
previous page produced in the workshop).
This would provide further stimulus for:





The synergistic clustering of desirable businesses;
Early earthquake strengthening and refurbishment of existing buildings;
Attracting new and existing businesses back to the town centre;
Attracting workers, residents and visitors to spend more quality time in the
town centre; and
 Attracting workers, residents and visitors to frequently return with family and
friends to the town centre.
Uses For ‘Existing Vacant’ Town Centre Space
(50/100)
In 2013 there was 18,600 sqm of vacant office and services space in the Town
Centre (refer to the top two tables on the right).
The most optimistic population and business growth projections for the town
centre suggest there would only be demand for a maximum of 16,400 sqm
(refer to the table on the right) of office and services space over the next 30
years. However, less than a third of this demand (5,000 sqm) can be expected
to occupy the type of space offered by the existing buildings in the Town
Centre.
This would still leave over 10,000 sqm of office and services seeking other
types and better quality premises and over 13,000 sqm of existing vacant office
and service space still vacant beyond the year 2045.
Consequently, it is vitally important to identify and attract other activities and
space uses to the Town Centre.
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It is especially important to focus on attracting
those activities that will create out of hours activity
and generate passing trade that can significantly
improve the profitability and expand the profitable
trading hours of town centre businesses.
Therefore, the most valuable activities to actively
promote, seek to establish and pro-actively work to
retain in the Whanganui Town Centre are:
 Affordable small business and services space,
which can only take-up 1/3 of existing upper
floor vacant office space;
 Education and Training, including cultural,
migrant, remedial and after school;
 Clubs and Societies;
 Life Style, Health and Wellbeing (gyms, yoga,
dance and martial arts);
 Band Space; Venues needed now for 20 – 40
and 100-150 attendees;
 Customised ‘Making’ Space (sails,
reupholstering, antique restoration, designer
clothing and soft furnishing, commissioned art);
 Craft Based Businesses; and
 Public Access to Technology.
Customised, designer and bespoke product making
(including antique restoration and sail making)
would be particularly important to pursue because it
would bring more ‘high net worth’ people to
Whanganui and introduce them to what Whanganui
has to offer.
They are also larger, ‘space consuming’, low risk,
low employment density activities that may be more
acceptable in earthquake susceptible buildings.
‘Head Lease Tenancy’ For Temporary Use of
Vacant Space (75/100)
Agency to take temporary ‘rolling lease’ of vacant

building space and make it available for short term,
temporary and community users. This would
possibly a role for Whanganui Partners.

yourself/your design, silent disco, shadow and back
lit ‘shop front’ dancing, posing activities, pendulum
drawing to take away)

This agency would control the space and its users,
make minor improvements and provide public
liability insurance for users. Then seek temporary
and short term uses for the space rented out on a
daily or short term basis (made possible under this
‘head lease’ held by the controlling agency). Vacant
buildings and spaces would be offered by owners
on short term 30-day rolling tenancy, with the space
still available for advertising and for permanent
lease.

Consider offering a prize of ’30 days free in a
vacant shop front’ and $1,000 towards realising
their idea in a vacant Town Centre shop front.

Public liability and property damage insurance,
basic maintenance, minor building works would be
provided by this ‘head lease’ agency

The present profitable trading envelope could be
more than doubled if more residents, workers and
visitors came early, stayed later and returned at
night and weekends (refer to the graph below)

Benefits:

4. Expanding the Profitable Trading Envelope
For Town Centre Businesses
Present activity patterns provide a relatively small
profitable trading envelope for many town centre
businesses (consequently many cafes close early)

 Activates the premises and reduces vacancies
and feeling of abandonment;
 Temporary ‘shop front’ uses create interest and
passing trade;
 Minimises prospects of vandalism, graffiti,
property damage and crime;
 Increased prospects of leasing (‘who wants a
lease in a vacant building!’); and
 Streetscape improvements fewer ‘boarded up’
shop fronts (poor quality facades, scrawled on
walls etc.).
Community ‘Vacant Space’ Challenge (60/100)
Challenging UCOL, Technology, Community, Art
and Cultural Groups, Clubs and Societies to come
up with ideas for how they would use vacant
building space, with a special award for ideas that
would engage/involve visitors / residents, especially
during evenings and at night (e.g. 3D Printing of

There are a number of ways that workers, residents
and visitors could be attracted to the town centre
before 10am in the morning, from 3pm on weekday
evenings, at night and in the weekend.
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A number of these initiatives are most appropriately
discussed under the Tourism and Visitor
components of this Strategy (Appendix B). This is
in part because ‘Residents love to do, what visitors
love to do’. and because recreational, arts and
cultural visitor attractions are equally important to
attracting, retaining and engaging with
Whanganui’s residents, their visitors and families.
Beyond this there are a number of activities that are
more likely to appeal to residents and their families
that could further the revitalisation of the
Whanganui Town Centre. Many of these activities
could occupancy much of the existing vacant space
that currently exists in the Town Centre, earthquake
assessments permitting.
This is particularly important because the
assessment of the future demand for non-retail
business space established that even the most
optimistic scenario would result in less than the
30% of the existing vacant space being occupied
by new office based businesses and services over
the next 30 years.
The recommended approach begins by asking who
is likely to be around and can be attracted to the
Town Centre during the critical times needed to
expand the profitable trading envelope of town
centre businesses.

These can be identified and categorized as follows.
Those Engaged in ‘Early Morning’ Activities
 Those in campervans who stayed over-night;
 Bikers, rowers, those fishing and boating;
 Nature experience visitors;
 Those touring staying overnight, on their way to
somewhere else;
 Those walking their dog;







Healthy life stylers (walkers, yoga, tai chi);
Fitness fanatics (joggers, gyms, fitness circuits);
Carers with pre-school children;
The elderly and retirees; and
Kids ‘without a home’.

Those Engaged in ‘Weekday Evening’ Activities
 Parents and children participating in after
school activities;
 Visitors returning from activities;
 Locals entertaining visiting families and friends;
 Local residents looking for something to do;
 Those attending remedial and lifelong learning,
or workshops or courses;
 Those looking for personal development or
pursuing lifelong interests;
 Workers socialising or meeting friends,
partners, or families after work;
 Those attending education;
 Those attending meetings of clubs and
societies.
Those Engaged in ‘Night Time and Weekend’
Activities
 Computer nerds and geeks;
 Kids ‘at a loose end’;
 Bikers, trampers and canoeists;
 Locals hosting visiting family and friends;
 Locals seeking something interesting to do;
 Those doing short personal interest courses or
pursuing lifelong interests;
 Those on weekend get-aways;
 Travellers in campervans and free independent
travellers; and
 Those attending conferences and workshops,
product launches, or performances and events.
It is important for the Town Centre regeneration for
these activities and facilities important to these
people to be located in the Town Centre so that

Town Centre is an active desirable ‘place to go’ and
businesses can benefit from the ‘passing trade’
spinning off these activities
Thus the location of the library and the proposed
Innovation Quarter, education and training venues,
clubs and societies will be particularly influential to
the regeneration and economic future of the town
centre.
Council Support for Town Centre Locations of
Gyms, Clubs and Societies (50/100)
The Council should actively pursue a program of
seeking gyms, clubs and societies to locate in the
town centre. Perhaps offering increasing Council
grants, rates concessions or other support for those
that relocate to the town centre. Consideration
could be given offering even greater support if
these gyms, clubs and societies take up existing
vacant space – preferably in heritage buildings.
Provision of ‘Safe Adventure Play Spaces’ For Preschool Children (95/100)
The provision of safe adventure play spaces at
central locations throughout the Town centre can
be particularly important to attract those with preschool children, touring visitors, residents and
those visiting family and friends (refer to Appendix
B).

It would be most valuable if these adventure play
spaces reinforced the desired economic and
recreational future of Whanganui and its cultural
past. Therefore, the dairy, timber, honey industry;
biking, hiking and canoeing; the moa, the
mountains, and Maori culture could be particularly
attractive adventure playground themes tailored to
these target markets.
This would add a valuable ‘counter point’ to the
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strong cultural and heritage attractions already
prominent in the promotion of the town centre.
Program of Interesting Town Centre Events at
Night and Weekends (98/100)
A regular program on interesting Town Centre
activities at night and weekends is also
fundamental to revitalisation and regeneration of
the Whanganui Town Centre.



This goes far beyond the existing program of
infrequent major events, such as the Cemetery
Circuit, Regional Schools Football and Masters
Games.
What is required is a series of town centre based
activities so that workers, residents, weekend
visitors, families and friends can always be sure
that something interesting will be happening in the
town centre, especially on Friday evenings, on
Saturday after the markets, on Sundays, and
throughout the school holidays.





This topic is taken further in the Section on Tourist
and Visitor Attraction (refer to Appendix B).
‘Making Clubs Visible’ Program (60/100)
An outreach program to clubs and societies
seeking to make their presence visible in the town
centre would be particularly appropriate. This would
add interest and activity to the town centre, enable
these clubs and societies to interest new members
and provide a way for them to welcome and
engage temporary members and visitors with
similar interests.
Possibilities that would activate the Town Centre
could include:
 Club members meeting in the town centre
before parading to their club rooms, or a series



of progressive activities taking place in public
places in the town centre, such as Tai Chi,
Pilates and yoga classes and dance groups
demonstrating different positions or steps
progressing through the town centre and ending
up at their favourite café.
Coaching clinics and possible dance routines
and play making discussed with club members
and temporarily drawn and illustrated on the
blank walls of town centre buildings with club
members watching from the grass or paving
(The new Farmers Building and grass site
alongside would be an ideal location – perhaps
Farmers could sponsor such an initiative).
‘Come Play with Me’ initiatives where clubs
members and residents are invited to bring their
game to the town centre at a specific time and
day and all comers invited to play with them
(e.g. The Chess Club and Bridge Club could
have members sitting at tables or in empty shop
fronts up and down Victoria Avenue).
‘Proficient Participants’ and ‘You Can If You Try’
would be a variation when the most proficient
members demonstrate a move and ‘all comers’
are welcome to try, progressively moving
throughout the town centre as they learn
different moves at different spots. In this way
novices could learn to line dance, jazz ballet
steps, Pilates, yoga and tai chi moves and
positions. They could then be invited to put all
they have learned together with the club
members and others at Majestic Square or
other larger town centre venue at the end of
time.
Pursue Your Passion in Public’ could be an
attractive theme where workers, residents and
visitors can demonstrate their skills in public
(whether it be making fish lures, break dancing,
drumming, flying small drones, clay model
making, running model cars…),

 ‘Self-defence For Beginners’ or ‘A Dummy’s
Guide to Self-defence’ could prove both
beneficial and popular.
Council, its youth and community workers, or
Whanganui and Partners could issue a public
challenge to local gyms, clubs and societies to
engage in such activities (with main street
businesses offering prizes for the first, for
innovation and for originality). Gyms, clubs and
societies, groups or individuals wanting to
participate could book a time and place (on-line)
and be assigned their desired number of spots
within sight of each other in the town centre.
This initiative would have the added benefit of
highlighting Whanganui as a caring, healthy
community and presenting its recreational diversity
and lifestyle credentials to future residents.
Creative ‘Visual Surprises’ (75/100)
Creative ‘visual surprises’ to be discovered
scattered throughout the town centre (in public
places and public buildings (walls, floors and
ceilings); at conference venues and in visitor
accommodation would:
 Add interest and variety to the town centre;
 Attract more visits and generating more ‘out of
hours’ trade;
 Reflect the creative energy of Whanganui
people;
 Demonstrate local creativity and ingenuity; and
 Result in the innovative application of affordable
new technology..
Such opportunities could be developed and
implemented collaboratively with UCOL, the Iwi,
local creative youth, the local and wider district
creative arts community, Council, local businesses
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(projected on blank walls, clad facades, public
places).
Perhaps broadening the pool of ideas, and sources
of assistance, by Challenging Wintec and the
computing, architecture and creative arts
Departments of Wellington and Auckland
Universities to also get involved.
Ideally, these ‘visual surprises’ would be based on:
 Youth activity and creativity (video games,
skate boarding; back room sensory
experiences; bands past and present; vocal
performance and gigs).
 Iwi and their relationship with the Whanganui
River.
 Sport and Recreation (local soccer, clubs and
societies, M2C, Cemetery Circuit and Masters
Games, canoeing the Whanganui- possibly
having clubs present their game plays,
strategies, reviews of games, coaching clinics
to their club members on discrete the walls in
the Town Centre - , such as the new Famer’s
Building blank wall watched from the grass lot
used by soccer on. Mondays?, karate on
Tuesdays? etc.).
 Promoted activities and events (Cemetery
Circuit, Masters Games, Te Tira Hoe parade of
canoes, Summer Festival, Spring Festival,
Winter Festival, Maori Festival, Night Markets,
Saturday Whanganui Discovery Program,
Ashley Park, the Tram, the Paddle Steamer)
 Heritage Themes (surprising things to look for
at and in the Heritage buildings- can you
glimpse the Studio, find the rose on the …in,
Military, memorial, tram and paddle Steamer,
Museum and Gallery exhibitions).
 The cultural and creative arts community
(possibly presenting visually on walls the best of

local crafts from the artists own and gallery,
private business and private collections.
Celebrating local creative people winning
awards and producing expensive original works,
bespoke, customised and commissioned
products not otherwise seen or displayed to the
public.

These projects could possibly include interactive
sound effects and enhanced virtual interaction with
pieces, sculptures, work of art. (For instance, the
virtual breaking of a large and valuable work of art,
the sound of shattering glass if you put your hand
through a window or hole in a sculpture, or making
music by squirting / water pistol spraying different
art pieces displayed on a wall, images and sounds
of the heritage tram crashing into a mountain bike,
or the sounds and spills of bikes on the Cemetery
Circuit, or the sound of skateboarding against the
backcloth of cartoons or heritage buildings)

However, a series of town centre activities on
Friday evenings, on Saturday after the markets, on
Sundays, and throughout the school holidays would
also substantially contribute to meeting this
objective. The Making Clubs Visible, the Accessible
Technology in Public Places Initiatives and the
Creative Visual Surprises programs and initiatives
would make a great contribution to achieving the
desired outcome of bringing people back from
events into the town centre.

Attracting people back from events into the town
centre (65/100)
There are a number of major venues and events
attracting residents, visitors and tourists, families
and friends away from the Town Centre, for
instance, the Cemetery Circuit Street Races, the
Billy Webb Challenge, V8 Jet Sprit Championships;
Artists’ Open Studios; Hoop Nation, and The
Mountains to the Sea Event; the Kowhai and
Riverland Family Parks, The Racecourse, the
Soccer and Hockey, Netball, Basketball and Golf
venues and their use for Regional Competitions
and the Masters’ Games.
It is important to attract participants at these venues
back to the town centre before and after these
activities and during major events.
Again this is addressed in the Section on Tourist
and Visitor Attraction (refer to Appendix B)
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APPENDIX E. COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE TOWN CENTRE
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